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Abstract 
The aim of the research has been to develop a smgle modular software package for 
all modes of Community Transport (CT) operations. In order to ach1eve th1s aim, the 
research has set out to examine CT operations, the scope for computerisation of 
those operations and ex1sting software for them, to analyse the requirements of CT 
operators through a collaborative process, to develop a data model which supports 
their operations, and to implement a software package based on this model which 
prov1des both a data management system and operational functions. 
The thesis defines and describes the vanous modes of CT operations, surveys 
existing software for CT operations and examines the scope for computerisation and 
the problems facmg operators which computensation may be expected to tackle. 
The research has been conducted through collaboration with a number of CT 
operators, both directly and through a user group, in order to establish the data and 
functional reqmrements of operators By adoptmg this participatlve approach 
throughout the stages of analys1s, design and Implementation, It was intended to 
ensure that the package met the reqmrements of operators. 
A data model for CT, incorporating all modes of CT operations has been 
developed usmg entity-relatiOnShip analys1s, and a core of data common to all 
modes of operation established. It is argued that this careful analysis of data 
requirements for all modes of operation provides a more secure base for future 
developments than is provided by other exisong software for smgle modes of 
operation. 
Four operational functions which go beyond mere data management have been 
explored and solutions implemented which have been designed to support human 
users rather than to replace their sk1lls. These are a diary system, veh1cle brokerage, 
routeing and dml-a-nde scheduling 
The thesis concludes by suggesting that by establishing a data model which reflects 
the working of all modes of CT operations, further functionality, in terms of 
scheduling and routemg, can be added eas1ly, and by suggesting areas for further 
research into these areas of functionality. 
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Chapter 1 
Background 
-- --------------------
The Community Transport Sector in the UK 
The term Community Transport (CT) is used m the UK to refer to a variety of 
specialised transport services provided by a range of different organisations. There is 
a national charity called Community Transport which is respons1ble for the 
prov1sion of management services and direction to a number of local organisatiOns, 
and Community Transport is the term chosen by the maJority of organ1sations which 
are not part of the national charity as part of theu names and forms part of the titles 
of a number of other umbrella or advisory organisations, such as the National 
Adv1sory Umt for Commumty Transport (NAUCT), the Community Transport 
Assocmtlon (CT A) and Community Transport Magazine (CTM). 
In the context of this thesis, CT will be used as genenc term to refer to the sector 
and the range of orgamsations which fall within 11. In the US and Canada, the term 
paratransit IS w1dely used and will be used here in the context of North American 
serv1ces and developments. 
A number of features characterise CT 
CT operators provide one or more of the followmg types of transport service. 
I. D1al-a-nde. D1al-a-ride offers a demand-respons1ve, many-to-many service for 
people with mobility hand1caps, pnncipally the elderly and d1sabled. Most services 
of this type requue that users are registered as members and that they book m 
advance, usually by telephone, and many serv1ces restrict booking to the day 
immediately before the service is reqmred. 
2. D1al-a-bus. Dial-a-bus offers a many-to-one, semi-scheduled service for people 
with mob1hty handicaps. Serv1ces usually run to town or city centres or to local or 
out of town shopping centres. There is a growing interest in such services, and their 
use to mcrease the utilisation of vehicle capacity where passengers of dial-a-ride 
serv1ces have common destmations. 
I 
3. Social car schemes Social car schemes use volunteer drivers, generally in their 
own cars, to provide a many-to-many service for the mobility handicapped. The 
requirement to book in advance is greater than for dial-a-ride, as the operator acts as 
a broker between passengers' requests for transport and the availability of 
volunteers. 
4. Group hire. Group hire services provide a mimbus hire service for organisations 
in the voluntary sector. In most cases, some or all of the vehicles are accessible, and 
they thus provide a service for groups which are exclusively for the mobility 
handicapped or which count them among their members. In some areas, particularly 
m London, the term Community Transport is used to refer specifically to the group 
hire style of operation. 
5. Vehicle brokerage Vehicle brokerage IS a service provided by some group hire 
operators. Vehicles which do not belong to the operating organisation but to other 
voluntary, or sometimes statutory, organisations are made available for hue through 
the broker The a1m is to meet transport needs by mcreasmg the utilisation of 
vehicles which would otherwise be under-used. 
6 Furniture and removals Furniture and removals services are provided by some 
operators, usmg vehicles to collect and deliver items of furniture for individuals and 
orgamsations, or makmg vehicles available for hire. In some cases, such services are 
linked to the storage and repair of furniture, or to the provision of cheap furniture to 
people receiving state benefits. 
7. Passenger brokerage. Passenger brokerage aims to match the needs of 
individuals for transport with spare capacity on vehicles used in a range of services, 
particularly m rural areas. It can also apply in a CT operation where more than one 
kind of passenger service is avrulable, and where an mdiv1dual passenger may 
request a trip and the operator allocates it to one of the available services on the 
basis of cost and availability. 
CT operators are usually voluntary or non-statutory organisations managed by a 
management committee which may include representatives of the statutory bodies 
which provide funds in the form of grants, such as local authorities and public 
transport authonties. In many cases, consumers of the services are represented in the 
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management structure, whether they are representatives of member voluntary 
organisations in a group hrre service or representatives of passengers in one of the 
passenger oriented services. 
Many organisations in the er sector are registered charities, and as such aim to 
provide services in order to benefit specific groups of people, rather than to generate 
profits. A feature of such organisations, recognised by Drucker (1989) is their clear 
sense of mission and the ability to mnovate. 
These features which characterise er organisations are based on observation of 
such organisations and self-definition. In contrast, Sutton (1988) and Nutley (1988) 
seek to place the passenger onented services which are part of er m taxonomies of 
passenger transport services based on a number of dimensions. 
Sutton uses two dimensiOns The first is based on categories of service 
charactensucs· fixed route service; variable route service; contract hrre service; and 
demand-responsive service The second IS a hierarchy of primary public transport, 
secondary voluntary sector community transport, and tertiary public sector social 
transport. 
Nutley provides a more complex analysis of what he calls Unconventional Modes 
of transport (UCMs), usmg criteria such as passenger eligibility, type of destmation, 
routeing and timing, multipurpose operation, commumty or private operation and 
source of fmance. 
While these taxonomies are helpful m placing er operations in the overall context 
of passenger transport services, individual er operators may not be as easy to 
categonse. FirStly, some provide services such as furniture transport and removals 
which fall outside the realm of passenger transport, and secondly, indiVIdual 
organisations may provide one or more services in various combinations, similar to 
Nutley's multipurpose operation 
As an example, Brrmmgham Ring-and-Ride provides an exclusively dial-a-ride 
service, and there are many other organisations around the country which provide 
only a dial-a-ride service, particularly in the London boroughs. In contrast, m both 
Derby and Nottmgham, dial-a-nde services are provided by er operators which also 
provide group h1re services, and m the case of Derby Community Transport a 
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dial-a-bus service. This is also the case in a few London boroughs such as 
Hillmgdon, where joint funding has led to the development of a single organisation 
providmg both dial-a-ride and group hire. Figures 1.1 and 1 2 illustrate the two types 
of organisational structure. 
Dial a·Ride 
Birmingham 
Ring and Ride 
Figure 1.1 The structure of dial-a-nde m Birmingham 
Derby Community Transport 
Figure 1.2 The structure of community transport in Derby 
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From the point of view of computensation of er services, there are a number of 
features whtch are of importance. First among these is the fact that many operators 
offer multiple servtces, often usmg the same vehicles for more than one service. 
Second is the fact that restrictions on eligibility are usually translated mto a 
requirement that users should be registered with the service as members. Third is the 
fact that the services are booked in advance, rather than bemg totally 
demand-responsive. 
The Level of Computerisation in the UK CT Sector 
Sutton (1986) canied out a survey of the use of computers in er agencies in 
March/ Apnl 1986. 600 questionnatre forms were dtstnbuted to the readers of 
Commumty Transport Magazine 65 organisations responded (11% response rate). 
Of these, 11 orgamsations were usmg computers m the field of transport 
management or operattons, five organisations were using computers m the field of 
community transport adv1ce, admimstratlon or analysis; five orgamsations planned 
to implement a computer system in the near future; forty orgamsations were 
considering usmg computers and seeking fundmg; and four organisations rephed 
that they were not mtendmg to use computers. 
When other mfonnation available at the time was added to these figures, 1t 
emerged that f1fteen schemes were usmg computers in transport management or 
operations; six agenctes were using computers in commumty transport advice/ 
admtmstratwn/analysis; and eleven more schemes were planmng to implement a 
computer system in the near future (Sutton, 1987). 
The low level of computer use in commumty transport operations can be attributed 
to two factors: firstly, the cost of computer systems and the dtfficulty for voluntary 
orgamsatlons of attracting funds from fundmg bodies for the purchase of a 
computer; and secondly the scarcity of appropriate software packages for er 
operations. 
The ftrst of these factors is one wh1ch affects all voluntary orgamsations, not just 
those in the voluntary transport sector. It has changed httle, tf at all, smce the 
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Wolfenden Committee noted in 1978 that the financtal position of most voluntary 
organisations was less secure than that of statutory organisations (Wolfenden, 1978). 
Most are and were dependent on a ffilxture of individual charitable giving, organised 
fundraising, and grants from charitable trusts, local authontles and other public 
bodies For many, the high level of capital required to purchase specially adapted 
vehicles, and the revenue requirements of maintaining vehicles and employing staff, 
have led to dependence on public fundmg in the form of local authonty grants, the 
Urban Program and the Inner Cities partnership programme. It is often difficult to 
persuade fundmg bodies, whose concern is with the primary service which is to be 
provided to the public (the provision of transport to the transport disadvantaged), 
that expenditure on a computer system is justified. 
While much of the evidence for this in the er sector IS anecdotal, there is 
documentary evidence from detailed proposals for computer systems (W ootton 
Jeffreys, 1980; LOLA, 1985; Beecham, 1986) which have never been acuoned due to 
lack of fundmg. 
The second factor is more clearly established. At the ume of Sutton's survey, there 
were only three software packages available for operators of community transport 
services These are shown m Table 1 1. 
Name Developer Services 
0-A-R Fletcher Computer Services D1al-a-nde 
HCATS Hackney Computer and Transport Group h1re 
Services 
RUNBROK-84 Transport and Road Research Passenger 
Laboratory and East Sussex County brokerage 
Council 
Table 1.1 Software padagesfor CT avazlable 111 the UK zn 1986 
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Fletcher's D-A-R 
The first of these, Fletcher's D1al-a-R.!de (Fletcher Computer Services, 1984) is a 
commercial package, developed in collaboration with the National Advisory Unit for 
Commumty Transport for the Ring-and-Ride operations in Manchester and 
Birmingham, and subsequently installed also in Haringey (Marsh and Jarratt, 1985). 
It only provides facJ!JUes for the dial-a-ride operations, and some rudimentary 
accounting functions. It was written to run under the PICK operating system. The 
cost of the package 1n 1984/5 is shown 1n Table 1.2. 
Equipment Cost 
4 Users 8 Users 
ADDS Mentor M1m Computer 
PICK Operatmg System 
Modem 
256 Kb Memory 
Pnnter Port 
M2000 9,995 
15Mb DISC 
4 VDU Ports 
M2500 13,995 
27Mb DISC 
8 VDU Ports 
Umnterrupt1ble 
Power Supply 
VDU's @£650 each 2,600 5,200 
Low speed pnnter 745 
H1gh speed pnnter 1,930 
D1al-a-R1de Software 2,000 2,000 
Total £15,340 £23,125 
Table 1.2 Cost of Fletcher' s D-A-R - 4 and 8 user systems m 1984!5 
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Fletcher's Dial-a-Rlde stores records of vehicles, drivers, passengers and passenger 
trips. Vehicle schedules are maintained manually, either on sheets of paper or on 
wall-boards, while the passenger trips which make up these schedules are recorded 
on the computer. It is also possible to record refusals, in the situauon where the 
operator is unable to meet the passenger's request for transport, and cancellations. 
Printed trip schedules are produced by sorting the passenger trip file by vehicle and 
pick-up time for a particular date. A number of printed reports are available from 
the system. A summary structure of Dial-a-Ride is shown in Figure 3.1, in Chapter 3 
where Its data structure is analysed in more detail. 
The objective of the system IS descnbed as being 'to assist in the miual booking of 
trip requests, to assist in the clerical operations, and to provide analyses to monitor 
the effectiveness of the system' (FCS, 1984) 
Fletcher's Dial-a-Ride has since been installed m a number of other dial-a-ride 
operations, and modifications have been made to the standard package at some sites. 
HCATS 
The second package was developed by Hackney Commumty Transport for its own 
use, startmg m 1982, and then offered to other commumty transports at a low cost 
with a view to co-operative development (Hackney C&T Systems, 1985). It was 
originally written to run under the CP/M operating system, and subsequently 
modified to run under Concurrent CP/M or Concurrent DOS. 
The Hackney package was designed for commumty transport group hire services 
only. ProviSion was made subsequently for d1al-a-nde services also. The group hrre 
suite of the package, as It stood in 1985, mruntained records of member groups, 
drivers, vehicles and invoicing. It also offered some analytical reports on the data 
held in these files 
In 1985, It was proposed to make the software available to other commumty 
transport group hire operators through a non-profit-makmg organisation to be set up 
m conJunction with Commumty Transport Services. This organisation, Hackney 
Computer and Transport Services, continued to develop the software for Hackney 
Commumty Transport, and became more commercial, sellmg complete computer 
systems includmg software. 
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The price of a system, published m 1988 is shown in Table 1.3. 
Equipment Cost 
1 User 4 Users 
Future Computers FX3 t 2,995 2,995 
Concurrent DOS 
30Mb DISC 
1Mb Memory 
800 Kb Floppy Dnve 
Future Computers FX20 @ £1,495 4,485 
Concurrent DOS 
512 Kb Memory 
800 Kb Floppy Dnve 
Dot Matnx Pnnter 445 445 
Communrty Transport Surte 199 199 
D1al·a·R1de SUite 199 199 
Mu~1-user Option 850 
Total £3,838 £9,173 
Table 1 3 Cost of Hackney Computer and Transport Services computer system and 
software- 1 and 4 user systems in 1988 
The package has since been modernised and rewritten using dBase, and is sold by 
F1 Transport Systems (Jones, 1989). 
RUNBROK-84 
The third package was developed for East Sussex County Council m collaboration 
with the Transport and Road Research Laboratory (TRRL). It only caters for 
passenger brokerage usmg public transport It was originally written m FORTRAN 
to run on an ICL mainframe using the VME operating system and subsequently 
adapted to run on an IBM compatible PC under MS DOS. 
This package is now marketed as TDD-ESCORT by Transport Design and 
Development (TDD). It has never been used within the community transport sector, 
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and is aimed at the local authority market, but is included because it provides for a 
service whch many see as falling within the remit of cr. It is described as being 
designed 'to assist local authorities (and other providers of passenger transpon 
services) in the tasks of booking and managing operations, and thus to achieve 
maximum day-to-day operational efficiency and cost effectiveness.' (franspon 
Design and Development, Undated). 
The package maintains records of scheduled transport services on a zonal basis, 
passengers and passenger journeys. Requests for passenger journeys are matched to 
smtable services passing through the appropriate zones. Daily operational schedules 
are produced, and analytical reporting facilities are available. 
Cost figures are not easily available for this package, it is sold as part of a 
consultancy service, and the price depends on the customer and the nature and size 
of the operation. 
The sigmficant factor about each of these packages, is that at the time of Sutton's 
survey, they only addressed the requirements of one type of service, and only one 
has subsequently been developed to cater for another type of service also. 
Other developments 
Given the lack of readily available commercial software packages suitable for 
commumty transport operators, particularly those operatmg more than one type of 
service, other commumty transport operators developed their own software packages 
in-house Apart from Hackney Community Transport which began its development 
in this way, examples of this approach to the problem where the development of 
software had begun at the time of Sutton 's survey are Derby, Ealing and Edinburgh 
Community Transports. In each case, the increasing availability and reducing price 
of microcomputers and off-the-peg software, which has characterised small business 
computmg m the 1980's, was combined with the availability both of suitable 
funding and of professional computer expertise either within the orgamsation in the 
person of one or more volunteers, or available at mmimal cost to the organisation. 
In each case, the er organisation provides more than one service. Derby provides 
group hue, dial-a-nde and dial-a-bus, and both Ealmg and Edmburgh provide both 
group hire and furniture transport. In each case, software was purchased to allow the 
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computer to be used for word-processing, and to provide a facility for computerised 
invoicing from vehicle Jog-sheets. Database or spreadsheet packages were used to 
achieve the second of these. Derby used Delta, a database; Ealing used Symphony, 
an integrated spreadsheet package; and Edinburgh used dBase, probably the most 
commonly used microcomputer database. 
The Derby experience is probably the best documented of the three (Ford and 
Forkin, 1987; Ford, 1988), while the experience of Edinburgh has been covered m 
Community Transport Magazine (Jones, 1988). 
Since the start of this research, two further packages have become available: the 
first as a result of development by a CT operator, and the second as a result of this 
research. The first of these is the Dial-a-Ride Scheduler developed for Bolton 
Dial-a-R1de, and marketed by Blue Collar Software (Wilhamson, 1987). This 
package has been wntten m dBase to run on an MS DOS compatible microcomputer, 
and prov1des fac1ht1es for dial-a-ride operators to take trip bookings and include 
them m a veh1cle schedule The second is the package MULTI TRIP developed by 
the IT in CT Project at Loughborough Umversity, which is the subject of this 
research. Table 1.4 shows the software packages ava1Iable m 1989 for CT operators 
and an approximate number of mstallauons of each. 
Name Developer/Distributor Services Installed 
0-A-R Fletcher Computer Serv~ces D1al-a-nde 10 
F1 F1 Transport Systems Group h1re 5 
(HCATS) (Hackney CT) D1al-a-nde 
TOO-ESCORT Transport Des1gn and Passenger 
Development brokerage 
D1al-a-R1de Blue Collar Software D1al-a-nde 2 
Scheduler 
MULTI TRIP W1se Software Ltd Group h1re 20 
(IT m CT Project) Veh1cle brokerage 
D1al-a-nde 
Table 1.4 Software packages for CT avazlable zn the UK znl989 
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The Situation in North America 
The situation in the UK contrasts sharply with that in North America. The Urban 
Mass Transportation Administration (UMT A, 1984) lists 24 microcomputer software 
packages for paratransit planning and operations either in use or in development m 
the US in 1984, while Geehan (1985) lists 6 programs in use in Canada in 1985. 
The American journal 'Time Capsule' lists 10 packages specifically for paratransit 
scheduling and despatching (excluding planning and forecasting), available in North 
America in late 1985 (Bower, 1985). Details of three North American packages are 
included here as examples for comparison with what was available in the UK at the 
time. 
The first of these is TRANSIT, or Special Services Transit (SST), developed as a 
demonstration program by the UMTA and the Transportation Systems Center for 
paratrans1t management It was designed to demonstrate 'an approach to automating 
the reservation and reportmg data management functions essential to the operation 
of a small specialized (elderly and hand1capped) transit property' (G1angrande, 
1985). It is available through the Trans1t Industry Microcomputer Exchange (TIME) 
Support Center m a version which can be used to manage a full-scale paratransit 
operation or as a demonstration version. 
TRANSIT was onginally written m dBASE 11, an industry standard database 
management system for IBM PCDOS/MSDOS compatible microcomputers. It was 
subsequently rewritten in dBASE Ill as SST3 (Time Capsule, 1988) by the Texas 
Transportation Institute of Texas A&M University. As onginally written, it was 
designed to run on an IBM PC/XT compatible m1crocomputer with a hard disc 
drive, and an IBM or EPSON compatible pnnter. As such, 1t IS a single user system, 
allowmg the use of the software and data by a single operator, ded1cating the 
computer to takmg reservations. 
TRANSIT is exclusively for the operation of dial-a-ride type paratranslt services, 
as are all the North Amencan packages covered here. It maintains data on clients, 
vehicles and fundmg sources, and handles trip bookings and standing client 
reservations wh1ch are inserted into veh1cle schedules chosen by the operator. Tnp 
schedules are printed out using the space-filling curve algonthm (Bartholdi et al., 
1983) described m Chapter 4. Reports on client demograph1cs and vehicle usage are 
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produced by the package. 
TRANSIT IS available for a nominal charge from the TIME Support Center, 
although it is provided in the expectatiOn that it will be customised by the end-user 
familiar with dBASE. 
The second package is Dial-A-Ride Transit Manager (DART Manager), originally 
developed for BC Transit in Victoria, British Columbia, Canada (Geehan, 1985), 
and subsequently adopted by BC Transit and by Transport Canada as a 
demonstration proJect, and installed m the New Westminster-Burnaby-Coquitlam 
suburban area east of Vancouver. 
The software is wntten m COBOL and was originally developed on an Onyx 
multi-user m1mcomputer m order to take advantage of the multi-user operating 
system, Oasis. The system consisted of the m1mcomputer with 128kb of RAM and a 
67Mb hard disc, with a 10Mb streammg tape cartridge, two termmals and a dot 
matnx pnnter The software was written by DIALOG Business Computer Systems 
in consultatiOn with BC Transit and the operator, AcceSSible Transportation 
Alternatives Ltd 
The package stores records of vehicles, clients and their standing tnps, handles 
reservations and produces driver trip sheets. Trips are mserted manually into 
schedules by the operators. It also provides reporting functions on chents and 
vehicle usage. 
The software has smce been rewntten to run on computers using other operatmg 
systems. It IS sun wntten in COBOL, but will run on IBM PC/XT compaubles wllh 
512kb RAM and 10Mb hard d1sk runmng PCDOS/MSDOS 2 1 or higher. A 
multi-user versiOn IS available to run on IBM PC/AT compatibles wllh 1Mb of 
RAM and 30Mb hard disk runmng the XENIX operatmg system An add!liOnal 
package has been added to the range. This IS DART Manager Graphics, written in 
Pascal by the Stanford Research Institute of California for the UMTA, which 
provides an on-screen graphical display of passenger locations and vehicle trips. 
By way of contrast, the third package was wntten to run in a very different 
computer environment. The software was written by Systemoid Incorporated for the 
City of Montreal, Quebec, Canada to run on an IBM 4381 mamframe capable of 
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handlmg 300 tenmnals (Geehan, 1985; Hamer, 1986). The mainframe is used by 
other applications and users, but 15 terminals are in use by Transport Adapte du 
Quebec Metro Inc. (T AQM), the operator of services. The software is written m 
COBOL, and runs in the complex operating system environment of the mainframe 
under VSAM, CICS and OSNS. 
The goals of the software development were 'to reduce telephone dwell time (and 
thereby also reduce telephone congestion), to increase bus productivity, and to 
produce more timely and complete mformation concerning operations' (Hamer, 
1986). Records are maintamed of clients and regular tnps, and the system handles 
scheduling and despatchmg. 
The software is different from the others mentioned in the complexity of 1ts 
scheduling capabilities. It uses a scheduling algorithm developed for Transport 
Canada, and a database wh1ch includes a distance matnx based on the streets of 
Montreal and a model of travel times wh1ch takes into account congested zones and 
rush-hour congestiOn 
Areas for Computerisation 
There are a number of areas of the admm1stration and operations of commumty 
transport wh1ch lend themselves to computerisation. Some of these are the standard 
office automation tasks wh1ch are aprropriate in the computerisation of any small 
busmess, wh1le some are specific to the transport sector and to community transport 
m particular. Table 1.5 shows wh1ch tasks fall into each category. Each of these Will 
be descnbed briefly. 
Word processing 
Like many small organisatiOns and businesses, CT operators produce a wide range 
of documents. These can be letters, forms, reports, committee minutes, and all the 
other kmds of documents wh1ch are generated by dealing with employees and the 
public With limited resources to employ staff, there are clear advantages to using 
computers to produce these documents 
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Areas of Computerisation 
Appropriate In any small organisation or business 
Word process1ng 
lnvo1C1ng 
Accounts 
Specific to transpon or community transpon 
Fleet management 
Bookmg or despatching 
Routemg 
Scheduling 
Performance monrtonng 
Table 1.5 Areas of computensatwn for commumty transport 
Word processmg has become very common over the last ten years, w1th word 
processors replacing typewnters in many offices. In any office, word processing 
gives certain advantages over tradltlonal means of producing typed documents. 
These advantages have been covered by many authors m the small business context, 
and by some m the spec1fic context of community transport (Wyatt and Smerk, 
1984) Documents can be entered into the word processor, pnnted m draft, corrected 
and reprinted without the need to retype the enure document. Copies of documents 
can be stored on magnetic med1a, the hard disk or floppy d1sks, and if mdexed can 
be easily accessible. Standard letters can be held on disk and used over and over 
again With the addition of mmlmerge facilities, a standard letter can be sent out to 
many d1fferent addressees, w1th the name, address and salutation being changed and 
printed appropnately on each letter 
There are hundreds of word processing packages avmlable off the shelf for 
personal computers, offering d1ffering levels of complexity and features for the user, 
and at a range of prices. Th1s easy avmlability, and the advantages of word 
processmg over typing probably account for the fact that of the twenty-one CT 
agencies found by Sutton to be using computers (Sutton, 1987), e1ghteen (86%) 
were using computers for word processing. In a similar survey in the US, Paaswell, 
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McKnight and Depa found that the most common uses were word processing, 
budgeting and recordmg maintenance functions (Paaswell, McKnight and Depa, 
1984) 
Invoicing 
Different types of er serv1ces are charged for in different ways Dial-a-nde, 
d1al-a-bus and social car scheme travel is usually paid for by the individual 
passenger at the time of travel. Group hire and furniture transport are usuaily 
invoiced to the organisation hiring the transport after the event. In the case of 
passenger brokerage, and sometimes m the case of dial-a-ride and social car scheme 
travel, the charges for transport may be mv01ced to the passenger or to an agency 
such as a social services or education department after the event. 
The task of m voicing uses source documents such as drivers' work sheets on 
wh1ch m1leages have been entered, volunteer dnvers' expenses sheets or vehicle log 
sheets. The work of coilating, sortrng and processmg ail this information manually 
can take days of staff time each month. A process wh1ch automates this task has 
clear benefits to the er operator. 
There are no off the shelf rnv01cmg programs available in the same way that word 
processrng packages are avmlable. However, mvoicrng can be handled m a variety 
of ways by off the shelf packages or a combination of them. 
Ealing and Derby Community Transports chose two d1fferent methods to ach1eve 
the automation of the1r mv01cing. Ealing er used an integrated package based 
around the Lotus spreadsheet, 'Symphony', to produce their mvoices Details of 
each veh1cle h1re were entered into a spreadsheet through a form on the screen. A 
different file was held for each month's work. The spreadsheet was programmed 
using a 'macro' language to calculate the charges from the m1leages together with 
other miscellaneous charges entered by the user, and to pnnt out invoices mcludrng 
the names and addresses of member organisations wh1ch were held in a separate file. 
Derby er on the other hand used a database package, 'Delta', to store records 
consisting of veh1cle log sheet entries. Th1s was programmed to sort ail the 
transactions by the type of service, and for those which involved group hue, to 
calculate the charges for each trip and to total them for each member organisation 
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and pnnt out an invoice. In addition, it analysed m!leages for all other services, and 
for Derby er• s own use of its vehicles for purposes such as maintenance, and 
produced statistics based on the useage of vehicles for different types of serv1ce and 
by dnver (Ford and Forkin, 1987; Ford, 1988). 
Other approaches may be possible using off the shelf packages, for example, 
maintaining records of hire in a database and merging the data into standard letters 
using a word processor. The critical thing to note in the context of off the shelf 
packages is that this type of invoicing is very different from straightforward sales 
ledger invoicing for products with umt pnces and quantities, and does not lend itself 
to automation using accounts packages 
Accounts 
Like any small busmess, a er operator has to keep accounts, both for the obvious 
internal purposes of fmanc1al planning and control, and for the benefit of funding 
bod1es wh1ch reqmre deta1ls of how public money is bemg used. In many cases, the 
books are kept by staff, wh1le the accounts may be kept by a voluntary treasurer 
While computensed accounts may help in this process, they can also hmit the 
volunteer treasurer to workmg on the accounts where the computer IS accessible, in 
the er office. They may also affect auditmg costs, and auditors may reqmre access 
to the computer at a tune when it is bemg used for other operational purposes. 
Off the shelf packages are eas1ly available for all aspects of small business 
accounting, replacing cash books, sales and purchase ledgers and nommalledgers. If 
it is demed to mamtam an mtegrated system of inv01cmg and accounting, It may be 
necessary to ensure that the accounts package has an mterface to the software used 
for invoicing if they are not the same, so that invoice data can be merged directly 
into ledgers. 
~eet~anagernent 
The area of fleet management is one that is spec1fic to transport operators and 
concerns the reqmrement of operators to mamtam mformation about vehicles, their 
use, perfonnance, mamtenance and costs. Spooner (1988) hsts a number of 
additional features such as workshop control, warranty control and tachograph 
analys1s which are deSirable in such a system He states that m 1988 about 50 
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companies were offering such packages, and lists some 11 that have been available 
for some time 
Wh1le th1s is an area which is clearly required by all transport operators, such 
packages are usually targeted at operators of large fleets of vehicles, and they may 
be inappropriate or too expensive for smaller cr operators. Nonetheless, there is no 
doubt that they provide useful fac1lities for monitoring vehicle costs and 
performance and for admimstering the fleet. 
Booking or Despatching 
This IS one of the areas which IS most cntical for cr operators. Most bookings for 
serv1ces are taken over the telephone, and there IS a requirement from operators for 
a system wh1ch speeds up the process of handling bookmgs, and which reduces the 
amount of paperwork The bookmg task concerns the entry of information from the 
passenger or hirer onto a form, wh1le the despatching task involves the dec1sion as 
to whether that request for transport can be met and, 1f so, by which veh1cle or 
service. For group h1re and furnllure transport, th1s may be a simple dec1sion as to 
whether a vehicle IS avmlable at the time and on the date requested. For passenger 
serv1ces, the deciSIOn may be a more complicated one, mvolving several vehicles all 
of wh1ch could poss1bly carry the passenger, and where the problem is to minim1se 
the cost to the operator and to other passengers, in terms of increased travel times, 
and where the despatcher may be mvolved m negotiations with the would-be 
passenger over pick-up and drop-off times. Approaches to this task and the logistics 
are covered by Potter and Hagyard (1986). Most paper-based systems involve the 
entry of mformatlon onto forms and the entry of some mmimal mformation about 
each tnp onto a separate sheet of paper or wall-board representing veh1cle shifts. A 
considerable amount of booking clerks' or despatchers' time is taken up with 
makmg fau copies of the sh1ft records or schedules after all the bookings have been 
taken, possibly attemptmg to improve on the schedules at the same time. 
Meadows (1987) covers the arguments for the computensation of dial-a-ride 
bookings m some detail, specifically to 1mprove manual systems dependent on index 
cards and paper, to speed up the despatch process and to make data on tnps 
available for analys1s as pan of a process of service development, forward planmng 
and marketing The need for a computerised system is probably greater m d1al-a-ride 
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and dJal-a-bus systems where a high volume of bookings must be taken, often in a 
short period of time. However, computensing group hire and other services should 
provide benefits to the operator in terms of automatic checking of veh1cle 
availability, consistency of data across all services, and shortfall and other 
momtonng. There is no off the shelf software available to perform these functions. 
Routeing 
For group hire services and for dial-a-bus services, the problem of selecting the 
shortest or cheapest route between a number of points is a common one, although it 
is not usually perceived as a routeing problem. In group hire services, it is often a 
requirement of a hirer that a number of passengers are to be picked up and delivered 
to a common destmauon Th1s is often the case for transport to day centres and 
luncheon clubs for elderly or disabled passengers. For dial-a-bus services, a number 
of passengers in a part1cular area may have to be picked up and delivered to a 
common destmauon such as a shoppmg centre. In both cases, there are advantages 
to opumismg the route taken to reduce the d1stance travelled by the vehicle and thus 
to reduce costs. Bodm et al. (1983) prov1de the most comprehensive survey of such 
problems, and of algorithms for the1r solution 
Most packages wh1ch implement such algonthms operate over w1der areas than the 
operational areas of er operators. There are a number of such packages available 
wh1ch address the problem m the context of fre1ght transport over large distances 
between cities. In the UK the package Autoroute is now available as an off the shelf 
package wh1ch provides routeing capabilities. However, it is not really suitable for 
transport on a local, intra-urban bas1s. 
Scheduling 
Wh1le the problem of routeing concerns the organ1sauon of passenger p1ck-ups or 
drop-offs in space, scheduhng introduces the dimension of time, usually in the form 
of constramts: either those 1mposed by passengers' requirements to reach the1r 
destinations by certain times, or by common sense reqmrements to m1mmise travel 
time for fratl elderly or disabled passengers. 
For dial-a-ride operators, the scheduhng task IS a complex one and one which IS 
often av01ded because of the effort involved m re-scheduling passenger tnps that 
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have been accepted and despatched to specific vehicle shifts. Most dial-a-ride 
operators in the UK operate a flTSt come flTSt served booking system which can 
result m inefficiencies, as passengers are allocated space on vehicles according to 
their ability to ring up early in the booking period or to their persistency in 
re-dialling when lines are engaged. A number of American systems are designed on 
the basis of taking all bookings and then scheduling them later. The work of Alfa 
(1986) and Kikuch1 (1987) is typical of this approach. It does, however, requrre the 
operator to ring passengers back to confirm bookings or to offer alternatives, and in 
this sense may be dependent on the North American telephone system, on which all 
local calls are toll-free. 
Wh1le there are a number of algorithms for dial-a-ride scheduling which have been 
surveyed by Bodin et al. (1983), and which have been Implemented in some 
American systems as research projects, there were no commercmlly avmlable 
packages to provide th1s function at the start of this research. 
Performance Monitoring 
The 1ssue of performance momtoring follows from the availability of data in a 
computensed system, and the requirement of operators to be able to analyse that 
data for the purpose of reporting on past performance, poSSibly to JUStify funding 
from public or other sources, in order to momtor performance and costs with a view 
to increasmg effic1ency, and also for the purpose of forward planning and service 
development. 
Once the data associated w1th the other functions outlined above has been entered 
mto a computer system and stored there, Jt should be accessible to users in a way 
which allows Jt to be sorted, selected and summansed for this purpose. Evans (1987) 
outhned the reqmrements for a Management Information System The way in which 
this is done IS dependent on the choice of software to perform these other functions. 
The ava1lab1hty of data in the database held by users of Fletcher's D-A-R has led to 
some research mto patterns of use m Manchester, Haringey and Nottingham among 
others (Campbell, 1987; Sutton et al., 1987; Sutton, 1989a). While this may be of 
use in analysing usage patterns, Identifying shortfalls, and planning services, it can 
also lead to attempts to analyse productivity in purely quantitative terms. Arguments 
for quantitative and quahtative evaluation can be found m papers by Smythe (1988 
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& 1989) and by Sutton (1989b). The issue concerns the identification of the proper 
focus of evaluation, and of the balance between efficiency and effectiveness in an 
overall analysis of a service. It IS important to recogmse that computensed data, 
while it may help in evaluating efficiency, IS unlikely to be of help m evaluatmg 
social effectiveness. 
The Problems for CT Operators 
This research aims to tackle four areas which pose problems for the 
computensation of community transport admimstrauon and operations. Each of 
these will be covered in more detail in Chapters 3 and 4. However, a summary of 
each follows 
Integrated Data Structure for all Services 
The software packages for CT services available in the UK at the start of this 
research, m 1986, only catered for one type of service in each case. For many 
operators, this was a serious consideration in determining whether they should invest 
m a computer system mcludmg ready wntten software, or in the development of 
software to meet their own needs The aim of the research IS to provide a package 
which provides for the range of services offered by CT operators. It IS proposed that 
this software package should be both modular and integrated· modular, in that each 
element of the system catenng for a specific service can stand alone, mdependent of 
other modules; integrated, in that each element of the system will be compatible 
with every other. In order to achieve this, a data structure is requrred which 
encompasses all the services and the data involved m bookmg and despatching 
passenger and vehicle tnp requests The designs of the databases which underlie 
software catenng for single services are not adequate for software catering for 
multiple services, and the fundamental design work IS necessary to establish a data 
structure which can support an integrated package 
Brokerage 
An area not outlined specifically above, but which covers aspects of booking, 
accounts and mvoicing, and where there is potential for development of 
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computensed approaches which improve efficiency is that of vehicle brokerage. A 
number of er group hire operators offer a brokerage service to their members and 
to owners of other vehicles in the voluntary sector. As such, group hire can be seen 
as an operational subset of a veh1cle brokerage service in which all the vehicles 
belong to a single operator. Vehicle brokerage poses additional problems in 
accounting for income generated by bookings taken on behalf of another operator, 
and m reconciling different methods of charging for veh1cle use which may be 
applied by the broker and the vehicle operator. 
A further techmcal challenge is posed by the current lack of any methods for 
automatmg the selecuon of vehicles to match a hirer's requirement for travel. The 
development of computensed techniques to handle th1s becomes a possibility when 
data concerning vehicle availability and faciliues are held in a computer system. 
Routeing 
There are a number of established techmques m the field of operations research to 
implement computensed vehicle routeing (Boc:hn et a! , 1983). Most of these have 
been developed either as academ1c exercises or to provide solutwns to large scale 
routemg problems m transportation or production management, for example to 
mmumse the d1stance traveled by a drill head dr11Jmg holes in a printed circmt 
board. Desp1te being computationally mtens1ve, most such solutions provide only 
near-optimal solutions. G1ven th1s constraint, 1t may be appropnate to employ other 
techmques, in particular the space-filling curve algorithm, mentioned above in the 
context of TRANSIT, and covered m detail m Chapter 4, which only reqmres 
sortmg of numeric values associated with spatial coordmates m order to produce a 
near-optimal route. 
The research, therefore, a1ms to prov1de a simple solution to the problem of 
vehicle routeing on the small scale, and to implement and test th1s as part of the 
software package. 
Scheduling 
In a Similar way, there are a number of algonthms which have been developed, 
particularly in North America, to solve the problem of scheduling dial-a-ride trips 
These are predommantly batch-oriented, taking mto account the North American 
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approach to taking bookings, scheduling them, and nngmg passengers back to 
confinn or cancel. They are not dynamic or interactive. 
This research will examine exisnng manual scheduling techniques in the UK and, 
as a first step to their computerisation, develop approaches which allow the 
computer to be used as a tool by despatchers or schedulers firstly to improve therr 
productivity and secondly to improve vehicle productivity by matchmg passenger 
trips more appropriately to existing schedules. 
It is also intended to identify areas for development of scheduling tools and 
techniques which could fonn the basis for further research, usmg the structure of the 
software package developed here. 
These four areas fonn the basis for subsequent chapters. However, before 
proceeding to develop these ideas, Chapter 2 outlines some of the approaches to the 
research and the techmques and software tools used 
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Chapter 2 
Methods 
General Points 
As a piece of software development, the research does not have a single 
methodology as might a piece of research based on interviews or questionnaues. 
However, the approach reflects a number of research traditions withm the overall 
f1eld of qualitative research. 
Fustly, the author's previous research experience has been of action research in 
community work and small group work Th1s approach has a lot m common With 
the 1dea of a p1lot proJeCt in terms of its tentative nature, and, as stated in the 
introduction, one of the aims of the research was to test out the software in pilot 
projects with collaboratmg orgamsatwns. This tentative nature IS one of the 
charactensncs of action research 1denUfled by Clark (1972) in contrast with 
summat1ve evaluatiOn This is shown in Table 2 1. 
Summative Evaluation 
1 ReqUires a clear and constant purpose 
2 Log1cal development of steps 
3 Perce1ves the present Muatlon m 
the context of the fmal outcome 
4 Is not able to mterpret the present 
unt1l1t knows the answer to rts uij1mate 
quest1ons 
5 Focuses upon a hm1ted range 
of factors 
Action Research 
1 Tentat1ve, non-commrttal and adapt1ve 
2 Focused on the next stage 
3 Evolves the future out of 
emergmg opportumt1es 
4 Has to Interpret the present as a 
bas1s for ask1ng quest1ons 
5 Attempts to comprehend a w1de range 
of factors 1n a dynam1c relat1onsh1p 
Table 2.1 Summative evaluatwn research and action research: key differences 
(Clark, 1972) 
The characteristics of acuon research listed in the table are very Similar to those of 
the rapid prototypmg approach to software development which has become poSSible 
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with the development of software tools such as applications generators and fourth 
generation languages, such as System Builder (described below), which make it 
possible to develop an application m outlme much more quickly than used to be the 
case with earlier software tools. In the systems design context, the contrast is with 
the systems hfe-cycle approach to software development, which provides a ngid 
framework of development stages through which an application must pass during the 
course of its development. The rapid prototyping approach, on the other hand, is 
both iterative and more mteractive in its nature. 
Secondly, the research is predominantly qualitative in nature. Although a number 
of er operators were visited, their documents collected and analysed, their staff 
interviewed and their workmg practices studied, the extension of the research to a 
number of operators was not for statistical purposes It was rather in order to gather 
more and different examples of the ways in which information is used by different 
operators. The approach fits closely the style descnbed by Fieldmg and Fielding 
(1986) m relation to qualitative research methods, and shown in Table 2.2. 
Preferred Data Qualitative Quantitative 
Most common AnalytiC mduc!lon HypothetiCO· 
analytiC techmque (e g grounded theory) deductiOn 
Log1c of Generalization by GeneralizatiOn by 
generalization exam1mng (many cases w1nnow1ng hypotheses 
of) data to determme m test1ng agamst 
ax1om that f1ts all data to see how many 
cases cases rt expla1ns 
Table 2.2 The inter-relation of data (Fielding and Fielding, 1986) 
This generalisation was earned out m a synoptic and synthetic way, as an attempt 
to develop a data model that could be used in a wide range of er operations. In th1s 
sense, the work IS relativist rather than absolutist in Its approach to the data model. 
Thirdly, th1s work 1s not concerned w1th the replication and testing of an existing 
model, but with the development of a model wh1ch can be used as the bas1s for the 
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design of a computensed er system directly from the manual administrative and 
business practices of er operators None of the other software packages discussed 
either m the survey in the previous chapter or in more detail in the next chapter is 
concerned with the development of a model which w1ll form the basis of subsequent 
system design, but only with the solution of immediate problems. The development 
of a data model for er operations can form the basis for further research in this 
field, for example in performance monitoring, in simulation as a means of planmng 
new services, in automating the routeing or scheduling process, and as the 
underpinning for a knowledge base to allow the implementation of expert system 
approaches to the solution of operational problems. 
Despite the lack of an overall methodology, there are a number of areas of the 
research which reflect either a particular approach to or a particular tool used for the 
analysis, the des1gn or the development of the computer package. The rest of this 
chapter explams these 1ssues, wh1ch are best divided m to three types: 
e Collaboration with er Operators; 
e Analysis and Design Techniques; and 
e Software Tools 
Each of these w111 be covered in turn. 
Collaboration with CT Operators 
Before descnbing the use of collaboration, It is necessary to explam why th1s 
approach was adopted. 
F1rstly, commumty transport m the UK, as has been noted above, is largely based 
m the voluntary sector. Moreover, It has Its roots m commumty development and 
self-help, and many er proJects have ansen from the work of pa1d or unpaid 
commumty workers with community organisations As such it is committed to 
participative management; most er operators are run by management committees 
wh1ch include representatives of users of the services, whether individual passengers 
in dml-a-nde or dial-a-bus services, or representatives of member groups in group 
hire services. G1ven, the author's own background and experience in commumty 
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work, it was felt that It would be inappropriate to carry out the research in a way 
that d1d not involve, drrectly as participants, those people and organisations that 
would be affected by the outcome, as users of the software. 
Secondly, while the development of software of this scale and nature without the 
involvement of end-users would be Impossible, and work w1th users is an mevitable 
element of any systems analysis process, the level of participative involvement of a 
number of users, perhaps reflects the commitment to participation described above 
Thirdly, the IT in er Project had in its previous research already adopted an 
approach wh1ch involved users of computers and computer software from er in the 
work of the proJeCt. 
Fourthly, the approach of the research was, as outlmed above, synthetic and 
concerned with the denvation of a data model from as wide a range of operating 
practices as possible. The collaboration of a number of er operators was an 
important element m providing a diversity of practices on which to base the analytic 
process. 
The development of the software involved er operators in two formal 
collaboration processes, and these were supplemented With mformal feedback. The 
two fonnal approaches were: 
e a User Group; and 
e Collaborative Projects 
User Group 
The User Group had its origms m the previous work of the Information 
Technology in Commumty Transport (IT m Cf) Project earned out by Dr Sutton, 
and referred to bnefly in the Foreword. The User Group ongmally consisted of a 
group of people w1th an interest m the use of computers m cr. They were not 
necessanly themselves users of software for cr. although most of them were 
connected with orgamsations which used Fletcher's D-A-R, and their predominant 
interest was in the use of the data denved from the use of computers in er m order 
to momtor and plan servtces. 
When this research started, the User Group took some responsibthty for 
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representing the mterests of the er sector in the development of the software, 
although it was primarily responsible for Dr Sutton's continuing research. The User 
Group had done some prelimmary analysis of the file and data requirements for the 
software to be developed, although this lacked analytical rigour and was revised 
substantially. 
The main function of the User Group was, in conjunction with the analytical 
methods described in the next section, to resolve the differences in operating 
practices found in different er operators into a single model which could be 
converted into a specification for a computer system. This was an iterative process 
which is shown in d1agrammatic form in Figure 2.1. 
Operators' 
Expenence 
ln111a1 
DISCUSSIOn 
Data 
Model 
Further 
DISCUSSIOn 
Software 
Development 
Figure 2.1 The iterative process ofworkzng m the User Group 
Each of the members of the User Group was involved as an operator m or in 
research into different er orgamsations across the UK Their experience of different 
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operational styles and practices was used as the basis for the initial discussions. The 
way m whtch th1s experience was used to start the process of defining the data 
model IS shown m Figure 2.2., and this process is discussed in more detail below. 
The results of the initial discussions were used to develop a first pass logical data 
model, using the tools of entity-relationship analysts (descnbed in the section on 
design tools below), and this was presented back to the User Group, usmg charts 
and diagrams. Funher discussiOn was used to refine the model. For example, the 
assenion that 'a passenger pays for a dtal-a-ride trip' would prompt someone to say 
that It could be an organisation such as a social services department that patd for a 
trip, and the model would be amended accordmgly if this pomt was accepted by the 
User Group. The data model produced by this process then provided the basis for 
the development of the software. 
Bra1nstorm1ng 
j 
Def1n1ng 
1 
El1m1nat1ng 
Duplicates 
1 
Spl1tt1ng 
1 
ldent1fy1ng 
Attr&butes 
F1gure 2 2 Analysing files in the User Group 
The way m wh1ch the discussion process took place m the User Group, referred to 
above and Illustrated m Figure 2.2, reflected both the need to develop a model 
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which encapsulated different working practices in different er organisations, and 
the author's community work experience and approach to work with the group. This 
process IS explained as follows. 
The first stage of the process was to identify an area of er operation, possibly a 
whole service such as dial-a-nde, and to brainstorm on the subject of what objects 
or entities were involved in the operation, which might be the subjects of files in the 
computer system. These would include physical objects and people such as vehicles 
or drivers as well as abstract obJects such as shifts. 
The second stage of the process was to define each of these, and to identify the 
approximate quantities involved. For example, it might be agreed that a vehicle was 
'any vehicle, whether specially adapted or not, used to provide transport as part of a 
dial-a-nde service'. This led naturally to the next two stages, when it was discovered 
that some objects wh1ch had been given different names by different operators were 
m fact the same, and the duplicates could be elimmated, or more often when it was 
discovered that two operators referred to different entities by the same name, and 
these were spht. For example, different operators used the term 'escort' to refer to 
(I) a paid or unpaid dnver's assistant who travelled on a vehicle to assist the driver 
and the passengers, (2) a paid or unpaid person who met a passenger at his or her 
destination and helped h1m or her, often by pushing a wheelchair, or (3) a 
passenger's own personal escort who might be a relation or fnend who travelled 
With the passenger. Each of these would then be given a separate name and umquely 
defmed The elimmation of duplicates also allowed for the elimination of entities 
which were felt by the User Group to be outside the scope of the project, or not part 
of a computensed system. 
The fmal stage mvolved 1dentifymg what information should be stored about each 
of the entities which was to be part of the computensed system, for example, 
passenger name, address, date of birth. While much of this was straightforward, 
some was more contentious, for example the issue of whether or not to maintain 
information about a passenger's ethnic ongin in the computer system, and if it was 
to be mamtained, how it was to be maintained. The involvement of a group of 
operators was expected to assist in resolving conflicting requirements. 
After the mvolvement of the User Group m the imtial design phase, It continued to 
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play a role as the software was developed. The rapid prototyping which was posstble 
with the use of the System Builder applications generator meant that data models 
could very quickly be turned into files, screen designs and reports and output forms, 
and that these could be demonstrated to the User Group. This led to feedback on the 
designs and further refinement of these designs. 
Collaborative Projects 
The Collaborative ProJects were represented in the User Group. It was initially 
intended for the first phase of the research, concerned with the development of 
software for group hire services, that three operators would be mvolved as 
Collaborative ProJects. These three groups had been selected as a result of the work 
of the User Group in the previous research of the IT m CT ProJect. They were 
Birmingham Commumty Transport, Enfield Community Transport and Nottingham 
Commumty Transport. However, none of these three operators were in a position to 
collaborate fully, as they did not have the computer hardware necessary to be 
involved. Both Birmingham and Enfield CTs were applying for grants to cover 
hardware costs, and Nottingham CT had a computer, an IBM PC/XT used to run 
Fletcher's D-A-R which was already overloaded with data and barely able to keep 
up with the growth of Nottingham CT's d1al-a-nde operation. 
Two other operators approached the project and were accepted as Collaborative 
ProJects These were Camden Commumty Transport which provides a group hire 
service and a social car scheme, and Bamsley Dial-a-Ride which provtdes a 
d1al-a-nde service and a social car scheme and which had plans to provide a 
dial-a-bus service Both orgamsations had the necessary funding to go ahead with 
the purchase of computer hardware at the appropnate times, and thus became 
involved as full Collaborative ProJeCts. 
Other collaboration 
Within the CT sector, there were effectively four levels of collaboration with the 
research. 
1. The full Collaborative ProJects which took on the nature of Pilot ProJects 
2. The imtial Collaborative Projects and members of the User Group which 
provided matenal for some of the research and analysis. 
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3. The first customers who bought the software, with whom there was considerable 
involvement on the part of the research project. 
4. Many other er operators who came to Loughborough to look at the software, or 
who saw It at demonstrations and trade shows and who provided valuable informal 
feedback. 
From the pomt of view of the research, it was the first three levels which provided 
the bulk of material, and particularly the two pilot projects where much of the 
detailed analysis was carried out. In contrast to the work with the User Group, the 
work w1th the Collaborative ProJects used the more usual tools of systems analysis, 
such as mterv1ewing, observation and the collection and examination of ex1sttng 
forms and documents. These were used with the more formal tools of procedure 
charting and data flow diagramming to document ex1sting procedures and to design 
computerised procedures. 
An important consideration m this was the User Group's concern that in designmg 
a computer system which was appropriate to many different styles of er operation, 
exisnng manual practices should not be incorporated into the design without 
question, but that the computer system should attempt to impose standards by 
incorporating good practice from a number of operators 
Analysis and Design Techniques 
Systems analysis has always been concerned with the use of documentatiOn tools 
as aids to the process of analys1s and design of computer systems. During the 1970s 
and 1980s, a number of more formal, structured approaches to systems analys1s have 
been developed and, in most cases, marketed as soluuons to the problems of 
designing and documentmg large systems by the1r authors. Jackson Structured 
Programmmg (JSP) IS an example of such a system, marketed in the form of 
training courses for data processmg professionals. During the 1980s, the concern 
with formal structured approaches has spread, and m the UK has been most apparent 
in the promotion of a methodology known as Structured Systems Analys1s and 
Design Method (SSADM). The ongin of SSADM lies with Learmouth and Burchett 
Management Systems (LBMS) who developed it in conjunction with the UK 
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Government's Central Computer and Telecommumcations Agency (CCTA). It is 
now a reqmrement for most software development proJects for central and local 
government departments and agencies. 
SSADM consists of a senes of stages in the development of software and a 
number of analysis and design tools which are to be used as part of the 
documentation of each stage (Downs, Clare and Coe, 1988) The justification for 
formal methodologies such as SSADM lies in the scale of many software projects, 
and the need for an approach which allows many individuals m teams to tackle 
elements of the prOJeCt. As such, it is prescnptive, laymg down precisely what is to 
be done in each stage, and reductionist, breaking problems down into small 
achievable tasks. It IS, however designed to be tailored to the project in hand, 
allowing some choice of techmques while not allowing important stages to be 
bypassed. 
SSADM is designed for large projects involving large numbers of people, and 
neither It nor any other fonnal, proprietary methodology was adopted m the 
research However, specific analysis and design techniques were chosen for the 
purpose of documenting the process of denving the data model and developing the 
software package These tools and the reasons for their choice are descnbed below 
Three formal systems analysis documentation tools were used m the analysis and 
design of the system. These were· 
e Entity-relationship diagrams, 
e Procedure charts; and 
e Data flow dmgrams 
These techmques were used for a number of purposes: 
e to document the research and the analysis, 
e to provide graphical feedback to the User Group and Collaborative ProJeCts; 
e to h1ghhght graphically differences in operating practices between different 
CT operators; and 
e to reconcile different practices m to a single operating model. 
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Other techniques such as decision tables and program flowchartrng were also used, 
but more as programmer's tools than as design tools. The three main techniques are 
described below. 
Entity-relationship diagrams 
Ennty-relationsh1p (E-R) diagrams are used to produce a logical model of the files 
mvolved in the process being analysed. This tool was used largely in conjuncnon 
with the work carried out with the User Group in identifying the objects or entities 
involved m er operauons. E-R diagrams were fust proposed by Chen (1976) and 
are widely used and described in many systems analysis and data processing texts 
(Bingham, 1983), and many authors have proposed their own refinements of the 
technique (Avison, 1984, Curuce and Jones, 1982; Howe, 1989). The technique used 
in the research and descnbed here IS essentially that descnbed by Veryard (1984), 
and referred to by Downs, Clare and Coe (1988) in the1r text on SSADM as Logical 
Data Structunng Technique (LDST). A str:ughtforward version of the technique 
Without additional notatJon was chosen so that diagrams would be eas1ly understood 
by members of the User Group. 
Downs, Clare and Coe g1ve three obJectJves for the use of LOST. 
e To document the data reqmrements of the system under investigation. 
e To diagrammatically represent the relationships between data. 
e To aid commumcauon 
The constructiOn of an E-R chart follows the stage of identifying the entitJes, 
which m the case of this research was carried out in conJunction w1th the User 
Group After the entJtJes have been hsted, relatJonships between them are identified, 
and may be charted in a gnd. The gnd can then be used to produce the LDS or E-R 
diagram. In the diagram entJtJes are represented by rectangular boxes, lines between 
entJtJes represent relationships, relauonsh1ps can be one-to-one, one-to-many or 
many-to-many, and the many end of a line is marked w1th a crow's foot; many to 
many relationships are normally converted into two one-to-many relatJonships, 
through the introduction of a new entity to represent the link; optional relationships 
are shown by an 'o' on the lme. F1gure 2.3 shows the elements used m an E-R chart. 
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An Ent•ty 
A one-to-one relationshiP 
'------------'1 ,'------------' 
A one to-many relat•onsh1p 
A many-to many relat1onsh1p 
~I 1 r ~I 
A decomposed many to many relat•onsh•p 
Figure 2.3 Elements of an entlfy-relationshzp (E-R) chart 
As an example, in a vehicle brokerage scheme, a member group may own no 
vehicles, or It may own one or more vehicles However, a vehicle can only belong 
to one group. The relationship between member groups and vehicles is an optional 
one-to-many relationship. A member group may have any number of volunteer 
dnvers who dnve for that group, and each driver may dnve for several groups. The 
relationship between member groups and drivers is a many-to-many and is 
represented by the mtroduction of a new entity 'member group driver'. These two 
relations are shown m Figure 2 4, which IS part of a much larger chart for group hire 
and vehicle brokerage. 
Each of the boxes m the E-R chart can be seen as representing a logical file in the 
system. Further techmques such as normalisation of the data model (Codd, 1970) 
can be apphed, in order to elimmate duplicate data. The logical data model produced 
by E-R chartmg fonns the basis for the design of a physical file structure within the 
computer system. 
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Figure 2 4 Part of an E-R Chart 
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Figure 2.5 Symbols used in procedure charts 
Procedure charts 
Procedure charts provide a means of recording and descnbing the flow of 
documents and mfonnation in exisUng systems, and of outlming the manual 
procedures to be used with a computer system. Bingham (1983) suggests that they 
provide a useful way of Idenufymg and analysmg bottlenecks. The most widely used 
procedure charting techmque IS based on the use of the five symbols promulgated by 
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the American Society of Mechanical Engmeers (ASME). These are shown above in 
Figure 2 5. 
Member• liat Booking Dury Hire Agreement Drlwera llat 
L..__..J 
Check Vehlcl 
Aull•blllly 
£t1ter 
Summ•ry 
Dehll• 
Complete 
form wilh 
BookinG 
Detalla 
Po" to 
Hiring Group 
Checked 
by H•r., 
Signed 
by Hlrtr 
R•turn•d 
to Off1ce 
Checked 
'" Olf•c• 
Oeposot 
Received 
F•led ewall•ng 
Tnp 
F1gure 2.6 An example of part of a procedure chart 
Ch•ck Orlyer 
A't'llllblllty 
The five symbols represent possible manual procedures applied to documents or 
other information in a system. A square represents an act of mspectmg or checking a 
document; a circle represents some other operation, such as entering informatiOn 
onto the document; a 'D' shape represents temporary storage, usually filing pending 
some other action or batch process; an arrow represents a movement of the 
document, poss1ble from one department to another, and a triangle represents 
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pennanent storage. Figure 2 6 shows an example of a procedure chart for taking a 
group hire booking in a community transport operation. 
Data flow diagrams 
Data flow diagrams (DFDs) are used to analyse and illustrate flows of data in an 
infonnation system. They can be used to document existing manual systems as well 
as modelling computerised systems, and are concerned primarily with the functions 
withm the system and the data used by those funcuons. Downs, Clare and Coe give 
five obJecuves for the use of DFDs 
e To document the boundaries of the system. 
e To show the movement of data between the system and its environment. 
e To provide a hierarchical functional breakdown of the system. 
e To document the intrasystem infonnation flows. 
e To aid communication. 
DFDs are more complicated than E-R charts and five symbols are used to 
construct the diagrams These are shown in Figure 2.7. 
Data flows are shown by arrows and represent the flow of data from source to 
destination. Physical flows are shown by outlined arrows and represent the flow of 
physical goods or services around the system. Functions or processes are shown by 
numbered and labelled boxes and represent the transfonnation of data flows in the 
system Data stores are shown as narrow open-ended rectangles, which are 
numbered and labelled and which represent stores of data which could be files or 
card indexes m a manual system or computer files m a computerised system. Finally 
external enuues are shown as ovals and represent entities such as customers who are 
the destinations or sources of data flows or physical flows. Figure 2.8 shows an 
example of a DFD. DFDs are hierarchical: a system can be represented as a single 
context or overview diagram; each process within a DFD can be broken down into 
sub-processes, until the level of detail requrred is reached, and a specification for 
each process can be produced either as structured english or using a techmque such 
as decision tables or deciSion trees. 
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F1gure 2.7 Symbols used uz data flow diagrams 
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Fzgure 2 8 An example of a data flow dzagram 
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Each of these three analysis techniques was used in the research to analyse the 
working of er operations, to present the analysis to users, to help in the design of 
the computer software and to document the design. 
In addition, a further charting technique has been used in this thesis in Chapter 3 in 
order to provide a summary overview of some computerised systems. Figure 2.9 
shows the symbols used and their meanings. 
External En111y ( ) 
Document 
D1sk Store 
Process D 
Figure 2.9 Symbols used 111 comparing pad.ages in Chapter 3 
Software Tools 
Two software tools were used to develop the software as part of the research: 
e the PICK operating system; and 
e the System Builder applications generator. 
Each of these will be described, and the reasons for their choice outlined 
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PICK operating system 
An operating system is a software package which runs on a computer and which 
provtdes system level functions to do with the housekeeping of the computer and its 
associated peripherals, for example organismg the storage of data on disks or tape or 
handhng input from keyboards and output to screens. Some operating systems are 
proprietary and only available on certain manufacturers' computers, for example 
VMS on V AX computers from the Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC), or VME 
on ICL mainframes. Other operating systems are available to run on computers from 
a number of manufacturers, for example CP/M on computers using 8-bit Intel 8080 
or Z!log Z80 microprocessors, MSDOS or PCDOS on IBM PC compatible 
computers using Intel's 16-bit family of microprocessors (8088, 8086, 80286, 
80386), or UNIX which runs on a range of microcomputers and mini-computers. 
PICK belongs to the latter family of operating systems. Like UNIX It will run on a 
wtde range of makes and sizes of computers, from PCs through mini-computers to 
mamframes. Unhke CP/M and MSDOS it is not restricted to any particular 
processor. Unlike almost any other operating system, PICK contains a number of 
features whtch make It particularly appropnate for the development of database 
onented systems. These have been covered by a number of authors (Cook and 
Brandon, 1984a & b, Taylor, 1985; Bate, 1986, Bull, 1986; Bourdon, 1987). They 
can be summansed as follows 
e The operating system is optimised for handling data. 
e A data dictionary is a feature of the operating system. 
e An enquiry language known as 'ACCESS', 'ENGLISH' or 'RECALL' IS 
provided as part of the operating system, allowmg the user to enquire of the 
database and produce detailed reports. 
e The programming language PICK DATA/BASIC is closely mtegrated to the 
database. 
e Records and fields within records are variable length, allowing efficient use 
of dtsk space 
e A comprehensive job control language known as 'PROC' IS part of the 
operating system. 
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From the point of view of the research, there were a number of other reasons for 
choosing PICK as the operaung system for development of the software. 
e PICK is a multi-user operating system, allowing many users to share the 
resources of a single machine, using terminals. 
e PICK will run on a wide range of types and sizes of machines. 
e Programs written in PICK DATA/BASIC are portable across the range of 
computers wh1ch support PICK. 
e On an IBM compatible PC, it is possible to run both PICK and MSDOS, 
although not concurrently. 
e Fletcher's D-A-R, wh1ch at the start of the research was the software 
package for CT most w1dely used, is also wntten usmg PICK, and 
experience has shown that it is easy to use. 
e The ACCESS enqmry language provides a valuable facility for analysmg the 
data m the database. 
Since the start of the research, there has been a further development in relauon to 
the PICK operating system. A number of licensees of PICK have started to provide 
verswns of PICK which w1ll run e1ther as a process under UNIX or on a machme 
concurrently with UNIX. For larger systems, th1s g1ves the opportunity to run 
software under e1ther operating system and to pass data between the two. 
Implementations of PICK are created for particular computers by licensees who are 
licensed to do this by PICK Systems Inc. In addition, there are two related operatmg 
systems wh1ch are very similar, but which are not PICK. These are PRIME 
Information wh1ch runs on mini-computers manufactured by the PRIME Cor-
porauon, and REALITY which runs on mini-computers manufactured by McDonnell 
Douglas Information Systems There is also a database management system written 
to run as an MS DOS application, which is very Similar to PICK. Th1s is Revelation, 
from RevelatiOn Technolopes Inc. 
While the PICK operaung system has been optimised for database handling, 
software to run under PICK can either be written in the PICK DATA/BASIC 
programming language or wntten usmg one of a number of applications generators, 
wh1ch are sometimes called Fourth Generation Languages (4GLs). 
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Language generations 
Computer languages are considered to fall into 'generations'. The first generation 
is the machine code, which forms the underlying language of all computers, and m 
wh1ch the earliest computers were programmed, often by pamstakingly entering the 
bmary machme language through a set of switches directly into memory. 
The second generation IS assembly language in which machine code instructions 
are given mnemonic identifiers, such as ADD or JMP, and in which machine 
addresses can be given meaningful names. Assembly language allows the writing of 
programmes which humans can begin to make sense of, and which are easier to 
enter, although there may still be an effective one-to-one correspondence between 
the mnemonics and the machine language 
The third generation compnses the bulk of computer programming languages used 
today. FORTRAN, COBOL and ALGOL are examples of the earliest such 
languages. In these languages, also known as h1gh level languages, smgle 
instructions represent complex actions wh1ch may be translated into tens or hundreds 
of mdiv1dual machme language operations 
The fourth generation IS not clearly defined, however, one view is that such 
languages are concerned with stating 'what' is reqmred rather than 'how' 1t is to be 
done In effect, an additional level is introduced between the user or programmer 
and the hardware Whereas m a conventional third generation language, it is the 
responsiblllty of the programmer to det:ul quite precisely how a program is to 
perfonn the actions reqmred of 1t In a fourth generation language 1t may only be 
necessary to state 'what' is required, and the program deals with the 'how' either in 
a predefmed way, or m different ways depending on the context Examples of fourth 
generatiOn languages are enqmry languages which allow the user to extract data 
from a database by s1mply stating what is reqmred· 
'SORT CUSTOMERS BY BALANCE WITH BALANCE > "2000 00" DIS-
PLAYING CUSTOMER.NAME CUSTOMER.PHONE CREDIT.LIMIT TOTAL 
BALANCE' 
The ACCESS enquiry language m PICK IS considered by many to be a 4GL. 
Probably one of the best known enquiry languages is SQL, wh1ch IS used in IBM's 
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mainframe DB2 language, and which is now an American National Standards 
Institute (ANSD and International Standards Organisation (ISO) standard (Groff and 
Weinberg, 1990). 
Applications generators 
Another family of programming tools which some consider to be 4GLs are 
applications generators. These are packages which allow the programmer to write 
applications programs by defining the 'what' rather than the 'how'. For example, 
data entry screens can be designed usmg a screen-painter, in which fields are placed 
on the screen possibly by usmg a moving cursor to choose the screen position and 
by defimng the fields in a data dictionary. The applications generator may then run 
that data entry screen program using a file of information, a parameter file, and the 
data d1ctionary, or it may use the parameters and the data dictionary to 'write' a 
program usmg a set of standard routines. In some cases, such programs are 
completely stand-alone, and can be run without any software from the applications 
generator present on the computer, in other cases, they reqmre at least a run-time 
module of the applications generator present to prov1de support subroutines. 
For the software developer, there are disadvantages and advantages to the use of a 
4GL or applications generator, compared to the use of a traditional thrrd generation 
programming language. 
e ApplicatiOns generators wh1ch use parameter files can be slower than com-
piled programs, as they have to interpret the parameters as they are runnmg 
e Applications generators can introduce overheads in terms of calling the 
standard subroutines wh1ch they use to perform certain functions. 
e Apphcations generators which generate compilable programs can produce 
programs which contain code wh1ch w1ll never be used. 
e Many applications generators are inflexible in the fac1l1t1es they provide, for 
example in validating data typed in by the user. 
e Unless they provide particular points at which it can be linked m, applica-
tions generators may not allow the programmer to mclude sections of 
program wntten in a third generation language where necessary. 
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e Applications generators do produce programs which are conSIStent in the 
way they present to the user, for example in screen layout or the provision of 
help. 
e Most applications generators will produce printed documentation describing 
the package developed. 
e Packages developed using applicauons generators are usually easier to mam-
tain than traditional programs 
e Because the programmer is not concerned with details of how the program 
works, 1t is usually quicker to develop packages with an applications 
generator. 
For this research project, the f1xed timescale and the fact that only one person was 
available to carry out the development meant that an applications generator with its 
documentation capabilities and faster development times was the preferred ch01ce, 
although it was also cons1dered important that the applications generator chosen 
must allow the integration of PICK DATA/BASIC code with the generated 
programs for maximum flexibility. A list of applications generators for PICK which 
were ava1lable at the start of the research IS shown in Table 2.3. 
Machine UKPUA 
Product Supplier Specific Seminar Type 
ALL McDonnell Douglas y y p 
CREATOR Log1cal Cho1ce N y c 
CUMULUS Velvet International N N p 
Custom·Wnter Bus1ness Log1que N N PC 
L1bra S1mdell N y PC 
Paradyme Computerstyle y y c 
Prelude CORES N y p 
STRIDE Next Generat1on y y p 
System BUilder ATECH System BUilder N y PC 
W1zard W1zard Software N N p 
Table 2 3 Appilcatwns generators avmlable for PICK in 1986 
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The table shows the name of the applications generator, the supplier and three 
additional pieces of information. These are, firstly whether the applications 
generator is limited to a particular licensee's implementation of PICK, secondly 
whether the applications generator was demonstrated or presented at a seminar on 
4GLs organised by the UK PICK Users' Assoc1ation in March 1987, and thrrdly 
whether the applications generator generates programs in the form of files of 
parameter records which are interpreted at run-time (P) or in the form of 
DATA/BASIC program code wh1ch can be compiled and run (C). 
In choosing an applications generator for the development, a number of factors 
were considered. 
e The applications generator should run on the widest poss1ble range of 
machmes. 
e There should be the flexibility of generating code or running in parameter-
dnven mode. 
e The applications generator must be ava1lable to run on IBM PC compatible 
microcomputers usmg PC PICK. 
e A run-time licence should be ava1lable at a lower cost than the development 
licence, or the package should develop stand-alone programs. 
e The cost of the applications generator should not add considerably to the cost 
of the software 
e It should be possible to mcorporate program code written m PICK DA T N 
BASIC mto applications generated by the applications generator. 
e The applications generator should have a track record of being used to 
develop maJor systems. 
e The applications generator should offer the max1mum functionality to the 
developer 
Given the lilmted time avrulable for the research, a choice was made relatively 
qmckly. The ability to see some of the applications generators being considered 
demonstrated at International Spectrum exhibition in September 1986 helped to 
make the deciswn to use System Builder. The presentations at the UKPUA semmar 
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in early 1987 confmned that the choice appeared to be correct. A further 
comparison of different PICK applications generators is provided by Samish (1988). 
System Builder 
System Builder was chosen for the followmg reasons. 
e It offered the best performance and functionality for the pnce. 
e It was already in use extensively. 
e Although it had been limited to a particular manufacturer's computers, it had 
recently been made more widely available. 
e The pncing for PC and small systems was competitive. 
e It appeared to be easy to use. 
Development environment 
The software development was started usmg PC PICK R83 Release 1.0 and 
System Builder Release 3.0, and completed using software upgraded to PC PICK 
R83 Release 2.2 and System Bmlder Release 4 2. The software was run on a Sperry 
PC IT (IBM PC/AT compatible) microcomputer. 
This configuration was chosen to provide a relatively cheap development 
environment, with the ability to transfer software to larger mmi-computers for larger 
operators. The PICK Systems Inc Implementation of PC PICK sets the R83 standard 
for the PICK operating system. While this verswn does not have some of the 
features of more advanced or sophisticated verswns of PICK running on some 
licensees' machmes, It provides a standard subset, particularly m the DATA/BASIC 
language which should be portable across all versions of the operatmg system. The 
combinatiOn of System Builder and DATA/BASIC provided the development speed 
of a 4GL combmed With the flexibility of third generation language programmmg. 
This chapter has outlined the approach which the research has taken, firstly m 
terms of the community action based orientation, secondly m terms of the 
collaborative role which er operators played m the software development, thudly in 
terms of the systems analysis tools and techmques applied, and fourthly m terms of 
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the software tools and languages used to develop the software. Chapter 3 represents 
the application of these approaches to the understandmg of er operations and the 
devlopment of an underlymg data model to support the range of er services. Frrstly 
four of the packages developed for the er market which were in use at the start of 
the research are analysed. In particular, E-R charts, descnbed above, are used to 
show the f1le structures of these packages. This analys1s of existing software 
highlights shortcommgs in the data structures on wh1ch they are based. The data 
model for the MULTI TRIP software, based on the analysis carried out using the 
methods and tools described in this chapter, is then developed 
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Chapter 3 
Data Models for Community Transport 
This chapter is written in two parts: the purpose of the first is to provide a 
background for the second. The first part analyses the data structures of four 
packages which were available at the time that the research started, and which are 
typical of the software available for er services. The second part presents a data 
model for the computerised operation of community transport services which can be 
used as the basis for the structure of a software package for cr. 
Existing Approaches 
In order to clanfy the shortcomings of exisnng approaches, the file structures of 
two of the three packages commercially available in the UK in 1986, of one North 
Amencan package and of one package developed by a er operator in-house will be 
summarised, before proceedmg to develop a data structure for an mtegrated model. 
Fletcher's D-A-R 
A summary structure of Fletcher's D-A-R IS shown in Figure 3.1, in terms of data 
files, processes which use the files, and documents which act as sources for 
processes or which are produced by processes Figure 3 2 shows the file structure as 
an entity-relationship (E-R) chart. These charts are denved from user documentation 
and from the copy of D-A-R purchased by the IT in er ProJect for its earlier 
research and installed at Nottingham Dial-a-Ride 
The obvious shortcoming m the design of D-A-R is that it takes no account of the 
possibility of other services using the same vehicles, as it was designed for a single 
service dial-a-nde style of operation. There are a number of other pomts about the 
package which are worth highlighting in a summary of this nature. 
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Figure 3.1 Summary structure of Fletcher Computer Systems' D-A-R program 
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e There is no facility to enter data about passenger trips mto the system after 
they have taken place, for example to record actual times and mileages for 
comparison with booked or esumated ones. 
e There IS no shifts file, so shifts are entered by the operator on passenger tnp 
bookings, but cannot be validated in any way. 
e Each passenger tnp record holds details of the driver who is to drive that 
passenger trip, although drivers are, in operational terms, assigned to vehicle 
shifts rather than to individual passenger tnps. 
e The vehicle use file takes no account of vehicle usage for purposes other 
than d1al-a-nde. 
PASSENGER 
(PASSENGER) 
TRIP DRIVER 
(TRIP) (DRIVER) 
VEHICLE 
VEHICLE VEHICLE USE 
TYRE CHECK 
(TYRES) (VEHICLE) (VEHICLE US E) 
VEHICLE 
MAINTENANCE 
MAINTENANCE 
Figure 3.2 Fzle structure of Fletcher' s D-A-R as an E-R chart 
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e Although not shown in Figure 3.1 or Figure 3.2, there is an accounts module 
mcluded m D-A-R, however, this includes no links to the data in the rest of 
the package. 
e To use the system properly, passenger records should be updated with details 
of the passenger's use of the vehicle; in Haringey, this is done by the 
despatcher usmg two terminals at once: one to enter the trip record and one 
to update the passenger record (Potter and Hagyard, 1986). This could be 
done automatically by the software. 
e The fare structure IS hmited to a single fare rate for any distance, and a value 
must be entered into a fare table for each distance; concessions must be 
entered as fractwnal fares. 
Perhaps the most serious shortcommg with the data structure of D-A-R is that 
there are no vehicle shift records and that passenger tnps are allocated to vehicle 
shifts by operators with no facility to check on the actual availability of space on 
that vehicle at the umes requested. The fleet number of the vehicle concerned is 
held on the passenger tnp f1le, as is the shift code. To produce the trip records, in 
the form of schedules which are g1ven to dnvers and which form the basis for all 
vehicle shifts, the enure passenger trip master file must be searched to select trips 
relating to the date in question, and the resultmg records must be sorted by vehicle 
fleet number, shift code and ume. This has a number of implications. 
e Firstly, it is time consummg, and IS only normally carried out by D-A-R 
users at the end of a day, when all trips have been entered and any 
adJustments made 
e Secondly, it requires that the passenger tnp file should be cleared out 
regularly in order to allow the select and sort processes to run efficiently, and 
this means that data must be archived to a separate file for analysis at an 
early stage 
e Thirdly, it means that there IS no easy way of checking the status of the 
schedules m the computer without going through this time-consuming 
process, and thus no simple way of checking the proposed schedule in the 
computer system with the hand-written schedules used by the despatchers. 
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Wh1le some of the shortcomings highlighted above are not significant for users of 
D-A-R who only operate a single service, this last problem is one which affects all 
users, and 1s a result of inadequate data analysis at the design stage. It arises partly 
from the expectation that hand-wntten schedules would always be mamtained by 
despatchers, that IS that this process would never be computerised completely, and 
partly from a failure properly to analyse the relationships between vehicle trips and 
passenger trips, which can be provided by vehicle shifts. Although a Vehicle Shift 
Code is used in the Passenger Trip Booking Screen, this does not represent a real 
entity m the system. 
ESCORT 
A summary structure of TOO's ESCORT is shown in F1gure 3.3 Th1s IS very 
rud1mentary and IS based on the available mformation TOO's brochure (Transport 
Design and Development, undated), and correspondence between Tnsha Manmon of 
East Sussex County Council and Dr John Sutton of the Information Technology in 
Community Transport ProJeCt. The latter lists the available on-line functions as: 
1. Book a Passenger Journey 
2. Edit a Veh1cle Journey 
3. Delete a Veh1cle Journey 
4 Add a New Vehicle Journey 
5. Delete a Passenger Journey 
6 Make a Change to a Passenger Journey 
7. Produce a Drivers Schedule or Transaction L1st 
8. D1splay Report Menu 
The former lists a subset of these functions, and addltwnally descnbes the function 
of 'Matchmg JOurneys to transport services' or AUTOSEARCH routine wh1ch 
attempts to find the most suitable vehicle serv1ce for a passenger JOUrney. 
Figure 3 4 shows the file structure of ESCORT as an E-R chart. This is denved 
from a document outlining the files and their contents (TDD, 1985) 
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Passenger Operator 
Booktng Nottftcallon 
Request of Servtce 
Add, Change Add, Change 
!or Delete or Delete 
Pass Journey V eh Journey 
l t 
A A -
'-----" 8 I~ 8 
Other Pass Pass V eh 
lnfo Detatls Journ Jour n 
rl IT e-r "--( 
Produce Produce 
Reports Schedule 
and ltsl 
Reports Drtvers Transaction 
Sche~ ltst 
-L/ 
-
Figure 3.3 Summary structure of ESCORT software 
ESCORT is very similar to Fletcher's D-A-R, in that it is designed for a smgle 
service type of operation, and makes no attempt to mcorporate any features which 
might be of use m other services. This is not so much a cntic1sm, as a reflection of 
the purpose and market for which it was designed. Certam pomts are worth 
highhghtmg. 
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e A relationship IS built in the data between Vehicle Journeys and Passenger 
Journeys, however this is Implemented by linking the frrst Passenger Journey 
on a Vehicle Journey to the Vehicle Journey and then linking all subsequent 
Passenger Journeys in a hnked list structure. 
e The file design seems to reflect the constramts of FORTRAN more than 
operational requirements. 
e Although charges may well be allocated to County Council Departments 
rather than paid by passengers in fares, there is no facility other than a 
reponing option as part of the statistical analysis for dealmg with this. 
PASSENGER 
( I P E fl S) 
I 
I...,..__ PASSE,.OIER 0 l H lE R 
JOURIIIIEV ~-----11NFOR~ATION 
( I P J I 
VEHICLE 
( I l N) 
I 1 V J I 
Figure 3.4 F1/e structure ofTDD ESCORT as an E-R chart 
TRANSIT 
A summary structure of TRANSIT IS shown in Figure 3.5. Figure 3.6 shows the 
logical file structure as an E-R chart. These charts are denved from a demonstration 
copy of TRANSIT and the user documentation supplied with it (Giangrande, 1985). 
The physical file structure of TRANSIT is quite different from the logical file 
structure, m that a number of instances of entities that are represented by files m the 
logical structure are represented by sets of files m the physical structure, With a file 
for each record. 
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F1gure 3 6 F1le structure of TRANSIT as an E-R chart 
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Like the previous two packages, TRANSIT makes no proviSIOn for other services, 
or for use of vehicles by other services. Other points worth noting are as follows. 
e There are no facilmes to maintain records of drivers who drive for the 
service. 
e Although there are facilities for post-trip data entry relating to passenger 
trips, there are no fare calculation facilities. 
e TRANSIT distinguishes clearly between vehicle trips and passenger trips, 
and has facilities to maintain records of regular passenger tnps as part of 
records of regular vehicle trips. 
e Passenger tnps are entered into vehicle trip schedules, and it is poSSible to 
check spare capacity at a glance 
e Vehicle trips are fixed m time and space. The system is designed to deal 
With vehicle tnps which run from one zone to another at set times. In this 
sense It IS closer to the dial-a-bus style of service in the UK. 
e The system includes rudimentary routeing capabilities, usmg the space-filling 
curve algonthm (Bartholdi et al , 1983), although thiS was dropped in a 
subsequent version of the software, known as SST3 (Time Capsule, 1988). 
Of the three packages discussed so far, TRANSIT provides the most comprehen-
sive faCilities, mcludmg regular vehicle and passenger tnps, scheduling, routeing and 
post-trip data entry The subsequent rewrite of the software to run under dBase Ill 
has extended the usefulness of the ongmal product which was designed as a 
demonstration program In the case both of TRANSIT and of SST3, the package IS 
provided with full source code, which would enable anyone capable of prograrnmmg 
in dBase 11 or Ill respectively to custmmse the application. 
Derby CT Software 
The Derby Community Transport software was wntten by one of Derby CT's 
volunteer dnvers and modified over time m response to the needs of the 
organisation. The file structure is shown as an E-R chart in Figure 3.7. The 
functions provided are shown m Figure 3.8. The mformation on this package is 
denved from Ford and Forkm (I 987) and the author's expenence of usmg the 
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DRIVER 
VEHICLE 
SERVICE VEHICLE 
TRIP 
c p ( ) 
MEMBER 
INVOICE 
GROUP 
F1gure 3.7 Flie structure of Derby CT software as an E-R chart 
package when employed by Derby Cf. 
The Derby software is probably the Simplest of the packages surveyed in terms of 
ils file structure, and il does not cater for any advance entry of bookmgs. However, 
illS umque among the packages surveyed m that it caters for all three of the serv1ces 
provided by the organisation usmg it - d1al-a-nde, dial-a-bus and group hire - as 
well as maintaming record~ on the organisation's own use of J!s vehicles, for 
example for traming or mamtenance purposes. Other pomts worth noting are as 
follows. 
e The package IS des1gned around vehicle use, and the post-tnp entry of 
logsheets is central to J!s function 
e The package 1s closely tied to Derby Cf's style of operatiOn, as one might 
expect m bespoke software. 
e The mam purpose of the software is to produce mvoices for users of the 
group h1re service, the production of statisucs on that and other services 1s to 
some extent secondary. 
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F1gure 3.8 Summary structw e of Derby CT software 
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e The calculation of mvoice costs is heavily hard-coded into the software, and 
would not be easy to change for another operator with a dlfferent approach 
to charging. 
e Although the financial requirements of invoicing are central to the des1gn, 
there is no provision to maintam customer accounts or records of payments. 
e A mailing list was also mruntained usmg Delta on the PC, but no attempt 
was made to integrate the two packages, which held many addresses in 
common. 
The software was ongmally written using the Delta database management tool, but 
was subsequently largely rewritten m BASIC to prov1de better val1dauon of data 
entered into the system 
Summary of existing packages 
Each of the four packages analysed in this chapter has certain strengths and 
weaknesses Elements of each could find a place in a package designed for use by 
CT operators providmg muluple serv1ces. The followmg requirements mse from 
this compar1son and identification of shoncommgs. 
e It IS necessary to d1stingmsh between passenger trips and veh1cle tnps for 
services wh1ch prov1de transpon for mdiVIdual passengers. 
e A smgle tr1ps file can prov1de the basis for all services. 
e A common logsheet can act as a data entry document for all serv1ces. 
e For dial-a-nde, a vehicle shifts f1le allows checking of vehicle capacity to be 
earned out. 
e For each service, provision can be made for the entry of bookmgs prior to 
trips, and the entry of post-trip data. 
e Where names and addresses are held in a separate file, these should be 
mtegrated m to the rest of the system 
e Where accounting mfonnatlon IS held, th1s should be integrated into the rest 
of the system. 
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In the rest of this chapter, these pomts are taken into consideration in developmg 
the data model for er operations. However, the development of the data model is 
also rooted m an analysis of the ex1stmg manual procedures and records in the 
Collaborative ProJects. 
The Data Model 
The detailed analysis and documentation of the data model for er fills several 
ring-binders. In order to explain how the model was derived and to keep the scope 
of examples within a reasonable range, the following description w1II concentrate on 
the design of three elements of the system, before explaining the overall model. 
Th1s IS presented m stages wh1ch reflect the analytical process wh1ch was 
undertaken dunng the research, and which use the techniques descnbed m Chapter 
2. However, these stages are inevitably summansed and idealised to reflect the 
constraints of presentmg th1s information in a readable and understandable form 
The stages presented here are as follows. 
I. Narrauve description of group h1re operation 
2. Narrat1ve description of veh1cle brokerage variauon of group h1re 
3 Analys1s of enuties in group h1re operation. 
4. Analysis and integration of entities involved in veh1cle brokerage 
5. Narrative descnption of dial-a-ride operation. 
6. Analysis and mtegrauon of enuues involved in dial-a-ride operation. 
7. Idenuficauon of common entities 
Each is explmned in turn below. 
Narrative description of group hire operation 
A community transport operator (operator) makes veh1cles ava1lable to member 
groups for hire The operator is typ1cally a charitable organisation, constituted as a 
voluntary group. The vehicles may be owned by the operator, or they may be leased, 
poss1bly from a local authority. Some or all of the veh1cles may be adapted to carry 
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passengers with transport handicaps, for example, by having ramps or taJl-hfts fined 
and through the ability to carry passengers in wheelchairs. The vehicles are normally 
of a size which is covered by the Mimbus Act 1977, which can be driven without 
the need for a PSV licence. 
Member groups are typically voluntary, community or charitable organisations. 
Membership may be by an annual fee, or it may be available on a trip by tnp basis. 
Vehicles are not normally available for hrre to organisations which are not m some 
way voluntary or charitable or to md1v1duals. 
Member groups may nominate individuals to dnve the vehicles for them These 
dnvers are normally subject to some kmd of program of training and testing, both m 
vehicle handlmg and safety and m dealing with passengers with disabilities. 
Individuals may also volunteer to dnve for the operator as pool volunteers without 
necessanly havmg any allegiance to a particular member group In some cases, 
operators are able to employ drivers on a full-time or part-time basis. 
Member groups book the use of veh1cles in advance. They may be able to make 
regular or block bookings, for example, for regular luncheon clubs or other events. 
Many operators reqmre that any person making a booking on behalf of a member 
group should be authorised by that member group as a valid person to make 
bookings. 
When a bookmg request is received, a number of checks may be made: the status 
of the group making the bookmg IS checked (Is the membership up to date? Does 
the group owe any/much money for previous bookings?); the status of the mdiv1dual 
makmg the bookmg IS checked (Is he/she authorised?), the availabihty of a suitable 
veh1cle or veh1cles for the date or dates and times requested is checked; the 
availab1hty of a dnver or drivers is checked. 
A bookmg may be for a s1mple trip or a more complicated set of tnps. It may 
consist of a single round trip, during which the group retains use of the vehicle. The 
trip may be contained within a single day, or 1t may run over more than one day. 
The bookmg may mvolve more than one vehicle, 1f the number of passengers to be 
carried exceeds the capacity of a single veh1cle or of a single available vehicle. It 
may be necessary to reallocate existmg trips to accommodate the new booking more 
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efficiently. The booking may involve an outward trip or trips at one time after which 
the vehicle or vehicles are free for other purposes, and a return trip or tnps later the 
same day or another day. The tnp or trips may involve single pick-up points and 
destinations or may involve multiple pick-ups of passengers from a list In some 
cases, this can be left to the member group to organise, in other cases, for example 
if a pool or employed driver is to drive, then the operator requires details of the 
passengers' names and addresses. 
In some cases the trip or trips may not be allocated to specific vehicles at this 
stage, but the decision may be taken later when a better picture of demand is 
available 
A dnver or drivers may be allocated to the trip or tnps at th1s stage, particularly 1f 
nominated by the member group, or 1f the booking is for tr1ps during the day ume, 
and the operator employs drivers on set shifts. It may be necessary to take the 
booking and to find a smtable available volunteer dnver at a later stage. 
A booking record may be produced and sent to the member group for s1gning and 
returning, possibly with a deposit 
If the operator cannot meet the request for the bookmg, a record may be 
maintained of the refusal and the reasons for it, for the purposes of shortfall 
monitonng 
On the date of the tnp or trips, details of p1ck-ups, passenger lists and destmauons 
must be giVen to the driver with the vehicle keys This may be in the form of a 
single job sheet with all the required deta1ls on it. For evening trips, when the office 
IS not staffed, arrangements may have to be made to get these to the driver during 
the day. 
The dnver of each vehicle may be required to complete a vehicle log sheet with a 
line of detail for each trip, or the details may be entered on the job sheet for the 
booking, or it may be necessary to complete both. Job sheets would be returned to 
the office with the keys, log sheets would be left in the vehicle unul completed. The 
dnver may additionally prov1de the operator with mformation about accidents or 
damage to the vehicle during the tnp, records of fuel put in the veh1cle during the 
trip, and records of expenses clmmed by h1m or her. 
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The information from the log sheets or job sheets forms the basis for billing the 
member group. The bill may be calculated in a number of ways, based on time or 
mileage or both. Fuel, damage and dnvers' expenses may be added to the bill. 
Narrative description of vehicle brokerage variation on group hire 
In a veh1cle brokerage operation, some or all of the vehicles made avrulable for 
hire to member groups by the operator are owned by organisatwns other than the 
operator, and used by those groups for their own purposes. These groups may or 
may not also be member groups and thus users of vehicles in the scheme. When the 
veh1cles are not being used by their owners, they are available for use by other 
organisations, typ1cally the member groups of the community transport operator. 
There are three poss1ble levels of integration of these vehicles into the operator's 
admmistratlve procedures, and a fourth which integrates the vehicles into the 
operator's fleet. 
The first level is that of mformation only. The operator, as broker, holds 
mformation about the vehicles and their general availability. If the operator IS unable 
to meet a member group's request for a booking, the member group is provided with 
the mformation about the vehicles in the brokerage scheme and it is then up to the 
member group to make a booking with the owmng organisation 
The second level is that of bookmgs only. The operator, as broker, is able to take 
bookings for veh1cles owned by other organisations in the brokerage scheme, and is 
therefore provided With full deta1ls of the owning organisation's mtended use of its 
veh1cles. However, the fmancial arrangements are between the member group and 
the owmng organisation and do not concern the operator 
The third level reflects total integration of the brokerage vehicles mto the 
operator's administrative procedures. The operator handles all bookmgs and bills 
member groups for use of brokerage veh1cles. The income from h1re is then passed 
on to the owmng organisations, usually subject to a charge by the operator to reflect 
the administrative costs of performmg the brokerage. 
The fourth level integrates the brokerage vehicles into the operator's fleet and fleet 
management. The operator may be respons1ble for the garagmg, maintenance, tax, 
msurance and other overhead costs of the veh1cles m the brokerage scheme, and 
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these will be charged on to the owning organisation. 
Vehicle Brokerage impinges on the booking process in two mam ways. Frrstly, the 
operator may accept bookings Without being able to allocate a vehicle to the 
booking, and will check the availability of vehicles with owning organisations 
before confmning or refusing a bookmg. Secondly, constraints may be imposed on 
the type of passenger who may be carried on vehicles owned by certain 
organisations. For example, the constitution of a charity for elderly people may 
mean that vehicles which it owns can only be used in line with its chmtable 
purposes, and thus only to carry elderly people. Such vehicles would not be 
ava1lable for hire through brokerage to youth groups. 
The mtroduction of the third or fourth levels of brokerage also requires the 
operator to mamtam fmanc1al records of dealings with veh1cle owners as well as 
with member groups, for example remittances for hire income received or charges 
made for fleet management functwns performed 
Analysis of entities in group hire operation 
Readmg through the narrative descnption of a group h1re operation, a number of 
key enuues, with wh1ch the operation is concerned become apparent. These entitles 
are hsted m Table 3 I 
The imual work of the research was based around the hst of proposed files shown 
m Table 3.2, wh1ch was comp1led by the original User Group. A feature of both hsts 
is that they mclude as enuues or files obJects which subsequent analys1s reveals to 
be documents. For example, a JOb sheet IS a pnnted record of all or part of the detail 
of a booking, wh1le a logsheet IS an input document contaimng data about ind1vidual 
trips which will be entered mto the system. However, the list in Table 3.2 also 
reflects an attempt to idenufy records to be held in computer files at too early a 
stage m the analysis, and reflects a confusiOn between documents and files and a 
failure to represent relauons between entities correctly, for example by Imposing 
arbitrary lumts on the number of drivers for a particular member group. 
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Entitles 
operator bookmg record 
vehicle refusal 
member group JOb sheet 
passenger logsheet 
dnver damage record 
bookmg expenses record 
regular bookmg fuel record 
authorised contact bill 
tnp 
Table 3.1 Entllzes znvolved zn group hire operations ,from the narratzve description 
File Description 
Group Membership Record 
Mailing LIS! 
Dnver Record 
Dnver Test Record 
Veh1cle Permanent Record 
Veh1cle Da1ly Record 
Vehicle Abuse Record 
Accident Record 
Maintenance Record 
Book1ng Record (Pre-tnp) 
Veh1cle Journey Record 
Passenger Journey Record 
Group Passenger L1st 
Group Regular Tnp Pattern 
Table 3.2 Fzles zn the User Group's original specijicatzon 
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------
The use of entity-relationship analysis helps to clarify the status of the entities 
hsted and the relationships between them. Figure 3.9 illustrates the relationship 
between the entities 'operator', 'member group', 'vehicle' and 'driver' taken from 
the list in Table 3.1, and introduces the additional relationship between dnvers and 
member groups. F1gure 3.10 shows the successive refinements of the relationship 
between member groups and their use of vehicles, from the simplistic 'member 
group books vehicle' through to the more complex representation of the system 
involving authorised contacts and vehicle trips. Figure 3.11 integrates the two sets of 
relauonsh1ps from 3 9 and 3.10 into a single E-R chart. 
Member 
Member 
Group Ortver 
Group 
Dr1ver 
CT Group Hue 
Operator 
Veh1cle 
F1gure 3.9 Relatzons between operator, member groups, dnvers and vehzcles 
The introducuon of the 1dea of regular bookmgs makes 1t necessary to distinguish 
in some way between a booking wh1ch is going to occur on a particular day or days 
and a regular booking which has the same relationships but acts as a pattern from 
which actual bookmgs are generated. The use of the bookings diary provides this 
hnk to a fixed date or dates, and thiS is shown in Figure 3 12. The diary IS explamed 
m detail in Chapter 4 
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Book1ng 
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Book1ng 
Group Hire 
Book1ng 
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of 
COnSIStS 
of 
Figure 3.10 Successive refinements of group hire bookings 
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Veh1cle 
Vehicle 
Tnp 
uses 
Vehicle 
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Tnp 
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owns 
CT Group H1re 
Operator 
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10 
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Member has Group H1re COOSIStS Vehicle 
Group Book1ng o I Tnp 
has uses 
makes 
Member Group Veh1cle 7-
Contact 
Figure 3.11 Integration of group hire bookings with group hire operator, drivers 
and vehicles 
Finally, It is necessary to account for the cost of vehicle trips and the associated 
expenses, such as fuel, damage and drivers' expenses. Figure 3.13 shows the entities 
involved in charging for a bookmg. However, although some operators do send 
md1vidual mvmces to member groups, member groups do not always pay for 
individual invoices, but may pay for more than one at a time, effectively paying off 
an account Operators may also make their own transactions against such an 
account, raJSJng credit notes or makmg adJUStments, and Jt is necessary to introduce 
the additional member group account and group account transaction entitles. Figure 
3.14 IS an attempt to combme all these entities and to add passenger lists and 
passengers mto the scheme. 
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J 
Before moving on to exarrune the 1mpact of the introduction of vehicle brokerage 
into this model, it is worth examimng some of the processes which involve the 
enuties in this model. Figure 3.15 shows a summary data-flow diagram of a group 
hire operation. Data-flow diagrams are hierarchical in nature, and can be 
successively decomposed into further levels of detail. The process in Figure 3.15 
which is most significant is the box la be led '4. Enter and maintain bookings'. This 
process 1s concerned with the way in which group hire bookings are made and m 
particular with the way in which the validity of the bookings is checked. Figure 3.16 
shows a document flow chart for the process of taking a booking based on the 
manual practices of Nottmgham Commumty Transport, and recorded as a result of 
observation and mterv1ew in January 1987. F1gures 3.17 and 3.18 show successively 
lower levels of the processing involved m entenng and maintaining bookings. 
Analysis and integration of entities involved in vehicle brokerage 
The addition of vehicle brokerage into a group hire operatiOn mtroduces addiuonal 
ent!Ues into the model. The hst m Table 3 3 was drawn up using the narrauve 
descnption in the section above 
Entitles 
veh1cle operator 
veh1cle owner 
h1re remrttance 
management charge 
Table 3.3 Entities znvolved in vehzcle brokerage 
Dependmg on the nature of the brokerage service offered by the CT operator, the 
owner of a veh1cle can now be the operator of the CT service, a member group or 
another vehicle operator. These other operators could be other chantable vehicle 
operators or possibly commercial vehicle hrre companies F1gure 3.19 shows how 
these relationshipS can be represented The vehicle operator about whose vehicles 
information is held 'for mformation only' is not going to be mvolved in any booking 
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Figure 3.15 Summary data flow dwgram for group hzre 
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processes or any accounting for vehzcle usage, whzle any vehicle operator whose 
vehicles are booked out through the broker is likely to be involved m bookmg 
vehzcles out for its own use and is therefore likely to be a full member of the 
scheme, and as such a member group. Thus in brokerage, the member groups file is 
used to hold groups whzch may be vehzcle owners, vehzcle users or both. This raises 
the question of the kind of brokerage operation m which the broker is not actually a 
vehicle owner, but only acts as a broker, and posszbly uses vehzcles belonging to 
member groups for zts own purposes In this case, the er operator is itself a 
member group, and not a separate entity in the model. In view of these 
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Figure 3.19 Relationships mvolving veh1cle ownership in group hire and brokerage 
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considerations, Jt was dec1ded to adopt a model in which the er operator 1s itself a 
special case of the member group entity, and th1s is shown in Figure 3.20. 
CT Group H1re 
Operator 
" . 
Member 
Group 
h lr •• 
veh•cles 
to 
" . 
Operator 
" a 
Veh1cle 
0 w ne r 
owns 
Veh•cle 
Figure 3.20 Rev1sed model of veh1cle ownership m group h1re and vehicle brokerage 
The mvolvement of other veh1cle owners in the operation also highhghts the 
reqmrement for an ab1h ty to record use of vehicles by those vehicles' owners for 
their own purposes. In the case of the er operator, th1s could be use of vehicles in 
order to transport staff or volunteers, or in order to train or test drivers, or m order 
to mamtam, service or fuel the vehicles. In the case of other vehicle owners, this 
could be any use of theu vehicles which might be recorded by the broker eJther for 
statistical or analytical purposes or m order to maintain records of when the vehicles 
are unavmlable for brokerage use. While 1t might be poss1ble to mclude such vehicle 
use withm the scope of group hire bookings, it was dec1ded to separate 1t out as a 
different category of booking, own use bookings. The data model for own use 
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bookings is s1milar to that for group hire shown in Figure 3.14. However, there is no 
requirement to account financially for the veh1cle use. Figure 3.21 shows an E-R 
chart for own use bookings. 
While there is no requirement to account for own use bookings, the mtroduction of 
brokerage into a group h1re operation imposes on the operator the need to account 
for the use of vehicles which belong to member groups in order to pass on to those 
groups the appropriate hire fee for the use of their vehicles. If the vehicles are fully 
integrated, the operator may also be passing on to the owning groups the costs 
associated with managing the fleet and maintaining and setvicing the vehicles. Thus 
any trip wh1ch IS made in a brokerage vehicle w1ll have an associated brokerage trip 
cost, which forms the basis of the h1re remittance listed m the entity list for 
brokerage The brokerage trip cost may be calculated on a different basis from the 
operator's usual method of calculanng trip costs, or may be based on the charge 
made to the group usmg the vehicle, less a flat rate or a percentage charge for 
brokerage. In some cases, the full charge for use of the vehicle may be passed on to 
the ownmg group, and a periodical management charge may be made by the 
operator for brokerage. These various requirements mtroduce enuues associated with 
brokerage accounts mto the data model. An account IS created for any group owning 
a vehicle m brokerage, and all transactions relating to payments and charges for use 
of that owmng group's vehicles are held in that account. Figure 3.22 shows the 
important entities mvolved in accounung for vehicle brokerage. 
An addition to Figure 3.22 is the charge rate enuty Th1s IS introduced in order to 
hold detmls of how different vehicles are charged for Some operators charge for 
different vehicles at different rates, some operators with brokerage schemes calculate 
the brokerage tnp cost based on a different rate from that used to charge the user, 
and some operators have different rates for tnps dependmg on cnteria such as 
distance and length of time. As such, the simplistic relatiOnship shown m Figure 
3 22 does not represent the complexity of the situation, and F1gure 3.23 more 
accurately represents the model 
The additional introduction of the entities associated with brokerage mto the data 
model highlights the role of the mmling list. The original concept of the mailing list 
was that it was no more than a list of addresses of md1viduals and orgamsations to 
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Figure 3 22/mportant entitles involved zn vehicle brokerage 
which the er operator would want to send correspondence, the role it plays for 
example in the Derby er software. However, analysis shows that there are a wide 
range of entities in the data model for which it is necessary to hold names and 
addresses, and experience shows that many of the people, whose names and 
addresses these are, have more than one role. For example, the secretary of one 
member group may be a driver for another or the treasurer for a third Similarly, the 
address of a group may also be the base address for vehicles owned by that group. It 
was decided at an early stage in the design to use the mailing list to hold all these 
addresses and to hnk other enuties which use them to the m:uhng hst file. This has 
two mam advantages. 
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Figure 3.23 Enuty-relatwnshzp chart of vehicle charge rates 
e firstly, It reduces the storage requirement on the computer, as any one name 
and address should only be held once, and 
e secondly It eliminates many of the problems associated with updatmg names 
and addresses held m several different files when people move. 
Table 3 4 shows a list of entities which have relationships to the mailing list file, 
and the particular types of address which are involved Figure 3.24 shows a 
summary of the relationships mvolved for member groups. 
Before proceeding to look at the impact of introducmg a different type of service, 
in this case dial-a-nde, into the model, it IS worth noting that brokerage affects the 
processes involved as well as the data model. Figure 3 18 showed the process of 
takmg a group hire booking m the case of an operator where brokerage is not part of 
the service, based on practice at Nottingham Community Transport. A different 
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Entltltes 
Member group 
Vehicle 
Dnver 
Address type 
Group address 
lnvo1ce address 
Contact address 
Base address 
Supplier address 
Manufacturer address 
Dnver address 
Table 3.4 Entities using the mailing list file for names and addresses 
Member 
Group " Dr1ver '--' 
Dr1ver 
Member Group 
c D Address 
Member Member Group 
Invoice Mall1ng List 
Group Address 
c p 
c D Member Group 
Contact 
Member Group Vehtcle Vehicle Base 
Veh1cle Address 
Figure 3.24 Summary of relationshipS to the mazling list 
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approach is adopted at Birmingham Community Transport which is closely 
associated with Binningham Shared Transport Services, a brokerage scheme. In 
Birrrungham, a booking IS taken regardless of vehicle or driver availability, on the 
basis that if Bimungham CT cannot meet the request, Binningham STS may be able 
to. A response to a booking IS not given to a member group straightaway, but only 
after the brokerage options have been investigated. This IS shown in Figure 3 25, 
which may be compared With figure 3.18. 
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While th1s functional issue does not drrectly affect the data model, it is Important 
in the overall design of the system, as booking screens must be designed to enable 
the user to take both bookings for which the member group is given an immediate 
response, and bookmgs which are considered for brokerage. Tins, in fact, led to the 
introduction into the design of the idea of allowing a booking to be entered and the 
vehicle assigned to a trip in that booking being 'To Be Allocated Later' (TBAL). 
This has implications for the design of the diary which is presented in the next 
chapter. 
Narrative description of dial-a-ride operation 
A commumty transport operator provides a service to individual passengers who 
through physical d1sabliity are transport handicapped, that is unable to use 
conventional pubhc transport at the level of serv1ce wh1ch is currently provided. 
Passengers are usually required to register m advance w1th the operator. In some 
cases, passengers can register and make their frrst booking at the same time; m 
others, registration must be completed before a booking can be made Registration is 
dependent on proof of disability in some dial-a-ride schemes. There may or may not 
be a membership fee. 
The operator operates veh1cles which may be owned by the operator or by some 
other organisation, such as a local authority or pubhc transport authority. The 
vehicles are adapted with facilities which ease the carriage of passengers with 
transport handicaps, such as ta1l-hfts or ramps The vehicles may vary in size and 
capacity between adapted saloon cars and minibuses. Typ1cally they are no larger 
than the Size of vehicle which may be driven without a PSV licence. 
The vehicles are assigned to shifts. During the course of a shift, a vehicle is 
available to carry one or more passengers and possibly their companions, ch1ldren or 
friends on trips withm a defmed operational area. Whether the vehicle carries one 
passenger or more than one depends on a mixture of vehicle capacity and the 
operational policies of the operator. 
A shift may be dnven by one or more drivers. Dnvers may be paid employees or 
volunteers. Driver's assistants may also travel on the vehicle in order to assist 
passengers in boarding and ahghtlng from the vehicle. 
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In order to make a bookmg, a passenger usually rings the operator in advance. 
Some operators only accept bookings one or two days in advance, while others 
accept bookmgs further ahead, but may operate some kind of rauoning system to 
prevent individual passengers monopohsmg the service. When a passenger makes a 
booking, he or she specifies when the trips are required and the origin and 
destination of each trip. Typically a booking consists of two trips, an outward and a 
return trip, with the passenger's home address as the origin of the outward and the 
destination of the return. The despatcher who takes the call enters the details of the 
booking on a form and then attempts to select suitable vehicle shifts into which to 
add each tnp The shift records may be held on large sheets of paper or on wall 
boards Passenger tnps w1ll be added to shifts with the intention of minimising 
unproductive veh1cle travel, so that passenger trips with origins and destmations 
close together in space and ume w1ll be allocated to the same shift where possible. 
The despatcher may negotiate times with the passenger m order to enable him or her 
to travel, or may undertake to renegotiate umes w1th a passenger whose bookmg has 
already been accepted. If a booking IS refused, a record w1ll probably be maintained 
for the purpose of shortfall monitoring. 
Passengers may reqmre additional help on the veh1cle m the form of a dnver's 
assistant, or may requ1re help at the1r destination. Some Dial-a-R1de schemes 
provide one or both of these, either through the use of volunteers or through paid 
employees. 
Work sheets are prepared for drivers for each shift, usually a day in advance The 
worksheets are prepared from a combinatiOn of the mdividual bookmg forms and the 
sh1ft records, which usually only contain summary information Despatchers may 
use this opportunity to reallocate some trips in order to make more efficient use of 
vehicle resources. Th1s may make 1t poss1ble to contact passengers whose bookings 
had been refused and to offer them trips 
The worksheets are given to dnvers, and may be used to record vehicle odometer 
readmgs at each stop in order to calculate distances for statistical purposes. Almost 
invariably fares are collected by drivers or driver's assistants from passengers. These 
may be calculated in advance at the ume of booking based on a zonal chargmg 
scheme or on estimated distance, or may be calculated by the dnver based on actual 
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distance. The fares may be recorded on the worksheets or on separate fare sheets. 
A driver may record the overall odometer readings and the distance covered by the 
vehicle during the shift on the worksheet for that shift or as a line of detail on a 
vehicle log sheet. 
In the cases where the driver has not collected the fare from a passenger, an 
invoice must be prepared from the details on the worksheets. This can happen in 
cases where the passenger is unable to deal with money through disability or where 
the tnp or tnps are being prud for by some other individual or agency such as a 
social services department. 
In most cases, travel is subsidised in some way, and returns must be prepared from 
the information on the work sheets for submission to the subsidising authority. 
Analysis and integration of entities involved in dial-a-ride 
Readmg through the descnption above, a list of enuues mvolved m the operation 
of a dial-a-ride service can be drawn up, and this is listed in Table 3.5. 
It was recogmsed that many of these entities had already been Identified as part of 
the analysis of other services. However, their involvement m dml-a-ride may require 
them to be treated m a different way throughout the system Other enuues are 
specific to d1al-a-nde, and it is with these m particular that this section IS concerned. 
These are listed m Table 3 6 
Entitles 
passenger 
companJon/chJid/fnend 
operator 
veh1cle owner 
veh1cle 
bookmg 
veh1cle sh1ft 
dnver 
dnver"s ass1stant 
Table 3.5 Entities involved zn dial·a-nde 
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passenger tnp 
refusal 
volunteer help 
work sheet 
fare sheet 
veh1cle logsheet 
InVOICe 
source of payment 
Entrt1es 
passenger 
compamon/ch1ld/fnend 
bookmg 
vehicle sh1ft 
dnver's ass1stant 
passenger tnp 
refusal 
Table 3.6 Entzties specific to dzal-a-ride 
volunteer help 
work sheet 
fare sheet 
inVOICe 
source of payment 
The most sJgntfJcant of the additions is the individual passenger. While group hire 
and brokerage are concerned with the transport of groups of people, who may be 
anonymous to the operator, dml-a-nde is concerned with the transport of named 
indJVJduals, about whom records must be maintamed. A passenger may make a 
bookmg which consists of one or more passenger tnps. A passenger trip is very 
different from the vehicle trip entity which was identified as part of the group hire 
analysis. Only one vehicle trip can take place on a particular vehicle at any one 
ume. However, many passenger tnps may take place on the same vehicle, and may 
overlap in tune. The vehicle shift m dial-a-nde IS cotenmnous With the vehicle trip, 
and a number of passenger tnps may be related to a single vehicle shift. This 
relationship IS shown m Figure 3.26 
The vehicle shift, however, mvolves more than the simple vehicle tnp. More than 
one driver may be associated with a vehicle shift in some dial-a-rides, although 
many make driver shifts and vehicle shifts cotenninous Driver's assistants may also 
be associated with vehicle shifts. A volunteer helper or escort, on the other hand, is 
associated with the passenger trip, as escorts usually meet passengers at their 
destinations in order to assist them The same individual may work in either a 
voluntary or a paid capacity as an escort or driver's assistant, and records need to be 
mamtained about such people. Such mdivJduals are part of the dial-a-nde operation, 
and are not to be confused with the md1viduals who are called escorts m some 
dial-a-rides, who are friends or relatives of the passengers and who assist them to 
travel, and who may be charged a reduced rate for travel While It IS necessary to 
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F1gure 3 26 Dwl·a·nde passenger bookmg entities 
maintam records of the numbers of such people for the purposes of allocating space 
on vehicles, along with companions, fnends and children travelling with passengers, 
they are not the subJeCt of pennanent records in the system. 
Worksheets are used in dial-a-ride to provide drivers w1th details of the passenger 
tnps mvolved in a shift They are not a separate entity m the system, but simply a 
document which contains infonnation about a vehicle sh1ft. Similarly fare sheets, 
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which may s1mply be a part of the worksheet which is completed by the driver, are 
documents wh1ch may result in further data being entered into the system after a 
shift has taken place. Figure 3.27 shows an elaboration of Figure 3.26, involving 
these add1tional entities. 
Passenger 
D1al·a·A1de 
Book1ng 
~ 
Passenger Passenger 
"" 
Tr1p Cost Tr1 p 
Veh1cle 
"" 
/ Escort/ Onver \J Assistant s hlft 
/ 
Vehicle 
Veh&cle 
TrIp 
Figure 3 27 Elaboration of dzal-a-ride passenger booking entitles 
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However, fares are usually calculated in advance for passengers and are based 
either on a zoned system or on estimated distances between map references for the 
start and finish of each passenger trip. As part of the dial-a-ride system, it is 
necessary to maintain records which support the different methods of charging. 
There will be further discussion of methods of calculatmg distance for the purpose 
of scheduling m Chapter 4. For the moment it is necessary to analyse the possible 
methods of chargmg. The dial-a-ride operators analysed during the research all used 
a standard charging rate as the basis for their fare calculations; exceptions to the 
standard rate are based on whether the passenger uses a particular kind of bus pass. 
Thus, as in group h1re, a charge rate may have alternatives. The charge rate itself 
may be based on the estimated, calculated distance between map reference areas, or 
may be based on set rates between zones. F1gures 3.28 (a) and 3 28 (b) show the 
application of the two methods to a passenger trip from source to destination. In the 
fust case, the distance can be calculated using Pythagoras' method, and the fare for 
that d1stance calculated. In the second case, there IS a fixed fare for travel between 
the two zones, which is applied to the example. F1gure 3.29 shows the entitles 
involved, and mcludes some of the entitles shown in Figure 3.27. 
Fmally, it IS poss1ble that some passengers w1ll not themselves pay for each tnp 
when they make it, either because they do not carry money or because the trip IS to 
be pmd for by some other agency, such as a social services department or an old 
people's home. It is therefore necessary to be able to mvoice for trips, and for these 
invoices to be allocated to accounts wh1ch may be paid either by the passengers 
themselves or by other agenc1es This is shown m F1gure 3 30. It is Important to 
note that one account can be used by a number of different passengers, for example, 
an account used by an old people's home. 
Identification of common entities 
The aim of the software development was not s1mply to provide packages for 
specific types of CT operation, but to provide a package which IS both modular and 
Integrated. The modular1ty of the software is catered for in a straightforward 
manner, by the devlopment of a separate module for each mode of operation, and 
the analys1s descnbed above outlines this process for group 'hire, and dml-a-ride The 
development of modules for social car schemes and for dial-a-bus has been 
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Figure 3.29 Dwl-a-ride charging entllles 
continued m the same way. This is common practice in software development and 
may be compared to providmg an accounts package as separate modules for sales, 
purchasmg, payroll and so on. 
The Issue of mtegration IS less straightforward, and is addressed by this secuon of 
Chapter 3 It was noted m the first part of this chapter that none of the packages 
analysed there, apart from the Derby CT software, which is not concerned with 
bookings, makes provision for more than one type of CT service. In reahty, many 
CT operators run more than one type of service, as has been described In Chapter 1. 
It is, therefore, imponant that each module should work m conjunction with every 
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other module, and that there should be no overlap of function or data storage among 
the different modules. In Tables 3.5 and 3 6 above, it was noted that some of the 
entities identified for the dial-a-ride module had already been identified in the 
context of group h1re. For both the group h1re module and the d1al-a-nde module to 
work, a vehicle entily, which w11l be represented by a file m the finished software, IS 
required 
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There are three possible approaches to th1s: 
1. Provide a vehicle file in each module, one for group hire vehicles and one for 
d1al-a-ride vehicles. The problem w1th this approach is that vehicles may be used by 
both serv1ces, and we are then obhged to update two separate records in different 
files. Furthermore, as new modules are added, new vehicles files are also added. 
2. It therefore makes sense to locate all vehicle records in a single file. This rruses 
the question of which module this file should be located in. If a user only purchases 
one module, then the veh1cles file must be provided, but if they subsequently 
purchase a second module for another service, then a duplicate file should not be 
introduced. 
3. It is therefore necessary to take the vehicles file out of the service modules and 
make 1t avmlable to all of them. 
The same principle apphes to a number of other entities which have been 
1dentif1ed above, such as dnvers, ma1ling list and vehicle tr1ps. A number of entitles 
can be 1denufied which are common to more than one module, and 1t was therefore 
decided to prov1de these m a separate Common Module. This decision was made at 
an early stage in the analys1s of the system, based partly on the recognition of the 
weaknesses in some of the other ava1lable packages and partly on the recognition of 
the factors descnbed here To compare the design with that of an accounts package 
agam, th1s is comparable m some ways to the provision of a separate nominal ledger 
module which mtegrates with the sales, purchasmg and payroll modules However, 
it goes beyond that, and may be compared with the recognition that both sales and 
purchasmg may reqmre a file of V AT codes and rates, and that th1s IS best provided 
by a smgle f1le rather than by separate files in each module. 
A hst of common entitles can be derived from the hsts and the entity-relauonsh1p 
charts used above. The most 1mponant of these are shown in Table 3.7. 
The structure of the system IS shown in Figure 3.31. Each of the modules which 
prov1des for a spec1fic type of er service makes use of data entities in a common 
module. Because of the nature of the PICK operatmg system and the System Bmlder 
applicatwns generator, the data d1cUonary definitions and the screen definitions are 
also held m the dictionary level of the data files that represent these entities. 
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Entitles 
dnver 
dnver's expenses 
dnver accounts 
dnver account transactions 
dnver's ass1stants 
fuel 
ma1hng hst 
own use book1ngs 
Table 3.7 Common entities 
own use regular bookings 
passengers 
passenger accounts 
passenger account transactions 
veh1cle 
veh1cle operators 
veh1cle tnp 
veh1cle damage 
Most of the f1les hsted in Table 3 7 represent static enuties, such as vehicles and 
drivers, which do not change much over time. However, the purpose of the system 
is to allow bookmgs for the various services to be maintained, and the veh1cle and 
passenger bookmgs, the sh1fts and the vehicle trips represent the dynam1c data 
which IS held m the system and which is changing from day to day. Of the common 
GROUP HIRE DIAL-A-RIDE 
COMMON 
MODULE 
SOCIAL CAR 
SCHEME 
DIAL-A-BUS 
F1gure 3.31 Modular software structwe 
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Figure 3 32 Relationships to vehicle trips 
enuues, it IS the vehicle tnp entity which IS central to this aspect of the system. Any 
use of any vehicle for any service IS represented by an mstance of the vehicle tnp 
enuty. As was discussed above m the section on the dial-a-nde analysis, only one 
vehicle trip can take place on any one vehicle at any time However, a vehicle trip 
could represent a tnp which is part of a group hrre booking or a d1al-a-ride shift, or 
use of the vehicle by the vehicle owner, or w1th the addition of other modules, a 
socml car scheme trip or a d1al-a-bus service. This is shown in F1gure 3.32 The 
boundaries between the vanous modules are shown by dotted lines. 
As 1t stands, there IS no way withm the data structure outlined here to maintam the 
constramt that vehicle tnps may not overlap with one another This feature of the 
system is explained m Chapter 4. 
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Th1s chapter has explored the data structures of four software packages for CT 
operators, and outlined some of their weaknesses. In the hght of these data 
structures and based on the analysis wh1ch was earned out during the research, the 
data requirements for group h1re and dial-a-ride operations have been identified. 
Based on these two types of service, the existence of entities common to both was 
identified, and the need for a separate common module established. 
Many of the operations required by users are simply operations to maintain this 
database: to create, update and delete records which represent instances of the 
entities which have been identified by the data analysis However, certain operations 
are reqmred which mean that users require more than just a database management 
system. The ab1hty rapidly to check the availab1hty of a vehicle for a trip, to 
maintam the constramt that veh1cle trips do not overlap, to allocate passengers to 
dial-a-ride shifts, to find the most suitable brokerage vehicle for a booking, all these 
aspects of the reqmrements need more complex data structures and algonthms to 
manipulate the data These elements of the system are explored m Chapter 4. 
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Chapter 4 
Diary, Brokerage and Scheduling Features 
Introductory Points 
Chapter 3 covered the analysis of the basic data structures required for er 
operations. This chapter examines the way in which four operational functions have 
been designed and Implemented in the software. Within the operation of a er, as in 
any business or other organisation, there are a number of different types of processes 
which are performed by people, whether they are working with a manual 
information system or a computerised one· 
e storing infonnauon; 
e retrievmg mfonnauon, 
e producmg reports; and 
• making deCISIOnS 
Storing mfonnation may mvolve recordmg details of passengers on index cards or 
entenng a group's bookmg on a booking form m a manual system, or the entenng of 
passenger details or a bookmg into a database Retrieving Information may mvolve 
looking up passenger details on an index card or findmg a booking sheet in a filing 
cabmet, while m a computerised system, index files are used to assist users to 
retneve passenger details by surname or bookmg records by the name of the group 
which made the bookmg. In a manual system, producmg reports can often be a 
tedious busmess, involvmg the extraction of data from large numbers of written 
records, for example to analyse the passengers by the areas in which they hve, 
whereas in a computensed system, if the information reqmrements of the 
organisation have been properly defined, and the necessary data has been stored m 
the system, producmg regular or ad-hoc reports can be a relatively simple task and 
one which does not mvolve considerable expenditure of clerical effort. Finally 
decisions are made at all levels within the organisation, from those about day-to-day 
operational matters such as the allocation of passengers to dial-a-ride shifts or the 
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avrulability of vehicles for bookings, to longer term strategic decisions about service 
development made by management committees. The four functions examined in this 
chapter fall into the category of operational declSlon making. In each case, an 
understanding of the ways m which people make the decisions is necessary in order 
to design computerised approaches to those decisions. 
The first part of this chapter explores aspects of how people make decisions and 
solve problems, with reference to aspects of management theory and cognitive 
psychology. It then proceeds to examine how computers can be used to assist in this 
process, with particular reference to the concept of decision support systems. 
Fmally, each of the four functions IS d1scussed in terms of how people perform that 
function, the range of computensed approaches wh1ch are available, where 
appropnate, and the approach wh1ch has been adopted in the software. 
At this pomt, 11 should be remarked that the emphas1s has been on developmg 
approaches which support or assist the human user m making decisions rather than 
on those wh1ch replace the human deciSIOn maker w1th a purely computer-based or 
mathematical solution. This stems from the community development approach of er 
itself and of the proJeCt, wh1ch IS concerned with the development of people's slalls 
rather than with deskilling or the replacement of people with machmes. 
How People Make Decisions 
Some authors regard problem solvmg as a stage m dec1sion making, while others 
regard deciSion making as a stage m problem solving, and yet others seem to regard 
the two terms as effectively synonymous. 
Some authors, such as Turban (1990), seem to use the terms interchangeably. 
Authors on management deCISIOn making such as Cooke and Slack (1991) regard 
decision making as a stage (or senes of stages) in a larger process of problem 
solvmg. Wh1le some cogmtive SCientists regard decision making as a mmor step m 
the process of solvmg some human problems (Mayer, 1983; Johnson-Laird, 1988). 
Th1s latter v1ew seems to be based on a view of decisiOn making which limits it to 
the choice between optiOns or to the yes/no decision, rather than seemg 1t as a 
process. 
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Decision Making 
Models of human decision making are largely rooted m study of decision making 
in business and organisational contexts. A general model of the processes by which 
humans reach decisions has been put forward by Simon (1960). He proposed three 
stages of the decision making process: 
e Intelligence 
e Destgn 
e Choice 
Other authors have added either Implementation or Review or both to this hst. 
Thus the total model can be seen as: 
• Intelligence 
• Destgn 
• Chotce 
• Implementation 
• Review 
and the introduction of Revtew tmplies a cycle, with the anginal decisiOn subJeCt 
to evaluation and the possibility of repeatmg the process. 
The Intelligence phase involves an alertness to Situations, whether problems or 
opportunities which requue a decisiOn, and the gathenng of data about the Situation. 
Design mvolves the generatiOn of alternative courses of action and their analysis, 
and the generation of cnteria by whtch the decisiOn IS to be made. The Chmce phase 
is what some authors see as dectston making, that IS the chmce between alternatives 
using the cnteria determined dunng the destgn phase. Implementation is concerned 
with puttmg the outcome of the dectsion into practice, and ts clearly critical m the 
context of strategic business decisions The Review phase involves an evaluation of 
the dectsion and tts tmpact to ensure that It has been implemented and that it has 
had the desired effect. This is not seen as a purely linear process, it is possible to 
repeat phases, as is shown m Ftgure 4.1. 
Cooke and Slack suggest a more complex model of the decisiOn makmg or 
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Figure 4.1 Simon's model of deCISIOn malcwg (after Turban, 1990) 
problem solving process, which they view as a cycle (Figure 4.2) This has the 
following phases: 
e Observe/monitor 
• Recognise problem 
• Defme problem 
• Understand problem 
• Determine options 
• Evaluate options 
• Choice 
e Implement 
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Figure 4 2 DeciSion maUng as pa1 t of Cooke' s and Slack's problem solvzng cycle 
Only five of these stages are part of what they regard as the decision makmg part 
of problem solvmg. Again, the process can involve repeatmg stages. 
Two classifications of decision problems which have been proposed by theorists in 
the field of business deciSion making are wonh highlighting here The first concerns 
the level of management decisiOn makmg and associates decisions with the levels of 
the well known triangular model of the levels of management within an organisation 
(Anthony, 1965) as in Figure 4 3. DeciSions may be strategic, tactical or operational. 
Strategic decisions are concerned with long term planmng and with corporate 
objectives, such as product development or investment strategy. Tactical decisions 
are made by middle management and are concerned with the achievement of 
medmm term targets OperatiOnal declSlons are concerned with the day to day 
activities of the orgamsation. In the context of er, strategic decisions might mclude 
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TACTCAL 
Figure 4.3 Anthony's model of levels of decision maldng wllhin an orgamsatwn 
whether to tender for a new service, whether to mtroduce a dial-a-bus service in 
order to try to increase vehicle utilisation compared with a dial-a-ride service, or 
when to replace vehicles; tactical deciSlons might include what vehicle model or 
conversion to purchase, or how to attract additional volunteer drivers; operational 
decisiOns include the many decisions taken by despatchers, bookmg clerks and 
volunteer coordmators who allocate the resources of a er to meet the demands of 
Its users. 
The second classification concerns the nature of the problem or decisiOn which IS 
to tackled. Vanous authors have proposed different terms for the two extremes of 
this dimensiOn. Simon (1960) suggested that problems are either programmed or 
nonprogramrned. Programmed problems are those for which standard, structured 
solutions exist, and these are typically routine and repetitive processes; nonprograrn-
med problems are those complex, 'fuzzy' problems for which no standard solution 
exists. The terms structured/unstructured and clerical/intmtive have also been used to 
define this dimension. Gorry and Scott-Morton (1971) mtroduced the idea of 
semi-structured problems and decision processes, based on Simon's work. 
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Semi-structured problems are those for whtch some of the phases of the deciSion 
making process are structured and some are unstructured. For example, the 
development of a new product may be a semi-structured problem: the tdenufication 
of a gap in the market and the creative design of a new product represent 
unstructured intelltgence and design phases, whtle the evaluation of the new product 
using market research techniques and financial modelling is a process which is well 
understood and structured. 
There is a tendency for these two dimensions of problems to be related. Typically, 
strategic problems are less structured and less routine, they requiTe more intuitive 
thought and creauvtty, whtle operational problems are hkely to be more structured 
and routine. Thts ts not to say that all strategtc problems are nonprogrammed -
mvestment dectswns can be earned out usmg well understood, programmable 
processes - or that all operational problems are clerical - matching volunteers with 
people who need help reqmres consideration of more than JUSt availability, and may 
be largely mtmuve. 
These aspects of dectsion making and problem solvmg wtll be constdered again in 
the context of how computers are used by people to solve problems, and specifically 
m the context of the class of computensed systems known as deciswn support 
systems. Before that, two other models of how people solve problems are worth 
examining. 
Problem Solving 
Newel! and Sunon (1972) proposed a model of human problem solvmg based on 
an analogy between computer processing and human information processmg. This 
model, shown in Figure 4 4, conststs of a number of elements or subsystems These 
are: 
e Perceptual subsystem 
e Cognitive subsystem 
e Long-tenn and external memones 
e Motor subsystem 
Each of these perfouns a spectfic function in the processmg of information. It 
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should be stressed that this model is a high level model of human cognition, rather 
then one which attempts to explrun cognition at the level of neurons and brain 
activity. 
The perceptual subsystem handles the mput of external stimuli through sensors 
such as the eyes and ears. As well as the sensors, the perceptual subsystem contains 
buffer memories which hold mformation on a short term basis before it is passed on 
to the cognitive subsystem. 
The cognitive subsystem takes information from the sensory buffer memories and 
processes it in conjunction with information which is retneved from short-term or 
workmg memory or from long-tenn memory. In Newell's and S1mon's model, the 
cogmtive subsystem consists of three modules, the cogmuve processor, which is 
eqmvalent to the central processor in a computer system, the short-term or workmg 
memory and the mterpreter which mterprets the 'programs' required m order to 
process infonnation. D1fferent kmds of cogmuve tasks reqmre different runounts of 
processmg. Knowledge may be based on facts, algonthms or heunstics. For 
example, if someone is asked what 8 times 4 IS, she w1ll retrieve 1t as a fact, asked 
to multiply 127 by 276, she w1ll have to apply an algonthm in order to perform long 
muluphcation; asked what 127 times 276 IS approximately, she w1ll use a heuristic 
to estimate that 127 x 276 1s roughly the same as 100 x 300, and therefore in the 
regwn of 30,000. For some tasks, the mfonnatlon requued will be available from 
sensory mputs and workmg memory, for others 1t w1ll be necessary to retneve it 
from long-tenn memory 
Long-tenn memory IS a system which stores large numbers of symbols w1th a 
complex mdexing system There are a number of hypotheses about how information 
is stored m long-tenn memory; a useful v1ew IS that the fundamental symbols of 
memory are combined into 'chunks' wh1ch represent umts of stored information, 
d1gits, symbols or words associated with a pattern of stimuli. Information IS stored 
in a hierarchy of chunks, and the recall tune for a chunk IS only a few tenths of a 
second, but the time reqmred to commit information to memory is between 5N and 
ION seconds, where N is the number of symbols mvolved. 
An important feature of memory is its storage capaCity. While the storage capacity 
of long-tenn memory IS essentially unlimited, workmg memory can only store 'the 
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magical number seven, plus or minus two' chunks of mformation (Miller, 1956), 
and the usual estimated duration of short-term memory IS 20 seconds. Moreover, it 
is believed that only about two chunks can be retained in working memory while 
another task is being performed, that is if the person is interrupted. Humans 
typically support the decision making or problem solvmg process through the use of 
external memories, such as notes on paper or blackboards. 
The !Imitations of short-term memory may be partially overcome by the use of 
alternative representations of information such as analog1es or graphical displays. 
The use of a graph to represent informauon rather than a table of figures may 
reqmre fewer chunks of storage m order to hold the essentials in short-term memory. 
Fmally, the motor subsystem rece1ves mformatlon from the cognitive processor, 
which results in the imuation of activity in other parts of the human system, and 
observable behaviours such as moving or talkmg. 
To descnbe how humans process mformation using this model of the cognitive 
system, researchers m the f1eld of artificial mtelhgence have devised a kind of 
programmmg language called a production system, wh1ch consists of '1f-then' 
statements called production rules, and the workmg memory External stimuli are 
perce1ved by the sensory subsystem and transferred into working memory, where 
they tr1gger the if clauses of 1f-then rules The then clauses spec1fy appropriate 
actions and are converted mto responses. 
A further theory of problem solvmg which will be of use here is the concept of 
problem solvmg as a search through a problem space Wickelgren (1974) defines a 
problem as having three elements. 
e givens, 
e operatiOns, 
e a goal. 
G1vens represent the imtlal state of the problem situation, and include information 
about obJects, facts, assumptions, and axioms. Operations are the actions which may 
be carried out on the elements of the problem in order to transform the situation 
from the imtlal state towards the goal state. The goal represents the des1red state 
towards wh1ch the problem solver is working Th1s model can be simplified into 
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states and operations, m the sense that the initial situation and the goal are both 
instances of different states of the problem situation. The possible states can be 
represented as a tree or network, with operations forming the hnks between nodes or 
states. The network represents the problem space of the of the problem, containing 
all the possible states and paths between them. Problem solving is then a search 
through the problem space in order to find one or more goal states. This model has 
its roots m mathematical problem solving, but will be useful in considering human 
problem solving in general. For Simple problems, the problem space may be small; 
for complex problems, the number of poSSible states and thus the size of the 
network representing the problem space can rapidly become unwieldy. Figure 4.5 
shows the problem space for a situation in which each state leads to two possible 
actions wh1ch transfonn the state into one of a number of further states It can be 
seen that the number of poss1ble terminal states increases geometrically in 
proportiOn to n, where n IS the number of operations m a sequence of operations 
reqmred to reach those states. In both human and computer based systems, heuristics 
are used to prune the tree of possible states in order to reduce 1t to a manageable 
level (W1ckelgren, 1984, R1ch, 1983) 
~ 0 0 I 
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Figure 4.5 State-actwn 11 ee for a problem with two poSSible actions at each state, 
showing the geometricalzncrease 111 the number of states at each level 
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Wh1le this view of problems and problem solving in terms of search through a 
problem space is useful for mathematical and logic problems and puzzles in which 
the number of possible states is finite and computable, it is of less use for the 
solution of problems which require creative thought. However, both for finite 
problems with large numbers of possible states, and for creative problems, the way 
in which information is presented to the problem solver can assist the problem 
solving process. 
Perception 
A third area of theory which is of use in considering how people solve problems 
concerns the issue of perception. Much of the information which humans use in 
makmg sense of the world comes to us through our eyes, and the sophistication of 
the visual element of the perceptual subsystem is h1ghhghted by the difficulty which 
researchers face in developing computerised approaches to tasks such as recogmsmg 
d1fferent faces, tasks which humans can accomplish from a very young age. Indeed 
research has found that ammal v1sual sensory organs preprocess information, before 
it is passed to the brain itself For example, the retinas of animals have been found 
to contam special detectors which enable the ammal to spot movement, edges and 
sltls. Withm the visual cortex, cells have been found wh1ch respond to edges at 
d1fferent orientauons and even to nght angles. It is believed that the human v1sual 
system contams snmlar m built mechanisms 
Other research, rooted in the tradtlions of Gestalt Psychology, has cons1dered the 
way m wh1ch humans respond to and orgamse novel and complex visual stimuh. 
This has led to the spec1ficauon of the "laws of Gestalt". These laws are 
e the proximity law, 
e the similarity law, 
e the law of good continmty, and 
e the law of closure. 
Of particular mterest in the context of human problem solving and percepuon are 
the proximtty law, the snmlartly law and the law of closure 
The proxnnity law reflects the fact that obJects close to one another are perce1ved 
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as forming a unit or "Gestalt", as shown in Figure 4 6(a). The similanty law 
reflects the way in which similar objects are perceived as forming a "Gestalt", as 
shown in Figure 4.6(b). The Jaw of closure descnbes how we fill gaps m our 
perception in order to achieve a "Gestalt", as shown in Figure 4.6(c) (Wrern, 1989). 
The important feature of the way in which humans perceive the world around them 
is that mechanisms exist which help us to see wholes rather than pans, patterns 
rather than individual elements. 
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Figure 4.6(a) Gestalt p10xinuty law 
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Figure 4 6(b) Gestalt similarity law 
Figure 4 6(c) Gestalt law of closure 
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How Computers Can Help Make Decisions 
There have been a number of strands in the development of computer systems 
designed to assist people in making deCISIOns and solving problems. Three of these 
are considered here· 
e Operations Research, 
e Artificial Intelligence, 
e Deciswn Support Systems. 
Operations Research 
The first of these three strands is that of Operations Research (OR), the application 
of mathematical techmques to solvmg problems. Winston (1987) defines OR as "a 
scientific approach to decision making, which seeks to determine how best to design 
and operate a system, usually under conditions requiring the allocation of scarce 
resources". OR developed during the Second World War, as the application of 
sc1entific techniques to military problems Today, it is widely used in industry, and 
makes extens1ve use of computensed approaches, although not exclusively, in order 
to solve problems Winston (1987) outlines a seven-step procedure for the use of OR 
m an orgamsauon. 
e Fonnulate the problem, 
e Observe the system, 
e Fonnulate a mathematical model of the problem, 
e Venfy the model and use the model for prediction, 
e Select a suitable alternative, 
e Present the results and conclusions of the study to the orgamsation, and 
e Implement and evaluate recommendations. 
OR uses techmques such as linear programmmg, queuing theory, and Monte Carlo 
simulation in order to solve organisational problems Most studies of routeing and 
scheduling problems are made from an OR perspective, and there are a number of 
well documented techmques for solving such problems (Bodm et a! , 1983). Most 
such techmques rely on heunsuc approaches to limit the number of poss1ble 
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combinations which must be considered in an exhaustive search through the problem 
space. 
While OR started as a discipline before the advent of the computer, it has benefited 
greatly from developments in computer science and the availability of modem 
computer systems Programs are available which apply many of the techniques of 
OR. 
Artificial Intelligence 
The second strand IS that of Artificial Intelligence (AD. Rich defines AI as "the 
study of how to make computers do things at which, at the moment, people are 
better" (1983). Essentially, this concerns the cogmtive activities which go beyond 
remembenng facts and figures and routinely mampulating figures and stnngs of 
characters Thus it IS easy for a computer to total up the figures in a balance sheet, 
more difficult for It to interpret the balance sheet and understand the performance of 
the company It is easy for a computer to check the spelhng m a document, at 
present still Impossible for It to understand the content of the document and answer 
questions which concern the meaning of the text, except m very narrow domains. 
Scientists of two types study AI computer scientists mterested m the poSSibility of 
computers performmg tasks which at present can only be performed by people, and 
cognitive scientists interested in the light which attemptmg to get computers to 
perform such tasks throws on the ways in which humans perform them. Thus AI 
research covers a wide range of areas Examples are: 
e Game playing 
e Theorem provmg 
e General problem solvmg 
e Perception 
e Natural language understandmg 
e Expert problem solving 
(Rich, 1983). The ann of AI IS for the computer to perform the task m a way that is 
ind1stmgmshable from a human, and this has been a dream since before the 
development of the first electronic computers, and a dream which IS even now only 
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beginning to be achieved at the simplest level. 
While AI is very different from OR m the techniques which it applies to problem 
solving, OR is a catholic discipline, prepared to absorb any techmques which 
contribute to the modelling and solution of problems There is a growing interest in 
the application of AI techniques within OR m general (Phelps, 1986) and in relation 
to various types of scheduling problems (Grant, 1986; Knott, 1988). 
Decision Support Systems 
The third strand of development concerns what are known as DecisiOn Support 
Systems (DSS). Early commercial computer systems dealt with Electronic Data 
Processing (EDP): the processing of many transactions representing financial or 
other events in the busmess, such as sales and purchases, stock receipts and issues, 
bank withdrawals and payments m, or payroll details. From the early EDP systems, 
Management Information Systems (MIS) developed as people recognised that the 
large quantities of data held by EDP systems could be used as the basis for reports 
to management. Typically such reports were predefined and produced at regular 
intervals: monthly sales reports, weekly stock reports, quarterly wage summaries. 
The wider availability of computing power and the development of software 
packages such as Simulation languages and spreadsheets have led since the 1970's to 
the development of DSS, which use the data from EDP systems in a more flexible 
way, allowing managers to extract data from a database, feed it into some kind of 
model of the enterpnse or of part of It, and to use the results as the basis for 
management decisiOn makmg. The components of DSS have been described by 
Sprague and Carlson m tenns of the Dialog-Data-Model Paradigm (1982). The 
inclusiOn of the dialogue element reflects the fact that DSS, unlike MIS should be 
mteractive, allowmg the user to try out various options, possibly bringing data 
together m novel ways m an attempt to devise a solution to a problem, whereas a 
user of a MIS IS limited to predefmed reports 
Sprague and Carlson also provide an approach to the systems analysis process 
which is specific to DSS This is the ROMC (Representations, Operations, Memory 
Aids, Controls) approach (Sprague and Carlson, 1982) Representations concern the 
way m which the deciSion maker conceptualises the mfonnation needed for the 
decisiOn, for example lists, graphs, plots, tables. Operations are those operations 
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which must be performed in order to support the decision, and may be complicated 
algonthms or simple manipulation of data. Memory aids are used by decision 
makers to supplement therr own memory and may be as simple as jottings made on 
a scratch pad, while in a computerised DSS they may be workspaces or databases 
used to hold the transient results of operations. Controls are the mechanisms by 
which the DSS is operated, such as menus or special keys to press, or which rud the 
user by providing help or error messages which are easy to understand. 
Over the last decade there has been a convergence of DSS with one sub-strand of 
AI, Expert Systems (ES) (Turban, 1990). ES use the techniques of AI to model the 
way in which human experts solve problems within a narrow domain. Early 
examples of ES domams are: 
e Medical diagnosis, 
e Computer system configuration, 
e Mineral prospecting. 
Smce then, ES have become more widely used and apphed to a number of 
domams However, ES are most applicable in fields where there is a clear 
diStinction between the performance of an expert in the field and that of a novice or 
lay person, that IS to say that there truly IS a body of expert knowledge rather than a 
problem which can be solved by the use of general knowledge and common-sense. 
Indeed problems requinng the application of common-sense are regarded as 
unsuitable for the application of expert system techniques, and in the context of 
vehicle scheduling and routemg, I! IS Interesting to note that Yazdam has suggested 
that domams where "the knowledge includes spatial and/or temporal relationships" 
are unsuitable for ES solutions (Yazdam, 1984). 
While the starting pmnts or motivations of researchers and practitioners in these 
three fields of the application of computerised techmques to problem solving may be 
different, they do have in common the intention of applying computers to the 
solution of problems which face people The catholic and synthetic approach which 
is reflected by OR and by DSS IS one which has been adopted in this research, 
attempting to apply techmques which are appropriate and which produce the desired 
results, rather than taking a purist or a reductionist approach 
11 5 
Functions in CT Operations 
The first part of this chapter has considered how people make decisions and solve 
problems and how computers can be used in those processes. This second part 
considers four functions which are performed in the day to day operations of er, 
the ways in which they can be computerised, and the way in which each has been 
computerised in the software developed during this research. Chapter 3 covered the 
analysts of the basic data structures required for er operations. These additional 
functions are based on those data structures and enhance them to provide the 
necessary operational features. These facilities are those which go beyond the mere 
maintenance of the database, m order to provide the functions which are based on 
the sktll of people as bookmg clerks, dispatchers or dnvers. 
The additiOnal facthues whtch are covered here are the followmg: 
e On-line vehicle diary 
e Brokerage vehicle search 
e Ordering of passenger pick-ups 
e Dial-a-nde shift scheduling. 
Each of these facthties wtll be explamed m turn, and considered m terms of the 
three areas outlined at the start of thts chapter ftrstly, how people perform the 
function; secondly, the range of options avatlable to computerise each function; and 
thirdly, the approach which has been adopted in the software. 
On-line vehicle dtary 
In er operations, a vehicle diary is used in a way very similar to the way in which 
people use dtartes generally m order to orgamse future events It IS probably worth 
considering what are the essential features of a dtary as opposed to any other way of 
orgamsing events 
As has been dtscussed above, there are limitatiOns to the abthty of humans to hold 
many items of infonnation in short-term or working memory and to comnut Items to 
and retrieve items from long-term memory. It has also been pointed out that 
artificial extensions to memory, such as pencil and paper, are used to overcome 
these shortcommgs Gtven these limitations and the need to organise their home, 
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social and working lives, people use diaries in order to record future events. It may 
seem obvious to organise this information in temporal sequence, but potenually this 
information could be stored in some other order: in the order in which future events 
are notified; m some order related to therr location in space (for example, all 
meetings in Bmrungham, in Le1cester, in London); or in some order related to the 
other people involved in the events. People do, however, store information in 
temporal sequence firstly by date, and then by time withm date, and the diary is the 
established means of domg this. Using a diary, it is possible to answer such 
quest1ons as: 
"What am I domg after lunch?" 
"What am I domg tomorrow~" 
"What am I doing next week?" 
"Can I fil m a meetmg in London next Wednesday?" 
"Can I fit in a meeting m Bmmngham, which w11l take a whole day, any day next 
week?" 
and, 
"What was I domg on 12th July 1990?" 
The dmry fonnat IS less useful for answenng questions such as: 
"When will I next be m Loughborough~" 
"When will I be meeung with Dav1d next~" 
as these quesuons reqmre a sequential search through the d1ary day by day until 
the reqmred mfonnauon is found. 
Where one person has access to the d1ary of one or more other people, they can 
orgamse events for them. This may be in a situation where a secretary or 
receptionist books viSitors or patients m to see a manager or a doctor, or it may be 
on a peer baSIS, whereby staff with access to each other's dianes can book meetings 
for several people 
In the case of the doctor's or dentist's practice, a patient can request to see a 
spec1fic practitioner or can request an appointment on a panicular day or at a 
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panicular time for whtchever practitioner IS available then. This bnngs us closer to 
the way in whtch a diary is used in er group hrre operations. A booking diary is 
used to organise access to limited resources, which could be rooms in a hotel, 
dentists or minibuses. Essentially a resource dimension ts added to the dimension of 
time, so that at any time there is a choice of resources which may be allocated. 
Typically, each resource is discrete and uniquely identifiable. While time ts a 
continuum, it is typically used and allocated in dtscrete blocks, nights in a hotel or 
15 minute slots at a dentist's. 
A Cf vehicle diary is a booking diary of this type, and examples from Derby Cf 
and Nottingham er are shown m Ftgures 4 7 and 4.8. Both of these examples show 
how vehtcles and tune appear as two separate dimensions within the diary page. In 
the Derby case, where the same dtary IS used for group hire, dtal-a-bus and 
dial-a-nde bookings the time slots are of fifteen minutes duration, while in the 
Nottingham case, where the dtary IS for group hire use, and almost all group hire is 
self-dnve, the tune slots are morning afternoon and evening. It is important to note 
that from the pmnt of view of Derby er which provtdes more than one service, and 
where some vehicles can be used for more than one servtce, a dial-a-bus booking 
appears in the same way as a group hire booking in the dtary. A further example 
would be Ealing cr. whtch pnor to computerising its group htre operation used a 
wall mounted board with slots on as a vehtcle dtary, with a column of slots for each 
vehicle and over stxty slots in each column to represent two month's worth of 
bookmgs. A bookmg was written onto a card whtch was placed in the slot for the 
appropnate vehtcle day. Many of Eahng Cf's bookmgs were for the whole day or 
for more than one day. 
A vehicle diary can thus be used to answer stmtlar questions to an individual's 
dtary: 
"What is vehicle Cfl domg this afternoon?" 
"What IS vehtcle Cf3 domg at 2 OOpm on Fnday?" 
However, the vehtcle bookmg dtary IS used for spectfic operatwnal purposes 
These are, ftrstly, the abthty to check whether a vehtcle IS in use between certain 
times on a certam day or days; and, secondly, the abtlity to see at a glance where 
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there is free capacity on a range of vehicles between certam umes on certain days. 
These two functions might be described as the checking function and the searching 
function. In the first case, the human has a requirement and has a vehicle in mind; 
the answer is a yes or a no. In the second case, the human has a requirement and is 
looking for a vehicle to meet that requirement; the answer is a set of vehicles which 
could meet that requirement, which may be an empty set. 
Manual d1ary pages typically contain the minimum critical mformation in order to 
perform the two functions ident1fied above, and are designed to allow the human 
user to see the mformation at a glance. Human users appear to perform this task by 
a Gestalt process, seeing the pattern of usage and ava1lab!lity rather than establishmg 
the information by a senal search through the d1ary. It can be seen from the example 
pages that there IS a visual correlation between the duration of a bookmg and the 
amount of space taken up m the bookmg diary, which supports this Gestalt process. 
Th1s m1mmum mfonnauon supports the use of a booking diary by a human user to 
get a picture of usage at a glance, but 1t does not provide the add1110nal information, 
which a user may reqmre about the bookmg, such as the number of passengers. 
Typically, add!IJOnal infonnauon about bookings is held on booking sheets, held m a 
nng-bmder or some sunilar f1lmg system, and one of the inherent weaknesses of 
manual systems IS the need to cross-reference d1fferent sources of mformation. 
In er operatiOns, the use of a veh1cle booking d1ary supports the taking of 
bookings from users. It prov1des the fac!liues to allow the user to undertake the 
checkmg functiOn and the searchmg functiOn. However, there are constraints on 
booking veh1cles, such as the number of passengers or the type of facilities required 
for passengers with d1sab!llt!es. These will be discussed further m the section on 
brokerage veh1cle search. The searchmg function descnbed here may indicate that 
there is no smtable vehicle ava1lable at the time required, although other vehicles 
may be avmlable. One of the a1ms of most Cfs is to maxim1se vehicle usage, and 
people taking bookmgs w1ll usually cons1der moving an ex1st1ng booking from a 
suitable veh1cle m order to accommodate a new booking, if the ex1st1ng booking can 
be allocated to a veh1cle wh1ch is SUitable for it but unsuitable for the new booking. 
This process can be cons1dered m terms of a search through a problem space The 
initial state cons1sts of a new bookmg wh1ch has not been allocated to a vehicle, a 
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set of vehicles and a set of existing bookings allocated to those vehicles, which 
relationship is recorded m the diary. The goal state is for all bookings, including the 
new one to be allocated to vehicles. Valid operations are to allocate a booking to a 
vehicle and to unallocate a bookmg from a vehicle or alternatively to swap a 
bookmg from one vehicle to another. Attempting to swap a booking from one 
vehicle to another may create a further problem involvmg the need to swap a further 
booking, so the process can be recursive. This process is similar to approaches to 
problems like the 8-puzzle, the Tower of Hanoi or transporting a fox, a rabbit and a 
lettuce across a nver in a boat, which are so popular with the artificial intelligence 
commumty. While the search space for such problems can grow exponentially, the 
search space for this problem m the context of er operations is naturally bounded 
by the requirement that any swap results in a satisfactory allocation of a bookmg to 
a vehicle, that IS m terms of capacity and facilities 
er operators can be observed going through this process in most group hire 
operations, often thmking aloud as they do so: 
"The Stroke Club need a vehicle all day, and It has to have a tail-hft. We can't 
give them er3 because It's m use for D1al-a-Bus m the afternoon, and for Salvation 
Army m the mormng We can't give them er2 because it's bemg used by the S1kh 
Temple m the mornmg. er6 IS free, but it hasn't got a ta1l-hft. We could move 
Salvation Army onto er6, because they can manage without a tail-hft Then we 
could move the Sikh temple onto er3, so the Stroke Club could have er2." 
This kmd of situation IS easier for people to manage m the kmd of operation which 
has few vehicles, takes bookmgs by the morning, afternoon or evening or whole 
day, or does not run multiple services on the same vehicles. The information 
processmg model of the human problem solver 1mphes that the limit to the number 
of pieces of infonnation which can be held m working memory hmits the number of 
possible alternatives which a human er operator can consider when attempting to 
allocate a new booking to a vehicle. Some of the mformation which the operator 
uses IS held in long term memory, for example whether a particular vehicle has a 
trul-hft, and will reqmre httle effort to recall, while other information will be held m 
working memory, for example the number of passengers to be carried for the current 
booking, and will reqmre mental effort to retain in workmg memory. The process of 
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allocating bookings must be supported not just by the diary, but also by the 
availability of booking records which contain additional information. The following 
section outlines how thts process is supported using the diary facilities of the 
software. 
The data structure of the vehicle dtary has been descnbed briefly in Chapter 3. A 
record may be held in the dtary for every vehicle for every day. In fact an entry IS 
only made when a vehicle oip is added to the diary for that vehicle-day. Each record 
in the diary contains details of trips for that vehicle on that day in chronological 
sequence. The diary enoies hold some of the same information as is held in the oip 
records. This redundancy ts mtroduced deliberately in order to allow rapid checking 
of the avmlabthty of a vehicle between parttcular times on a parttcular day or days. 
The mmtmum logical data structure ts shown m Figure 4 9 as an E-R diagram wtth 
attnbutes for the DIARY enuty. The physical data contents are shown in Table 4.1 
with sample data m PICK mternal and external fonnat. 
VEHICLE ~ 
TRIP V 
DIARY 
DAY V 
DIARY DAY 
(date, 
vehicle no. 
veh1cle tr1p no) 
Figure 4.9 Log1ca/ data structwe of dwry 
VEHICLE 
The phystcal data structure reflects the way that data ts held in a PICK database, 
and IS implementation dependent. It would not be held m the same way, for 
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Vehicle No 0001 
Date 8619 
06/08/1991 
Booking No 001234 005796 7697/1/E 005678 
Tnp Number 0001567 0002765 0002145 0001256 
Start T1me 28800 36900 41400 54000 
08 00 10 15 11 30 15 00 
F1mshT1me 36000 40500 53100 72000 
10 00 11 15 14 45 20 00 
Serv1ce Code 0 G D G 
User Id 0000 0156 DAR 0217 
Table 4.1 Physical data contents of diOJY 
example, m a true relational database. 
The checkmg and searchmg functions are provided to users as part of the software. 
The fmt is provided as a subroutine that can be called from a booking entry or 
amendment screen At the point that the user enters a vehicle number into the 
screen, the subroutine IS called with the parameters from the current tnp which are 
required in order to check whether it can be fulfilled on that vehicle. The subroutine 
reads the entry or entries from the diary for the day or days concerned and checks 
usmg a relatively Simple algonthm whether the new trip can be allocated to that 
vehicle. It returns an error number which indicates whether the tnp can be allocated 
and 1f not, why not, for example because the new trip overlaps an existing trip. 
If it IS not possible to allocate the new trip to that vehicle, the software offers the 
user the option to view the d1ary for that vehicle day, allowing an entry point into 
the second function The software also checks that the vehicle has the seating and 
wheelchair carrying capacity to carry the passengers for that tnp, and that it has any 
reqmred facilities, such as a tail-hft or a ramp. 
The search function can be performed by the user v1ewmg the diary for a particular 
vehicle day The screen layout is shown in Figure 4.10. 
This screen can be VIewed as a window on the overall diary, and can be moved by 
the user with the keys on the n umenc keypad on the keyboard. The conceptual view 
of this wmdow IS shown m F1gure 4.11. The user can view the other vehicles for 
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that day, or can move the window to other days, either forwards or backwards in 
time (a day, a week or a month at a ume). Th1s facility is a pan of a more complete 
diary search function. 
VEHICLE DIARY ENQUIRY 
ENTER RETURN TO SELECT ANOTHER ENTRY OR USE NUMERIC KEYPAD TO SCROLL DIARY_ 
Date Day Dla ry Key 
06/08/1991 TUESDAY 8619/0012 
V eh No Reg No Call Sign Veh1cle Description 
0012 A321 THD CT12 REEBUR TAIL-LIFT 
Start End Type Bk No TnpNo Deta1ls 
1) 10 00 13 00 D 1/E 8916500 DIAL-A-RIDE SHIFT 
2) 14 00 17 00 D 1/L 8916594 DIAL-A-RIDE SHIFT 
3) 17 30 19 00 G 100217 9032453 SALVATION ARMY 
4) 19 30 eO 30 
" 
100116 9032652 PEAR TREE GIRLS GRP 
Figure 4 I 0 SCI een layout of dw1y for a vehicle day 
The more complete d1ary search function starts in a screen which shows the 
availability of f1ve vehicles over three days for each service This screen is shown in 
Figure 4.12. (An enhancement was subsequently made during 1990 which provides 
an additional diary screen which shows 10 vehicles over a fourteen day period in 
less detml. This is shown m Figure 4 13.) 
WJthm this screen the user can lughhght a particular vehicle day by moving a 
highhghtmg cursor with the numenc keypad. It IS then possible to zoom into the 
diary screen descnbed above (and shown in Figure 4.10) for that vehicle day, in 
order to view more detail of the bookmgs for that day. 
The user can select and highlight a particular trip m the d1ary screen and then 
perform a number of functions in relation to that trip, most of which are outlined 
below. The most s1gmficant from the point of view of the search function IS the 
ab1hty to view the full details of any vehicle tnp m an enqmry screen for the 
particular type of trip concerned. 
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VEHICLES 
vehicle m 2 
preVIOUS 
vehicle 
vehtc/e m-1 
preVIOUS 
day 
next day 
vehtcle m 
day n·2 
day n-1 
ne x 1 day n 
veh1cle 
day n+ 1 
day n+2 
vehicle m+2 
vehtcle m+ 1 
Figure 4.11 Conceptual vzew of dzary screen as a wzndow on a range of vehicles 
and days 
A further function that IS performed by human users of diary systems, m 
attemptmg to allocate a bookmg, is the "What If?'' function. G1ven a pattern of 
vehicle availab1hty, which the user can see, the user may consider moving an 
ex1stmg tnp to another vehicle in order to make room for the new trip, as has been 
descnbed above. This IS dependent on the user havmg available to him or her 
infonnation about the requirements for each tnp, for example the need for special 
facihties such as a tail-hft or for a vehicle with a certain capacity. In a manual 
system, the diary typically holds the mimmum mfonnation, and detailed mfonnation 
IS held m files of booking fonns which the user may have to fetch to his or her desk. 
In the computensed system, this is available directly, by moving to the appropriate 
vehicle day, selecting and highlighting the relevant trip and zooming in on it. 
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Veh1cle Diary Enquiry 
USE NUMERIC KEY PAD TO SCROLL OR ZOOM 'X' TO EXIT ENTER COMMAND 
0002 D345THY I 0003 C156GTR I 0005 A238MNP I 0006 D451HDW I TBAL 
MONINI 
7 JMI 
AUGIAI 
89 IEI 
-GGGGGGGG---
--GGGGGGGGGG 
GGGGGG------
----BBBBDDDD 
DD--DDDDDD--
- -GGGGGGG---
TUEINI ------------ ------------ ------------
8 IMI ------------ --------DDDD ----BBBBBB--
AUGIAI -GGGGGGGGGGG DD--DDDDDD-- ------------
89 IEI GGGGGGGGGGGG ------------ ------------
WED INI GGGGGGGGGGGG 
------------ ------------
9 IMI GGGGGGGGGGGG ----BBBBDDDD --DDDDDDDD--
AUGIAI GGGGGGGGGG-- 00--DDDDDD-- ----BBBBBBDD 
89 lE I 
------------ ------------
DDDDD-------
----BBBBBB--
----BBBBBB--
------------
--GGGGGGGGGG 
GGGGG-------
--GGGGGG----
EAlH CHARACTER REPRESENT 3 A HALF HOUR SLOT OF VEHICLE USE 
------------1 
-----GGGGGGGI 
GGGGGG------1 
------------1 
------------1 
------------1 
------------1 
------------1 
------------1 
------------1 
------------1 
------------1 
N = 00 00 TO Ob 00, M= Ob 00 TO 12 00, A= 12 00 TO 18 00, E = 18 00 TO 24 00 
Figure 4 12 Diary [01 5 veh1cles over 3 days 
Vt:!hlClP D1ary 2 Week EnqUllY 
USE l'n.lMEF..I1~ f-.EYPAD TO ~YROLL OR ZOOM 'X' TO EXIT ENTER COMMAND 
I 0001 I 0002 I 0003 I OOOS I 0007 I 000!:! I 0012 I 0015 J 0020 I TEAL I 
02/0H/911 -l,(;c.., 
03/0H/911 -1";1";'-
04/0~/911 -BB-
OS/Ot!/911 -1";"--
06/08/911 -01";'-
-Qt";"- -BB-
-I,B- -BB-
-DBii -BB-
-DD- -BB-
-OD-
-D--
-DD-
-D--
07/0H/911 -liCiG -DD- -BB- -Dil-
-GG-
-G--
--D- -oo-
-oo-
--D-
Oti/OH/911 G1";l,1i -DB- -(;(;- --G- --00 
09/0t!/911 ti<";'-- -D<i- -t-;"0- -GG-
10/0t!/911 -liti- -(;n- -PS- -DD- -GG-
ll/OH/911 -t-;"0- -t,-- -88- --D- -D-- -00-
1:/0H/911 -Bt";"- -nsn -EP-
13/0H/911 -t,ti- -DD- I -CB-
14/0K/911 -I,Bt, -DD- -BB-
15/0H/911 -t~-- -DB- -tj(;-
-DD-
--D- -0--
-DD-
--G-
-00-
--00 
Figure 4.13 D101y [01 10 velucles over 14 days 
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GGGG 
GGGG 
-DB- G---
-DB- -GG-
---G 
-GG- ---G 
-DBG -GG-
-GG-
-GG-
-OOG 
-GG-
-DB- -GGG -GG-
-GGG --00 
--G-
-G--
In order to support the "What If?" function two further facilities are available. 
By highlighting a particular vehtcle trip and entering 'A' for Amend, the user can 
be taken directly into an amendment screen, in which an existing bookmg can be 
amended by allocating it to a different vehicle. When it IS written to file, the diary is 
also updated and redisplayed. 
By htghlighung a particular vehicle trip and entering 'M' for Move, the user can 
attempt to move a trip to another vehicle day. The trip details are displayed at the 
bottom of the screen, and the user can select a different vehicle day and then enter 
'I' for Insert. The software then attempts to allocate that trip to the new vehicle on 
the new day (either of whtch may be the same as the original vehicle day). The 
same checks on passenger capacity and facilities are made as when the booking is 
first entered, relieving the human user of worrymg about whether the trip can 
feasibly be allocated to that vehtcle. If 1t is not posstble to allocate the tnp to the 
chosen vehicle, a reason ts dtsplayed as an error message, and the user can continue, 
trymg other vehtcles. The user also has the option of allocatmg a booking to a 
dummy vehtcle, "TBAL", To Be Allocated Later. This allows existing allocated 
bookmgs to be unallocated and held m limbo whtle other bookings are moved 
around until a sattsfactory solution IS found The computer relieves the user of the 
need to retam m workmg memory a list of bookings which have been unallocated 
and which must subsequently be reallocated. It also relieves the user of the need to 
hold m workmg memory much of the information about the current bookmg which 
is necessary in order to determine whether it can be allocated to a particular vehtcle. 
Fmally, further facthties have been provided whtch make it posstble to operate the 
entire bookmg system from the diary screen without havmg to use the menus around 
whtch the system IS butlt. These are: 
An insert function to allow a bookmg or shift entry for any service to be made 
directly from within the dtary 
A regular msert function to allow a regular booking or repeat shtft entry for any 
servtce to be made directly from within the dtary. 
A log sheet entry or amendment functwn to allow vehtcle log sheets to be entered 
dtrectly from wlthm the diary 
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These functions allow the user to operate the system from the diary screen, moving 
from vehicle to vehicle and from day to day in order to enter, amend and view 
vehicle bookings and to enter log sheet details into trip records. 
Brokerage vehicle search 
The difference between the bookmg process for brokerage operations and standard 
group hire operations has already been highlighted m Chapter 3, and data flow 
diagrams included to show the difference in approach. The standard group hire 
booking facility within the software was designed in order to support both types of 
operation by the Introduction of a dummy vehicle TBAL (To Be Allocated Later), 
mentioned above m the context of the diary 
In a small brokerage operation, the person takmg the bookmgs is likely to know all 
the vehicles and be fam1har with their avmlabihty, and It IS possible to allocate a 
vehicle to a bookmg from memory, or from a Simple list of available vehicles. Using 
a computerised system, such as the package developed here, It is possible to use the 
booking screen and diary facihties m order to identify a suitable brokerage vehicle 
for a trip In larger operations, where there may be over a hundred vehicles 
belonging to many organisations m brokerage, and where these vehicles are located 
over a w1de area, as m the case of Bmmngham Shared Transport Services 
(Wamngton, 1986), then It IS more difficult to select a vehicle for a particular tnp. 
It IS Important to consider that CT vehicle brokers have objectives which go 
beyond the dictionary defmJtion of the term as a 'middleman' or 'intermediary'. 
Such objectives are usually concerned with increasing or rationalising the use of 
under-used vehicles as resources for voluntary orgamsations (Warrington, 1986; 
Bainbndge (ed), 1987). Moreover, the intention is to provide a good match between 
vehicle users and vehicles in tenns of location and suitability of the vehicles. 
This is clearly an area m which computerised software can assist the bookings 
clerk in idenufymg a suitable vehicle. Study of the brokerage process at 
Birmingham STS, based on mterv1ews with staff, indicated that two types of cntena 
are used when assigning a vehicle to a trip booking These are 
e Availability Cntena 
e Sequencing Cntena 
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Availability critena are used to decide whether a vehicle is either available or 
suitable for a particular trip. They can be answered by a binary yes/no response 
These criteria answer the followmg questions. 
Is the vehicle already in use? For example, it has already been booked by another 
group, or is bemg serviced. 
Is the vehicle normally used by the owning group at the time of the proposed trip? 
For example, the Red Cross always use their minibuses from 10.00 am to 4.00 pm 
on Tuesdays and Thursdays for their luncheon club. 
Is the vehicle adapted to meet the requirements of the booking. For example, does 
it have a ta1l-hft? 
Does the vehicle have the seated passenger and wheelchair capacity required for 
the trip? 
Are there restnctions on the types of passenger who may be earned in the vehicle, 
which would exclude the passengers on the trip which is bemg allocated? For 
example, m1mbuses owned by organisations such as Age Concern may only be 
available 111 brokerage to carry elderly people as passengers. 
Sequencing cnteria are used to detenmne which of the available and smtable 
vehicles is the most appropriate for the trip book111g 111 question These include the 
followmg issues 
How far IS the base of the vehicle from the startmg po111t of the trip? Groups are 
usually charged on a mileage basis, and Ideally a vehicle should be allocated which 
involves the mmimum mileage ove1 head 
How "difficult to book" IS the vehicle? This IS designed to ensure that vehicles 
with many constramts on their avmlability are considered nght from the start when 
making bookmgs, rather than left until last, when there is less hkehhood of 
matching them with a tnp. 
In a manual system, these critena are assessed by the person taking the booking or 
allocatmg a vehicle to the bookmg. They are assessed approximately, either using a 
map to assess the distance, or using a heuristic approach to Judge how difficult a 
vehicle is to book Both these two sequencmg criteria are discussed 111 more detail 
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below m the context of a computerised approach. 
As with the vehicle diary described above, there are no established computerised 
techniques for performmg the process described here. The algorithm is relatively 
straightforward and consists of a search through the database for vehicles which 
meet the availability criteria outlined above in the sequence which the sequencing 
critena require for that particular trip, that is, dependent on the stan point of the trip 
All the functions described as availability cnteria are already required in order to 
validate a group hire booking When a vehicle is selected for a trip booking, a check 
is made to answer each of the questions listed above. A negative answer may result 
in forced reJection of the booking, an opportumty to change the reqmrements, an 
opportumty to use the diary facility to move another bookmg to a different vehicle 
in order to free up the required vehicle, or the opportunity to override the negative 
response. From a design point of view, it IS possible to use the same modular 
program code m order to perform the checking function m the booking screen and in 
the brokerage search 
The sequencing cnteria are not provided elsewhere in the system and must 
therefore be implemented specifically for the brokerage search facility. 
The two sequencmg cntena are provided in two different ways. FirStly, the 
cntenon of how difficult a vehicle IS to book is catered for by an attnbute m the 
vehicle record called the Sequence Number. This requirement was identified very 
early in the analysis by Bmmngham STS, although Its purpose was not clear to 
many other collaborators and users. The Sequence Number IS a number m the range 
0-99 which acts as an mdex to the difficulty of bookmg a particular vehicle. A low 
value represents a vehicle which IS easy to book; a high value represents a vehicle 
which IS difficult to book A vehicle IS difficult to book If it has restrictions on the 
types of passengers who can be earned m it, if It IS used extensively by the group 
which owns it, and IS therefore only available someumes for brokerage, or if it has a 
limited or f1xed seating capacity A value IS assigned to this attribute for each 
vehicle by the operator. 
The purpose of usmg the Sequence Number is to ensure that vehicles which are 
difficult to book are considered before vehicles which have fewer restrictions If the 
vehicles are sorted by descending value of Sequence Number and presented to the 
user in that order, then he or she will consider the difficult to book vehicles before 
the others This is designed to reduce the likelihood that later bookings have to be 
rejected because only vehicles with many restnctlons are available. In effect, it 
forces the user of the system to match tnp booking requirements with vehicle 
facilities rather than choosing the easy approach of using vehicles with few 
restrictions. 
Secondly, the cntenon of how far the vehicle base or garage IS from the start point 
of a trip is designed to be calculated from the Map Reference attribute held in the 
vehicle record. The system is designed to cater for map references in a number of 
formats. These mclude the following 
- The Geographers' A-Z street plans use alphabetic characters for the x-ax1s and 
numbers for the y-ax1s, w1th the ongin positioned at the top left hand corner. The 
letters I and 0 are usually excluded, and beyond 24 grid squares on the x-ax1s, carry 
on with Aa Ba Ca etc. a kmd of base 24 
- The Geographers' A-Z street atlas (the familiar London A-Z) uses the same 
approach with letters for the x-axis and numbers for the y-ax1s with a top left origin, 
but this starts afresh on each page Pages are numbered from the top left of the area 
covered by the map, m rows, to the bottom right 
- Geograph1a uses the same approach as the Geographers' Map Company in its 
street plans, but includes the letter 0 
There are many other possibilities, combmmg letters and numbers or just numbers, 
on single sheets or on separate pages, with different s1ze grids, and even m the case 
of Barnsley Metropolitan Borough's Official Street and Area Plan, grid rectangles 
rather than squares, with different size rectangles on different pages of the map. 
In order to calculate an approximate distance between map reference pomts, a 
relatively s1mple approach was taken. It was decided to use Pythagoras' theorem to 
calculate the distance between grid centres. Th1s was done firstly because the 
distance only needs to be approximate, and secondly because a straight !me has been 
shown to be as good an approxunat10n as any other for this purpose (Cooper, 1983). 
In order to use the gnd coordmates to perform this calculation, 1t IS necessary to 
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convert the map references to numeric x and y values. This IS done when the map 
reference is entered into a vehicle record, and both alphanumeric map reference and 
numeric x-y coordinates are stored in the vehicle record. This eliminates the 
overhead of performing the conversion when the vehicle records are sorted. In the 
case of the London A-to-Z, or other book based maps, it creates a grid which covers 
the whole of London of 80 horizontal units by 70 vertical units, and each grid unit 
being 0.5km. The system IS thus capable of being used across the whole of London, 
or m the proposed regional dial-a-ndes for the capital. 
The distance for any particular case, however, depends on the location of the start 
point of the trip. This is entered using the same map reference system at the time 
that the operator starts the search for an appropnate vehicle, and IS converted into 
numeric x-y coordinates. The distance can then be calculated for each particular 
vehicle and used as a second sort key. 
A design deciSion was made to use the ACCESS enquiry language to perform the 
sorting of the vehicle records. The sort routine is written m assembler and runs 
faster than a sort routme which could be wntten m BASIC. The problem with this 
lies m calculating the straight !me distance between each vehicle base and the tnp 
start point This could be done m the BASIC programming language, but it would 
involve a pass through all the vehicle records calculating the distance and writing 
the results mto the vehicle records before performmg the sort. This would cause 
problems 1f more than one user was performing a search at the same time. The 
ACCESS language IS dictionary dnven. Each field m a record can be given a name, 
which IS held m a dictionary and allows reference to that field for selection or 
sortmg purposes The dictionary can mclude names for fields which are not 
physically held on the file but which are either on other files or are calculated 
values Usmg this facility, It IS possible to wnte what IS called an F-Correlative, 
which uses a stack-based Reverse Polish notation, to perform the calculation. The 
only restriction IS that the F-Correlauve notation does not include the facility to take 
the square root of a number However, sorting by the square of the hypotenuse has 
the same effect as sorting by the hypotenuse, so this is not a problem. The 
dictionary entry for this is shown m Figure 4 14. 
The overall brokerage search process is m two parts. First, the vehicle records are 
MAN DISTANCED 
001 A 
002 0 
003 D1st 
004 
005 
006 
007 
008 F,"MO",(TCTCONTROL,X,1),P,{G, 1 ),55,(G, 1 ),-,P ,CO,<,C2,' ,C1,-,' ,_,(G1, 1 ),55, 
(G1, 1 ),-,P ,CO,<,C2,' ,C1,-,' ,+ 
009 R 
010 4 
Figure 4.14 PICK data dzctwnmy ently for sorting vehicles by dzstance from start 
map reference of b10kerage tnp 
sorted by Sequence Number and by Distance. Second, each record is read from the 
file m turn, and the availability criteria applied to that vehicle. As soon as it 
becomes apparent that a veh1cle IS not either available or smtable, it is added to a 
list of unsmtable velucles w1th a summary reason. If It passes all the cnteria, it is 
added to a list of SUitable vehicles. Th1s process is sim1lar to a Prolog process m 
wh1ch an attempt IS made to instantiate a particular veh1cle to a vartable. When all 
the vehicles have been checked, the user is g1ven the option to view the list of 
unsmtable veh1cles, or the hst of smtable veh1cles, wh1ch are displayed on screen 
with the1r address and contact telephone number. A veh1cle can be selected from th1s 
screen and passed back to the bookmg entry screen, by entenng the number which is 
d1splayed alongside It on screen Figures 4 15 and 4.16 show the screen d1splays for 
the vehicle lists 
Th1s approach to the brokerage velucle search can be v1ewed in terms of Sprague's 
and Carlson's ROMC approach outlined above The decision-maker conceptualises 
the problem in terms of the vehicles which are available and those which are not. 
The operations mvolved concern the sorting of vehicles and the checking of the 
ava1lab1hty of each one The database acts as a memory aid, holdmg the required 
data about each vehicle The system is controlled by entering the command 
"FIND" instead of a velucle number m the bookmg screen, and the results of the 
search can be placed back m the booking screen at that point. 
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SUITABLE AND UNSUITABLE VEHICLES 
PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE _ 
0020 -THIS VEHICLE DOES NOT HAVE TAIL-LIFT 
2 0013 -THIS VEHICLE NOT AVAILABLE FOR GROUP HIRE SERVICE 
3 0005 - VEHICLE NOT EQUIPPED TO CARRY THIS MMTY PASSENGERS AND WHEELCHAIRS 
4 0007- THIS VEHICLE NOT AVAILABLE ON 01/02/1990 
Figure 4 15 Unsuitable vehzclesfm a vehzcle bro~erage trip 
~· ll IT ABLE AN [l ll N SUITABLE V EH I c· LE 8 
ENTER NUME.ER EL~~E f...ET'l ~N TO (~0NTIN1 lE 
0001 Dl4STHY 
2 0007 J\4t",&GHB 
3 0002 ESbl THJ 
0003 E219FHf. 
Figure 4 16 Suitable vehzcles for a vehicle b1 o~erage trip 
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Ordering of passenger pick-ups 
Within the range of er operations, there are situations in various services which 
require the ability to organise the picking up of passengers into the most efficient 
sequence. Examples of this are: 
e group hrre - picking up passengers from therr homes for a trip or to deliver 
to a common destination; 
e dial-a-bus - picking up passengers within a zone to carry to a central 
destination 
In these SituatiOns, there is no reqmrement to order the passengers in time, as there 
is in dial-a-ride. The only requirement IS to sequence the pick-ups m order to 
minim1se the d1stance travelled by the veh1cle Th1s kind of problem is a version of 
what is known m operauons research as the travelling salesperson problem (TSP). 
The travellmg salesperson problem IS easy to state. A salesperson, startmg in one 
city wishes to VISit each of n-1 other cities once and once only and return to the 
start, as in F1gure 4 17. The d1stance between each pair of ciues IS known. The task 
facmg the salesperson IS to organise the v1s1ts in such a way that the mmimum 
distance is travelled 
• 
u r g h 
• B.rmtflgh•m• 
Norwoch 
Figure 4.17 Map of cit1es to be VISited by travellmg salesperson 
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The problem is easy to state but dtfficult to solve, as for n ctues there are (n-1)! 
possible tours. The number of possible tours grows exponentially in relation to the 
number of cities, as ts shown in Table 4.2. 
Crt1es (n) 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
(n-1) 
3 
5 
7 
9 
11 
(n-1)1 
6 
120 
5,040 
362,880 
39,916,800 
Table 4.2 Numbe1 of Tows w TSP 
It is clear that to calculate every posstble tour and to choose the shortest very 
quickly becomes a tllne-consuming procedure, and unrealisttc for large values of n, 
and moreover values of n wh1ch are wlthin the capaclty of a single mimbus A 
number of procedures have been used to attempt to reduce the computational 
reqmrements for tlus combmatonal problem. One of the earliest was the branch and 
bound solution proposed by Sweeney (1963) and Little et al. (1963). Bodm et al. 
(1983) survey both mathematical programmmg optimal techniques and heunsuc 
techmques. In routeing problems large TSP matrices are rare, but the TSP can be 
applied to many problems other than those involvmg vehicle routeing, for example, 
fmdmg the shortest path for a dnll head dnlling what may be hundreds of holes m a 
pnnted ctrcm t board 
To test the usefulness of these approaches, a version of the branch and bound 
algonthm was coded m PICK BASIC and tested with smaiJ TSP matnces. Even 
with small problems, the calculation of the solution was quite slow. Thts is because 
the PICK operaung system and the BASIC language are designed for database 
handling rather than for intenstve calculauon, and because there are no matrtx 
anthmeuc facthttes wtthin BASIC. However, the most sigmficant problem with the 
use of such algonthms to solve the routeing problems withm the context of CT 
operations ts the fact that the problem presents itself as that of fmdmg an optimum 
tour between pomts on a plane rather than between nodes on a network. The 
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location of each pick-up IS known from its map reference; using the distances 
between pick-ups requires the1r calculation. 
To calculate these distances requires one of two approaches. Enher an approximate 
distance must be calculated between map reference grid centres usmg the same 
approach as that discussed above in the context of vehicle brokerage. Or a more 
accurate d1stance must be calculated using a detailed gazetteer and route-finding 
system in order to idenufy a measurable route between pick-ups. This latter 
approach is not realistic in the context of th1s system: detailed digital information on 
the road networks of towns and cities is not yet eas1ly available, although the 
Ordnance Survey is in the process of digitising Its maps. There are algorithms 
available which have been implemented to solve this kmd of problem (Elliott and 
Lesk, I 982; Sugie et al • I 984) but these depend on the avrulability of detailed 
digital mappmg data 
A fmal approach, wh1ch is worth mentioning for the promise 1t may hold m the 
future 1s the use of neural networks These are electronic umts or programs 
Simulating neurons m the b1am Hopf1eld and Tank (1986) clrum that an electronic 
device built as a neural network could produce a good solution to a 300-city 
problem m about I 1mcrosecond 
G1ven the inevitably approximate nature of the distance calculations, 1t is 
appropnate to consider other approaches to routeing which work on the plane rather 
than on a network It 1s also worth considenng how humans order p1ck-ups in a 
route, for example expenenced er dml-a-bus drivers planning a route. 
Derby er runs a d1al-a-bus service and also provides a group hire service using its 
own dnvers for many voluntary orgamsations in the c1ty. The approach used by 
Derby er·s full-tune dnvers, and which volunteer dnvers are encouraged to use is 
one which uses a map and map pms 
e A pm IS stuck m to a map of the city for each p1ck-up point. 
e The dnver then stud1es the map to ident1fy a low-cost route. (Costs may 
include ume as well as d1stance, and time may be influenced, for example, 
by av01d111g right-hand turns onto main roads ) 
e The dnver notes the p1ck-up order required for th1s route. 
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This description inevitably simplifies the process mvolved m the second stage. 
Waters (1984) has pomted out that humans are better than computers at recognismg 
patterns for vehicle routeing and scheduling. The reason for this lies in the fact that 
a human, lookmg at a veh1cle diary, a shift schedule or a map, is able to take in the 
whole, effectively at a glance, whereas a computer system must handle the data 
sequentially, considenng each booking, each passenger trip or each pick-up in turn 
and comparing it with others in turn. A human uses a Gestalt approach to solvmg 
the problem, whereas a computer must use a sequential approach. Thus the driver 
may look at the map for a circmt which takes in most of the pick-ups, and then add 
outlying pick-ups into the route He or she may also use heuristics, or rules of 
thumb, m order to dec1de where to start and fmish, for example, the first pick-up 
will be the one nearest the vehicle base, and the last will be the one nearest the 
destmauon. 
A technique for vehicle routeing which operates in the plane and which provides a 
similar approach to that used by humans has been descnbed by Barthold1 et al. 
(1983a), Platzman and Barthold1 (1983) and Barthold1 and Platzman (1984). The 
techmque IS an heunsuc based on the use of curves known as spacefilling curves, or 
Peano curves, and which are part of the farmly of fractal curves discussed by 
Mandelbrot (1983) The curves have a recursive structure, and consutute a mapping 
of the unit mterval onto a higher dunenswnal space The curve used by Bartholdi is 
shown m F1gure 4 18, and Its recursive structure can be seen. The more the unit 
square IS divided mto smaller gnd squares, the more detail can be seen, the curve is 
infmnely cnnkly. Any pomt in the umt square can be mapped to a pomt on the unit 
interval From the pomt of view of 1ts usefulness for routeing and other problems, 
the curve has an unpmtant feature: closeness in two dimensions is translated into 
closeness in one dunenswn Th1s 1s shown in F1gure 4.19. 
Barthold1 et al. describe a pracucal application of the curve to the routeing of 
meals on wheels deliveries (1983b), and the same approach can be applied to the 
ordenng of p1ck-ups in d1al-a-bus or group hire The techmque requires only that 
each gnd coordmate IS converted to a position on the unit interval, and that the 
p1ck-ups are then sorted by that value This can be applied without the use of a 
computer, using look-up tables for the value of the posi!Jon on the unit interval, the 
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Figure 4.18 Recurszve spacejilling curve used by Bartholdi et a/ 
theta value Theta values were used in the first version of TRANSIT, as mentioned 
in Chapter 3, and subsequently dropped in a later version, presumably because 
dial-a-ride scheduling requires an ordenng in tune as well as space, and Banhold1 
and Platzman suggest that 1t requires a mapping to five dimensiOns (1984) 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • • 
•• 
• 
• 
• 
• • 
• 
• 
• • • • 
• 
• • • • 
• • • 
~-u--e..-----.-.-•.-•• .. ee ' e I e • I e e I e e ' ·~ 
00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 
Figure 4 19 Mapping of points in the umt square to points on the umt interval, 
preserving closeness and group1ng 
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In a computensed system, theta values can be precomputed for any pomt in a 
IOOx!OO gnd square, and held in a file which is used as a look-up table. Using the 
PICK ACCESS enquiry language, it is poSSible to sort pick-up addresses by the 
theta value of their associated map reference expressed as x-y coordinates. The 
advantage of this approach is that it operates by consideration of n theta values for 
points on the plane rather than n2 distances between points, and the computation 
required is only that of sortmg rather than the combmatorial calculation required for 
the TSP. 
The spacefilling curve approach to vehicle routeing was implemented in the 
software m order to organise group hire passenger lists It uses the sorting 
capabiliues of the ACCESS enquiry language m conjunction w1th an F-correlative m 
the data dicuonary for the passenger list file to provide a look-up on a table of theta 
values. It has been Implemented in such a way that several passenger lists for a 
single bookmg can be merged together, sorted mto a smgle tour and then manually 
partitioned into separate routes. 
This approach does, however, have certain limitations. 
e It only provides a fmt pass at the production of a suitable route 
e It does not take account of natural and human-made barners, such as rivers 
and railway lines w1th few crossmg points, so pomts wh1ch are close together 
m the plane may not m fact be candidates for successive pick-ups. 
e It does not take account of the limitations of passengers and their wheel-
chairs For example, 11 may be necessary that a passenger m an orthopaedic 
wheelchalf IS p1cked up last before traveling to the trip destinauon. 
e It does not take account of any reqmrements for passengers to be p1cked up 
in a certam time sequence For example, a passenger who cannot be picked 
up until late m the tour as she is dependent on a nurse coming to dress her 
and prepare her to go out 
These limitaUons w1ll be explored further m Chapter 5 in the context of developmg 
alternative approaches to vehicle routeing and scheduling 
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Dial-a-ride scheduling 
The task of allocating passenger trips to dial-a-ride shifts, or dial-a-ride 
despatching is one that has been the subject of some study, both in terms of the 
manual procedures and as a problem m the field of operations research. Potter and 
Hagyard (1986) discuss and recommend a number of approaches to the task, 
includmg such aspects as layout of the despatching room and the despatchers' desks. 
There is no consistent approach to dial-a-nde despatching across the sector. A brief 
description of the methods in two dial-a-ride operators will serve to illustrate this. 
Descriptions of further approaches with one or more clerk or despatcher can be 
found in Potter and Hagyard (1986). 
Derby er operates a smgle 6-seater Renault Trafic as a dial-a·ride vehicle. The 
emphasis Withm Derby er is on dwl-a-bus for transport to the city centre and out of 
town shoppmg centres. The dml-a-ride service is for trips which cannot be met by 
the dial-a-bus service. The vehicle capacity is such that there IS no great penalty m 
unused capacity if only a smgle passenger and companion travel. Many trips are 
made which are not multi-occupancy, although It is not infrequent that trips can be 
booked to ove!lap and improve the uuhsauon of the vehicle. The policy is that all 
outward trips must start, and all return trips fmish, within the city boundary. 
The procedure for takmg bookings at Derby er is that any member of staff will 
take a booking for any service, If he or she answers the telephone. For dial-a-ride 
bookings, a booking sheet is filled out for the outward trip, and one for the return 
trip. A check IS made in the vehicle diary, shown as Figure 4.7 above, to decide 
whether the bookmg can be accepted. If accepted, the bookmg is written into the 
diary m the column for the dial-a-nde vehicle The staff member may negotiate the 
times of the tnp or trips with the passenger in order to accommodate them. 
Exceptionally, and typically for regular users, a booking may be made onto one of 
the larger, 16-seater Immbuses if it IS not m use. 
Bamsley Dial-a-Ride operates a larger fleet of vehicles, three of which are used for 
its dial-a-ride service. These vehicles are minibuses with a capacity of 12 
passengers. The vehicles operate within the Bamsley Metropolitan Borough which 
includes several small towns to the east towards Doncaster, and villages on the edge 
of the Pennines to the west. Bookmgs are taken by bookmg clerks, who sit round a 
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table equipped with telephones and with a card index of passengers, and each 
booking is written onto fonns, one for the outward and one for the return tnp. On 
the wall IS a whiteboard dtvtded honzontally by vehicles and vertically by umes; 
each hour is divided mto fifteen minute slots. Summary details of each passenger 
tnp are written onto the whlteboard by the despatcher who stands by the board and 
who, using the mfonnation already on the board, a wall-map of the operating area 
and informatiOn from the booking clerks, seeks to allocate each trip to a suitable 
vehtcle shift 
In the case of Derby er, because of the relatively small size of the vehicle, there 
is no strong reqmrement for multi-occupancy There is a hmited resource available, 
and not much flextbthty in how 1t IS allocated; a deliberate pohcy has been adopted 
of trying to meet transport needs with a semt-scheduled dial-a-bus servtce. 
In the case of Bamsley OAR, there is a greater resource available, and 
considerable demand for that resource, particularly at peak times of day. There IS 
more flextbthty m the way m whtch that resource IS allocated. if trips are allocated 
effiCiently, a sigmftcantly larger number of passengers can be carried. The 
despatcher is therefore always seekmg to improve the vehtcle utihsauon, and as well 
as allocating new tnp bookmgs to shtfts, attempts to reallocate existing trips m order 
to tmprove efficiency The process of allocatmg trtps to shtfts is one which is 
heavtly dependent on local knowledge, knowledge of the passengers and their 
dtsabihties, and common-sense Whtle the task of allocating trtps to shtfts is the 
responsibthty of the despatcher, the booking clerks also contribute, suggestmg ways 
of resequencmg or rescheduling trtps in order to accommodate the maxtmum 
number of passengers, based on their knowledge of the area and the passengers. 
While there are no fonnal targets, for example maxtmum times for whtch a 
passenger mtght expect to be on a vehicle, knowledge of passengers and their 
dtsabihties tmposes constramts on the bookmg process, as some passengers may not 
be able to stand long travel tunes, or may need to be the last person onto and the 
first person off a vehtcle because of the nature of thetr wheelchair. 
In the afternoon, the clerks stop takmg bookmgs, and prepare worksheets for the 
drivers for the next day, based on the mfonnation shown on the whlteboard and the 
bookmg fonns 
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The ROMC approach to decision making is helpful in analysing the despatching 
process at Barnsley OAR. The whiteboard provides a representation of the problem 
space. Operations performed on the representation are those of addmg a new trip 
booking to a shift and movmg an existing tnp bookmg between one shift and 
another. The card index used by the booking clerks, the wall-map and the booking 
forms act as memory aids. The formal procedures of takmg a booking onto the 
forms, and the infonnal communication between booking clerks and despatcher 
provide the control mechanisms 
The comments made in the section on the booking diary in relation to the Gestalt 
approach and to the infonnation processing v1ew of human problem solving also 
apply to this process. In particular, the whiteboard provides a summary of the 
Situation which can be seen at a glance, while the bookmg forms provide all the 
details, but these can only be absorbed by readmg sequentially through as many as a 
hundred fonns 
The allocation of passenger tnps to vehicle shifts IS one to which the techniques of 
OR have been applied, and Bodm et a! make reference to a number of approaches 
to combined routeing and scheduling problems, which are characterised by task 
precedence and time window constraints (Bodm et al., 1983) Unlike the travelling 
salesperson problem, 111 which the sequence of stops is chosen m order Simply to 
minimise a cost such as distance or travel tune, d1al-a-nde scheduling requires 
consideration of the fact that some stops, p1ck-ups, must be made before others, 
drop-offs, and that certam p1ck-ups and drop-offs must be earned out withm time 
wmdow constraints, m order for example to catch a tram or to get to a doctor's 
appointment Moreover, unlike the vehicle routeing problem of which the dial-a-bus 
service or the collection of group hire passengers for delivery to a common 
destmation are examples, and which are many-to-one problems, dial-a-ride 
scheduling IS a many-to-many problem, with multiple p1ck-up and drop-off pomts. 
In their general introduction to the relevant section of theu paper, Bodm et al. state 
that, 
"All of these problems are NP-hard In most cases, the complications in these 
problems are such that exact algorithmic approaches based on mathematical 
programmmg fonnulauons have not proven successful." (Bodm et al., p.151) 
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Bodin et al. distmgmsh between static and dynamic versions of the problem. In the 
static or subscriber version, called advance-request by Jaw et al. (1986), passengers 
book in advance, and a complete database of demand is available before any 
scheduling takes place. In the dynamic or demand-responstve version, passengers 
make bookmgs in real-nme, and the allocation of passenger trips to vehicles depends 
on the current state of the system in terms of passengers already on vehicles and 
passengers waitmg to be ptcked up It is important to note that in the UK, the 
situation is different from that m the USA and Canada. In North America, where 
local telephone calls are free of charge, it is usual for passengers to ring m and make 
a booking and not be told immediately whether their booking can be accepted. 
When all the bookmgs for a day have been collected, then the scheduling is 
perfonned, and the paratransil office nngs passengers back to tell them the outcome. 
Although, this approach IS common, it is not umversally accepted, and Cutler and 
Harman (1984) discuss the desirability of performmg scheduling interactively with 
the client on the telephone m order to eliminate "ume-consummg and embarrassmg 
call·backs" 
A further dtfference ts that it IS common to sub-contract tnps whtch cannot be 
accommodated to other transport provtders, typtcally taxt services. Authors such as 
Alfa (1986) and Ktkuclu (1987) refer to tnps whtch cannot be accommodated bemg 
dealt wah tn these ways An example of the dynamtc approach in provtdmg public 
transport to conventional passengers ts the Rufbus servtce run m Friednchshafen m 
West Germany, mentioned by Jaw et a! (1986) and descnbed in some detail by 
Sutton (1980), m whtch passengers call m for almost immedtate service In this case, 
scheduling ts pt ovtded by a mamframe computer. 
In the UK, the sauauon falls between these two extremes. Passengers are told 
whether they can be provtded with the service they reqmre at the time that they nng 
in, but they are makmg a bookmg typtcally for the next day. Thus, whtle it may be 
posstble to run a batch scheduling routme at the end of the day to reschedule trips 
for the following day, 11 is important that a decision can be made at the same ume as 
the booking, wlule the passenger IS sun on the telephone In general, unallocated 
tnps are passed on, where posstble, to local social car schemes, which also take 
bookmgs m advance, and not to taxt services, except, so far as ts known, m the case 
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of Readibus, descnbed by Absolon and Bowl by (1989) 
The computerised approaches to scheduling of d1al-a-nde tnps are based m the 
North Amencan expenence. Given that there is no optimal algorithm for the 
multiple vehicle, many-to-many d1al-a-ride problem with time windows, the research 
emphasis has been on heuristic approaches to batch scheduling of the advance-
request version of the problem. Jaw et al. (1986), Alfa (1986) and Kikuchi (1987) 
all take th1s approach. They require that trip requests are sorted in advance, typ1cally 
in time sequence, a requirement which cannot be met in a demand-responsive 
system in which bookings must be dealt with in the random order m which they 
come from passengers 
An alternative approach is one suggested by the work of Knott (1988) and Waters 
(1990)· an artlfic1al mtelhgence approach using expert system techniques However, 
both are concerned with the scheduling of vehicle deliveries in distribution systems 
rather than with the complexities of dial-a-ride scheduling Knott has developed a 
practical application for emergency rehef scheduling m Prolog, but it IS a batch 
process m which the requirements are known 111 advance 
The approach wh1ch has been chosen 111 the research has been to provide the 
book111g clerk or despatcher with a representation of the mfonnatwn he or she 
reqmres to make the dec1s10n about a particular trip booking, and the abihty to 
perform the operations mentioned above add111g a trip booking to a shift and 
swapp111g a tnp bookmg between shifts A Similar approach IS taken by the DART 
software used in Vancouver (Chown, 1989), m wh1ch the emphasis is on providing 
the despatcher w1th the mfonnatwn he or she requires rather than on automating the 
scheduling process The faCJII!les for dwl-a-nde scheduling in MULTI TRIP are 
sim1lar to those provided by the vehicle diary and centre around the d1al-a-ride shift 
rather than the vehicle day. The role and structure of the d1al-a-nde sh1ft IS sim1lar 
to that of the vehicle d1ary It reflects a number of po111ts 
e that sh1fts are used by dial-a-nde operators and regarded as a separate entity 
from the tr1ps which make them up, 
e that data attnbutes such as date, start time, fm1sh time, driver are associated 
with shifts, although m Fletche1's Dial-a-Ride some of these attributes are 
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held in trip records and some not at all; and 
e that booking clerks and dispatchers need to be able to check the status of 
shifts at a glance, which in manual systems and hybnd systems is done using 
wall charts or chp-boards. 
The logical data structure for shifts is shown in Figure 4.20. The physical data 
contents are shown m Table 4.3. 
Passenger 
D•al a-R1de 
Booking 
Passenger Passenger 
"' Tr1p Cost Trtp 
'C7 
Veh•cle 
"' 
Escort/ 
D nv er V -...;:: ASSIStant Sh•ft 
Veh•cle 
Veh1cle 
Tr • p 
Figure 4 20 Logzca! data structwe for dza!-a-1ide shzft 
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8620/1/D 
Date 8620 
07/08/1991 
Shrtt No 
Shrtt Letter D 
Shrtt Start 36000 
10 00 
Shrtt F1msh 64800 
18 00 
TnpNo 8916691 
Vehicle No 0002 
Stop T1me 36000 36600 36900 37500 
10 00 10 10 10 15 10 25 
Stop Type PU DO PU DO 
Passenger 000519 000519 000525 000525 
Address 98 LONG RD RAILWAY STN 334 HIGH ST ASDA 
Map ref 23E1 23A3 27D2 24D1 
Zone D20 F14 E11 F12 
Passengers +0 -0 +0 -0 
Wheelchairs +1 -1 +1 -1 
Num Map Ref 26,7 22,9 19,8 30,3 
Book1ng Ref 0006890P 0006890D 0006955P 0006955D 
Tnp Type 0 0 0 0 
Table 4 3 Phys1ca/ data contents of dwl-a-nde sh1ft 
As with the diary, tins structure IS heavily dependent on the Implementation m 
PICK. A considerable amount of redundancy IS mtroduced with the d1al-a-nde shift. 
Much of the data held in the shift record IS held elsewhere m trip booking records, 
but the system IS designed m such a way that the shift is only ever updated by the 
process of makmg, amendmg or cancelling a dial-a-nde bookmg, which retains the 
integrity of the data. The redundancy is introduced to allow the data in a shift record 
to be displayed more efficiently, that is with fewer file accesses, than If the data 
were held m a number of separate files. This is required to allow the clerks and 
dispatchers to VIew shift records on screen while taking a booking, in order to 
ascertam whether a bookmg IS feasible or not The qmck bookmg screen for 
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dml-a-ride booking entry is shown in Figure 4.21. The lower half of this screen 
shows the details of the sh1ft under consideration for the trip which is being 
dispatched. 
Dlal-A-Rldto Booklng Entry 
EN'TER RETURN, ESC TO LEAVE, +OR -TO CHMGE, 8 OR 2 TO MOVE UP AND DOWN _ 
1 Booking No 000525 2 User No 001735 MR BENNETT 
1 Date 07/08/1991 
I 2 Addresses 3 Pick Drop 4 Shift 
I 11 334 HIGH STREET KNIGHTON 1) 11 00 11 10 1) 10 
I 21 ASDA, OADBY 2) 13 30 13 40 
I 3) 334 HIGH STREET KNIGHTON 
I DatE:! 07/0H/1991 Nv 1 L~ttt>l D Start 10 00 F1msh 18 00 
I 11 00 Pll 134 HinH 3TREET KNIGHTON BENNETT 2702 
' 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
I 11 10 no RAIL ~~TAT ION 000517 
I 11 4'> PI\ 334 HJ(,H ~·TREET h.NIG!-ITON 000523 27D2 
I llzSS DO ASDA, OADBY 000523 
I 12 10 'll 4 t> DEEP END ROAD LONGNOR ooo~,21 24D1 
I 12 20 DO RAILWAY -~TATION 000521 
Figure 4 21 Dwl-a-ride quid boo~111g enfly screen 
The wmdow m the lower half of the screen 1s d1vided m to three sections. 
The fmt sectiOn shows mfonnatwn about the shift wh1ch is under consideration, 
its start and fimsh tunes. The user can move to a different sh1ft on the same day, 
using the numeric keypad. The shifts for the day are held in an array with, in effect, 
veh1cles honzontally and slufts vertically. Th1s information is held m a file which 
provides an index to shifts by day and m wh1ch the array structure is mamtained. 
Thus by pressing the down-arrow or 2 on the numeric keypad, the user can move to 
a later shift on the same vehicle, say from an early sh1ft to a middle shift, while 
up-arrow or 8 moves m the opposite direction. Pressmg nght-arrow or 6 moves to 
the next vehicle with a sh1ft at the same tune, for example, from vehicle 0001 early 
shift to vehicle 0003 early shift, while left-arrow or 4 moves In the opposite 
direction. Each time the user moves to a different sh1ft, the data m the third section 
of the window IS changed to reflect the sh1ft under consideration. Finally, by 
pressing the key m the centre of the numenc keypad, 5, the user 'zooms m' to the 
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next level, the second secuon of the wmdow. 
The second section shows mformation about the tnp which is being despatched, 
the passenger and the pick-up or drop-off time and map reference details. Agam 
usmg the numeric keypad, keys 2 and 8, the user can toggle between viewing the 
pick-up details and the drop-off details. In addition, the user can increment or 
decrement the p1ck-up or drop-off time m five minute intervals using the + and -
(plus and minus) keys. It is not permitted to set the pick-up time the same as or later 
than the drop-off ume. Again from this level, the user can press the 5 key to zoom 
in to the next level, the third sectiOn of the wmdow. 
The third section of the window displays summary detmls of the tnp p1ck-ups and 
drop-offs already allocated to the shift displayed in the first section. When the user 
moves to the third section, one tnp stop IS h1ghhghted (m bold m Figure 4.21) in the 
centre of the wmdow. Tlus trip stop will be the nearest in ume to the p1ck-up or 
drop-off under consideration in the second section of the window The user can 
scroll the pick-ups and drop-offs in thiS wmdow usmg the following keys 
up-arrow/8 - up one tnp stop 
down-arrow/2 - down one stop 
page-up/9 - up f1ve stops 
page-down/3 - down f1 ve stops 
homen - beginmng of shift 
end/1 - end of shift 
The fmal facility which IS available to the user is to press the 5 key and to 'zoom 
m' and view in more detail the trip pick-up or drop-off currently under the 
highlighting cursor in the centre of the third sectiOn wmdow. This IS shown m 
Figure 4.22. 
In this way, the user can view fwm within the booking screen, all the information 
necessary to decide whether and where a trip booking can be allocated. Th1s 
provides similar facilities to the bookmg d1ary, in allowmg the user both the 
checking function and the seUiching function m relatiOn to the availability of space 
in dial-a-ride shifts The checkmg function IS also provided m the software, when a 
trip IS allocated to a shift, by checking that the trip does not clash with any existing 
trips for that shift. 
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Dla1-A-Ride Book1ng Entry 
PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE _ , • FOR NEXT WINDOW 
1 Book1ng No 000525 2 User Nu 001735 MR BENNETT 
I 1 Date 07/08!1991 
I 2 Addl!::'SS+:S 3 P1ck 
I 1 I 334 HIGH STREET KNHiHTON 1) 11 00 
2) ASDA, OADBY 2) 13 30 
3) 334 HIGH STREET KNICHTON 
I Booktng No 000521 Pass No 001737 MR CROSSON 
'I'yp+: Plck-Uy Addl~:<SS 
1) 0 4 6 DEEP END ROAD LON<iNOR 
Putp Desuna.t 1011 A,J,Jt !::'SS 
so RAILWAY .3TATION 
PlCk-Up D1 st Drop-Off Sh1ft E/L 
12 10 3 ,, 12 20 ID 
Al•l W/C R .... q Asst TllP Date 
N 07/0H/1991 
Drop 4 Shift 
11 10 1) 10 
13 40 
Zone Map Ref 
F12 2401 
Zone Map Ref 
G07 25A3 
Walt Tr1p No 
N 0006912 
Figure 4 22 Dwl-a-11de qUI cl.. bool.ing sc1 een, showlllg details of another bookzng 
The existence of the vehicle shift as a separate entity and thus as a file within the 
system has an operational Impact on dial-a-rides. Bamsley DAR, which collaborated 
in the development of the software, operated a manual system based on booking 
sheets and a wall chart as described above Most bookmgs were taken during the 
mommg and early afternoon, and the afternoon from about 3 OOpm onwards was 
spent transcnbmg the details from the bookmg sheets and the wall chart to shift 
worksheets wh1ch could be given to the drivers. Bmmngham Ring-and-Ride uses 
Fletcher's Dml-a-Ride softwrue, which lacks any data structure for the shift, or even 
an index to link tnps to a shift Bookmgs are taken on the computer, but shift 
records are sull mamtamed manually on sheets of paper on clip-boards which can be 
passed around the despatchers The process of printing out computerised shift 
worksheets IS a tedwu> one which mvolves searching and sorting the entire tnps file, 
1t IS normally only run once at the end of the day m preparation for the next day. 
The Impact of Fletcher's D1al-a-Ride on Bamsley would have been mmimal While 
the pnntmg out of the sluft worksheets would not involve staff ume m the same way 
as transcnbmg the bookmg sheets, 1t would sull be a time-consuming process, and 
one which would lnmt the wm king day The use of the MULTI TRIP software at 
Bamsley has, however, meant that 1t IS possible to print draft copies of the shift 
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worksheets out at lunch ume. Lookmg at these worksheets, an experienced 
despatcher can see where Improvements can be made to the scheduling, and where 
passenger trips can be moved from one vehtcle to another to save space and time. 
These changes can be implemented, and bookings can continue to be taken during 
the afternoon, with the possibility of repeating the process of printing draft 
worksheets until the end of the working day. The sktlls of the staff, who now 
combine the roles of booking clerk and despatcher are emphasised and developed; 
the computer system supports them m the decision making process rather than 
replacmg them, and has been designed to reflect working practices in the er sector 
in the UK 
Thts chapter has examined the appwach taken in computensmg four operatiOnal 
funcuons m er services based on an understandmg of how It IS that people perform 
those functions manually, and m particular of theones of human decisiOn making. In 
one case, vehtcle routeing, a techmque from OperatiOns Research has been used; m 
the others the computeiised implementauon IS based on provtdmg a tool for people 
to use whtch reflects the way they typtcally work, and whtch IS based on the data 
model which underlies the system 
In Chapter 5, conclusions about the software development are drawn, and 
suggesuons for futm e developments are made, based on the data model outlined in 
Chapter 3, and using graphics and expert system technology to support the routemg 
and scheduling of u Ips 
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Chapter 5 
Conclusions and Future Development 
Introduction 
This chapter aims to answer two questions which arise from the research and the 
development of the software. These are: 
e What are the key features of the research, and what bearing do they have on 
the development of this and stmilar software? 
e What further developments could be made to the software, and how can they 
be integrated with the developments to date? 
The fmt question ts addressed in the section which follows, whtle the second is 
addressed m the fmal section, whtch considers such developments in the areas of 
operations research, expert systems and graphtcal displays, and m schedulmg 
architectures and understanding schedulmg 
Conclusions 
Commerctally avatlable software packages for CT operations m both the UK and 
North America, as outlined m Chapter 1 and analysed m more detail in Chapter 3, 
have in the past been developed for a smgle operator and subsequently been taken to 
a wider market. In consequence, such packages have typtcally shown certain 
shortcomings. 
e they cater for a smgle servtce; 
e they encapsulate the workmg practices of the operator for which they were 
origmally developed; and 
e they have limited applicability to the sector as a whole. 
In the realm of commercial software development, some kinds of packages are 
generally applicable to all kmds of businesses. Accounts packages, for example, 
must provtde the same basic functions in order to record income and expenditure for 
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a company. The differences between the requirements of a small business and those 
of a large multi-national are differences of scale and of complexity, for example 
mulu-company and mulu-currency, rather than of function. In the development of 
such systems, it suffices that the functions provided by the software should conform 
to standard practices. When software is developed for a single organisation, on the 
other hand, 1t is necessary only to analyse the requirements of that organisation. 
The er sector is diverse in the services that it provides and m the operational 
styles of different er operators. For a single package to serve the needs of this 
diverse range of potential users, it must in some way reflect the operating practices 
of all such users In the MULTI TRIP package, th1s has been achieved in two ways: 
firstly, by analysmg a wide range of operating practices through the collaborative 
development process and secondly, through extensive analysis of the underlying data 
model of such organisauons, the enterprise model. The use of a decision support 
approach to the development of functiOns to support operatiOnal decision makmg is 
also of sigmficance here 
Collaborative development 
The mvolvement of a number of er operators in the development of the software 
fonnally both m the User Group and as Pilot ProJects and mforrnally through 
feedback on the software helped to ensure that the functionahty of the software 
reflected operauonal pracuces across the sector. Software for vertical markets IS 
often developed by software houses for an maial client and then extended to cater 
for a wider range of clients. In the process, customised versions are often produced 
for mdividual chents, and maintenance and support become mcreasingly difficult. 
Th1s was the case With Fletcher's Dial-a-Ride, wh1ch was originally developed for 
Haringey Dial-a-R1de (Marsh and Jarrett, 1985), and then developed and customised 
for other d1al-a-nde operators. Research shows that the cost of changing software 
increases the closer lt is to implementation. It clearly makes sense to incorporate all 
reqmrements at the mitial analysis stage rather than amending existing software. 
Many software houses encourage the development of user groups for their 
software, and th1s typically occurs once the software has been developed and is in 
use by a number of chents. The user group provides a forum for discussion of 
problems wlth the software and for suggesuons for future development. By 
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channellmg such suggestions through a user group, they can be filtered and 
corrected to represent a single view and avoid further customisation. 
The involvement of the User Group and other forms of collaboration from the start 
of the development of this software have made it possible to develop the software to 
a single model wh1ch caters for a wide range of users from the outset To some 
extent, this may be seen as a luxury only available to a research project which is not 
constrained by the commercial requirement to cover development costs. Yet the 
success of the software mdicates that revenue from hardware and software sales, 
from mamtenance contracts and from training makes the package commercially 
viable for a small company. 
The suggestion that users should be mvolved in the des1gn of software systems IS 
one that 1s gaming support. The traditional systems hfe cycle approach isolates users 
from the development team. Users provide the material for the initial analys1s of 
requirements, and s1gn off a statement of reqmrements At other stages, they are 
asked for feedback and to s1gn off subsequent analysis and design dehverables. This 
prov1des the developers with a semi-legalistic let-out when the software does not 
perform as required by the users: "They s1gned 1t off." Many analysts find the 
mvolvement of users a hindrance, as they change their reqmrements as the project 
develops. 
However, research ind1cates that a h1gh proportion of computer systems do not 
work as reqmred, and that many are never used. Articles in the computer press, for 
example Dav1dson (1991), report recent stud1es wh1ch show that 'less than I% of 
completed large software system proJects are finished on lime, within budget and 
meet all user reqmrements'. There are three possible approaches to the problem of 
the inability of system development processes to deliver what is required. The first 
is the proJeCt management approach, typ1fied by Brooks (1975), stressing the need to 
orgamse the overall proJeCt and the development team in a way which is hkely to 
improve the chances of success The second solution often proposed in order to 
solve this problem IS a technical f1x, software engineering, addressmg the back-end 
rather than the front-end of the cycle, using mathematical techniques to specify 
processes and to transform them formally into 'correct' program code. The thud 
approach IS the one which has been adopted in th1s research Here the emphas1s has 
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been on the front-end, on getting the analysis right and involving users extensively 
m that process. It IS not enough, however, Simply to involve users in the 
development process. That involvement needs to be structured in a way which 
proves constructive both for the users and for the developer. In the research, the 
involvement of users has been structured in two ways: firstly, accordmg to the level 
of involvement of any particular user or potential user organisation, outlined in 
Chapter 2, and secondly, in terms of the iterauve process of developing the data 
model, outlined in Chapter 2 and described in detail in Chapter 3. 
The structured involvement was important, as it would not have been poSSible to 
analyse the working practices of the many operators who were involved to some 
small degree m the same detail as the workmg practices of the Collaborative 
ProJects were analysed. Figure 5 1 shows the difference m the detail in which 
different operators' practices were analysed. The scale is relative rather than based 
on any absolute measurable quantity, and reflects the fact that other operators were 
involved in small ways, commenting on screen layout at the Community Transport 
Association Annual ExhibitiOn, sendmg m an example document or explammg what 
type of chargmg system they used, while the Collaborative Projects were involved in 
very detailed analysis of every document they used, and every manual function 
perfonned. However, many more other operators were mvolved compared to a few 
Collaborative ProJects, which provided a Wide spread of practices. 
Detail of Analysis 
1 
More 
Detailed 
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! 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
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--------... 
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-.... 
-.... 
Early Other 
ProJects Group Customers Operators 
Figure 5 I Detail of analySIS for dl}ferelll types of CT operators 
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What this does not show is the difference in emphasis of the contact with the 
different types of operators. The early analysis focussed on what was common to 
the different operators in the User Group and in the Collaborative Projects. The 
later analysis focussed more on dtfferences in working practices between different 
operators, including the early customers and other operators. Thts is shown in 
Figure 5.2. 
On Commonallty 
--
--
-- \ 
\ 
EmphaSIS of \ 
AnalysiS \ 
\ 
\ 
--
--
--
--On Difference 
l 
Collaborative User Early Other 
ProJects Group Customers Operators 
Ftgure 5.2 Emphasis of analysis for different types of er operators 
In this way, the maJority of the data model and of the functionality of the software 
was defined through the analysis of what was common to different operators, while 
the refinements were made through analysis of what was dtfferent between different 
operators. 
Underlying data model 
It was the involvement of operators in the development which also ensured that the 
underlymg data model reflected the requirements of the sector rather than of one or 
a few mdtvtdual operators Thts process used the structure outlined in Chapter 2, by 
which the data model was successively refined, and which has been descnbed in 
greater detail in Chapter 3 m relation to specific modules within the software. 
It is Important to recognise that the involvement of operators alone IS not a 
criterion for success. The original User Group provtded a list of ftles with proposed 
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fields, referred to in Chapter 3 and listed in Table 3.2, at the start of this research. 
However, this hst of files represented an attempt to move straight to a specification 
of what data should be held in a proposed computerised system, what Shlaer and 
Melior call the 'Premature Rush to Implementation' (1988), rather than an analysis 
of what the logical data requirements of CT operators were. Such a logical analysis 
should be followed either by normalisation of the data, a bottom-up approach, or by 
entity-relationship analysis, a top-down approach, and only then to flexing of the 
logical model to a phystcal design. 
The iterative process described in Chapter 2 led to the identification of entities and 
thetr attnbutes and the development of enterprise rules, which formed the baSIS for 
the entity-relationship modelling approach adopted here, and which represented the 
data requirements not JUSt of a single orgamsatlon but of the sector as a whole. This 
has been described m Chapter 3. Of particular Importance in thts are features such 
as the clear distinction made between passenger tnps and vehicle trips, and the 
recogmtion of the stgniftcance of the dtary and of vehicle shtfts. 
Many authors smce Chen (1976), have promoted the importance of data modelling, 
and of the entity-relationship approach in particular, as critical to the successful 
analysts of information system requirements Wtthout adequate data analysis, it IS 
difficult to provide the functionality required, as etther the data stored in the system 
does not accurately represent the orgamsation and its reqmrements, or while the data 
is complete, 1t ts structured in a way whtch means that It ts unable to support the 
processmg reqmrements of the system For example, Fletcher's Dial-a-Ride stores 
detatls of the velucle and dnver associated with every passenger tnp. However, it 
stores thts data m the passenger trip bookmg record. If normalisation techmques had 
been applied to thts data, it would have been recogmsed firstly that it is not 
dependent on the passenger tnp but on the vehtcle shift, secondly that It is 
redundant, as the same mfonnation about vehtcle and driver IS stored m every 
passenger tnp record for that shift, and thirdly that a vehicle shift should be a 
separate entity m the model of the enterpnse. The result of this is that Fletcher's 
Dtal-a-Rtde IS unable to support a process to display the current tnps allocated to a 
shift except as a result of sorting and selecting from the entire passenger tnp 
booking ftle. While the dial-a-nde shtft m MULTI TRIP contams redundant data, 
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this data has been introduced after normalisation, as a result of a positive file design 
decision and in order to minirruse the rusk accesses required to display the current 
status of a shift on demand. 
The data model represents knowledge about the organisation and its information 
requirements, and in this case knowledge about many organisations and their 
requirements. This knowledge provides the foundation for the provisiOn of the 
operational functions of er operation. 
Decision support 
The MULTI TRIP software package provides facilities for storing operational data 
and for extracting management information from that data. Much of that data relates 
to bookings for vehicle and passenger trips. The recordmg of that data takes place in 
the context of operational decision making Staff taking bookings make decisions as 
they do so about how resources are to be allocated in order to meet the requirements 
of member groups and passengers Certam functions m the software have been 
designed m order to support this operational decisiOn makmg. These have been 
descnbed m Chapter 4. 
In order to provide these functions, it was necessary to understand how staff m 
Cfs make these decisions, how they conceptualise the problem, how they use the 
infonnauon that is available to them and how that information is represented. 
Cogmtive psychology and theory about problem-solving and decisiOn makmg have 
been used In particular, Sprague and Carlson's ROMC approach (1982) has been 
used to provide a model of the user's reqUirements which can be provided by 
capabilities within the software. Chapter 4 has described the way in which this was 
done for the four areas of the on-lme vehicle diary, vehicle brokerage search, 
ordering of passenger pick-ups and dial-a-ride scheduling. The results are 
summarised here, and some general conclusions drawn. 
On-lltle veh1cle di01y 
Manual diary systems provide a view of vehicle utilisation 'at a glance', but 
further infonnauon about vehicle bookings is usually held on booking forms which 
are not necessarily immediately accessible to the user. he or she may have to fetch 
them from another file. The diary system which has been designed in the software 
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package described here provides the facility to check vehicle utilisation in summary 
format, but also to go straight from that summary format to the detailed information 
whtch in a manual system would be held separately. This is done in a way which 
provides three levels of detail: firstly, a very summansed view, which shows 
bookings simply as blocks (Figures 4.12 and 4.13), secondly, a view which shows 
exact times and details of the vehicle user (Figure 4.10), and finally, a view which 
shows the booking enquiry screen, with full details of the booking. 
Diaries in general provide two functions: the checking function and the searching 
function The vehicle diary m the software provides the searching function in visual 
form to the user, while 1t provides the checking function in the form of a subroutine 
which checks the availability of any vehicle between specified times and dates. 
The d1ary also allows the user to try out more complicated 'What 1f?' questions by 
allowing vehicle trips to be moved between vehicles or to be unallocated and held m 
the 'TBAL' list, while other adjustments are made. 
Finally, the diary has been designed to allow the user to move between the d1ary 
screens and booking entry, amendment and enquiry screens and log sheet entry and 
amendment screens without having to go through the menu structure. 
Vehicle brokerage search 
The vehicle brokerage facilities within the software provide specifically for the 
search function reqmred of a d1ary system. In brokerage the user has a booking to 
allocate to one of many vehicles, and as well as availability must consider the 
smtab1hty of the vehicle to the needs of the passengers. Funhermore, 1t IS 1mponant 
to ensure that vehicles are allocated m order of how difficult they are to book, and 
that overheads are mimmised by allocatmg vehicles to bookings based on the 
distance of the vehicle base from the start point of the tnp. These factors have been 
characterised in terms of the two types of critena: availability criteria and 
sequencing cnteria. 
The software provides for these factors by using a sequence number and the 
distance of the velucle base from the stan pomt of a trip to order the vehicles for 
consideration, and by then checking each vehicle in turn for 1ts availability and 
smtab1hty. The resultmg list and a hst of unsuitable vehicles are displayed for the 
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user, and he or she can select a vehicle from the former hst. 
Ordering of passenger pick-ups 
The problem of sorting passenger pick-ups into an optimal or near-optimal order 
for drivers is an example of the travelling salesperson problem (TSP). In the 
traditional TSP, however, distances between points are known, while m the case of 
the passengers of a group hue or dial-a-bus service, the distances between pomts are 
not known, and would have to be calculated, but the locations of the points in the 
plane are known. 
A versiOn of the branch-and-bound approach to solving the TSP was coded and 
tested, but found to be slow. Moreover, it would require calculating the distance 
between each pair of passenger pick-up points. To do this accurately would require 
detailed data of the road network for the operational area and a route-finding 
algonthm, while if the distances are calculated based on the map reference grid, then 
they are mevitably estimates and their accuracy is dependent on the fmeness of the 
map grid and on the nature and density of the road network. 
For these reasons, a technique was adopted which works on locations in the plane 
rather than distances between points This IS the space-filling curve heuristic 
developed by Bartholdi et a! (1983), which associates a point on the unit interval 
with any point in the umt square usmg a function which preserves closeness and 
groupmg of points. Pick-up points can then be sorted by a simple numenc value in 
order to provide a first pass route, which can fonn the baSIS for improvement by the 
dnver's Judgment 
Dial-a-nde scheduling 
Dial-a-ride schedulmg requires similar facilities to those which are reqmred from 
the diary, except that passenger trips which may overlap are to be allocated to 
vehicle shifts, whereas in the diary vehicle tnps which must not overlap are to be 
allocated to vehicles 
In the U.S.A., operatiOnal research techniques have been developed to provide 
batch scheduling programs which allocate bookings taken during the day to vehicle 
shifts for the following day, using call-back to mform customers whose trips 
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requests cannot be met or are to be sub-contracted taxi seiVices to prov1de those 
tnps at a h1gher unit cost. 
In manual systems in the U.K., whiteboards or clipboards with shift schedules on 
them act as a bottleneck in the despatching and scheduling process. These are 
designed to prov1de a summary of bookings taken, and the user still needs to refer to 
the booking sheet for each trip in order to get the full details, for example m order 
to consider reallocating a trip. 
The software provides a facility snnilar to the checking function in the diary by 
checking whether a sh1ft is smtable for a particular passenger trip. It also provides a 
facility sim1lar to the search function by allowing the user to obtain a view of each 
sh1ft at the time that the trip being despatched needs to be allocated, and allowing 
the user to move quickly from shift to shift. 
In a similar way to the diary, the user can also highlight an exisung allocated 
bookmg m a shift (Figure 4 21) and view the booking details for that trip (Figure 
4.22) 
General concluswns 
There are two key pomts to be made about the way that these functions have been 
implemented m the software FlfStly, these functwns are designed to support 
operational deciSIOn makmg. They can be regarded to some extent as deciSlon 
support systems, although that term is more often associated w1th systems des1gned 
to support unstructured or semi-structured problems of a strategic or tactical nature. 
DSS are usually considered m tenns of factors such as the level of the deCISIOn 
(strategic, tactical, operational), the level of structure (unstructured, semi-structured, 
structured) or the elements of the DSS (dialogue, data, models). In the case of this 
research, a factor which IS useful m analysing the support to human decision making 
is the relationship between the human user and the computer system. Two roles can 
be played by the human and the computer, suggestive and evaluative, and each may 
play either role. The human may ask a 'What if?' question, suggestmg the 
allocation of a vehicle trip to a particular vehicle, and the computer may evaluate 
the suggestion, checkmg the availability and the suitability of the vehicle. 
Altenatively, the computer may search the database for a set of suitable vehicles for 
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a brokerage tnp and suggest them to the human, and the human may select one 
based on h1s or her judgment of which is most appropriate. This relationship can be 
seen in the funcuons which have been summarised above. However, the acUvJUes 
carried out by each, the human and the computer, when they assume each role are 
not the same. The activities and the terms we use to descnbe them clearly separate 
into those that are cognitive and require intelligence and those that are algorithmic 
and concerned with processing data. This is shown in Figure 5.3. 
Human 
Computer 
Suggestive 
SynthesiS 
IntUitiOn 
Creat1v1ty 
Hypothesise 
What if? 
Search1ng 
Sortmg 
Calculatmg 
Evaluative 
Common sense 
Expert knowledge 
Pattern matchmg 
Calculatmg 
Companng 
F1gure 5.3 Acflvltles and terms associated with humans and computers in the 
suggestive and evaluanve roles lll the deczswn support relatwnship 
The software prov1des functions wh1ch perform both roles, both suggestive and 
evaluative where appropriate, and Jt is this notion of appropnateness wh1ch IS the 
second key point People and computers are good at different things. People are 
good at tasks which require creatlVlty and Judgment or at pattern matching or simply 
at exercising common sense; computers are good at searching large quantities of 
data and perfonning repetiuve calculauons. 
It is suggested, therefore, that the mm m software des1gn should be to ident1fy and 
understand those decision making tasks wh1ch people perform wh1ch are best 
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performed by people and to use the computer system to provide the information 
requrred in order to perform those tasks, and to idenufy those tasks wh1ch are best 
performed by the computer and to ensure that the computer serves the requirements 
of the human user in performing them. In th1s way, deciswn making tasks can be 
partitioned between the human user and the computer. 
Fmally, it is useful to tie these conclusions into other recent research and other 
writings on the application of computer technology in business settings. Ainger 
(1991) reports the findings of an ESPRIT project (1217/1199) on the impact of 
computer technology on manufacturing, computer integrated manufacturing (CIM). 
He contrasts the early application of IT to manufactunng, which he characterises as 
the technolog1cal change approach, and wh1ch led to mflexible planning systems, 
with the more recent application of approaches such as just-in-ume ordering and 
manufacturing systems, which he characterises as the organ1sauonal change 
approach Both are designed to meet the needs of high product quantity, low 
product variety production systems, and neither provides the necessary flexibility in 
today's low product quantity, high product variety environment The nuddle path 
proposed by Amger is the human-centred approach, in which he suggests, 'the IT 
tools provided at both the cell level and the factory level are not solution generators 
but can be thought of as suggestion makers, enabhng the personnel within the 
orgamsatwns to make decisions based on their local, accurate and up-to-date 
knowledge' (Ainger, 1991, p 60). 
The approach taken has not been to automate and deskill, which is so often the 
outcome of computerisation, but m Zuboff's terms (1988) to 'informate' 
(mfonn/automate) and re-skill. This IS appropriate m a sector which has its roots m 
community development and community acuon 
Impact on CT operators 
The effect of the software on CT operators provides some measure of its success. 
The fact that It is now the most widely used package for CT m the UK would 
appear to md1cate that It meets the needs of operators. Continued contact with users 
reflects this, and two examples from users suggest that the software is accepted and 
meets management as well as operational requirements. 
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Barnsley Dial-a-Rzde 
Initially, Barnsley Dial-a-Ride retained its whiteboard for displaying trip 
allocations, as described in Chapter 4. However, 1t was recognised w1thin a short 
time that the on-line shift scheduling capabilities provided the information that was 
required by bookmg clerks, and the whiteboard was removed. Bookings are now 
made entirely with computer support. An evaluation of the human computer 
interface design of the MULTI TRIP package (Ayub, 1992), and its use at Barnsley 
highlighted many problems and much potential for improvement, but drew out the 
fact that staff at Bamsley Dial-a-Ride had not considered changes to the software as 
it was, m their opinion, so much better than the old manual system. 
Camden Community Transp01 t 
The last few years have seen tremendous growth at Camden CT, from a situation 
in which the organisation operated three vehicles and managed one other to a 
situation today m which Camden CT is responsible overall for the management of 
thirty-six vehicles wnhin the borough. While this growth IS clearly the result of good 
management and Imagmative responses to opportunities which have presented 
themselves, Ed Passant, the co-ordinator indicates that the availability of 
management mfonnatwn provided by MUL Tl TRIP has been cntical in assessing 
opportumties and presenting Camden CT's case in tendenng for services 
A report evaluatmg the software commented in relation to its applicability to 
commercial and public sector transport services, such as non-emergency ambulance, 
that "features found in MULTI TRIP are probably unequalled elsewhere, especially 
the Diary" (Browne, 1992). 
Future Developments 
A number of areas for future research and development are suggested by the 
present research. These can be seen to fall mto two categones. The first concerns 
the 'How?', the second the 'What?'. Into the flfSt category falls research mto the 
methods by which software systems may be analysed, designed and developed; into 
the second category falls research mto 1mproving operational deCISIOn support. 
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Analysis methods 
The MULTI TRIP package has been developed in collaboration with a number of 
er operators. The approach adopted may be applicable to the analysis, design and 
development of other software with a heterogeneous user base. From the point of 
view of systems analysis and design, a more method!cal exploration of the impact of 
the involvement of users in this process would be of use in establishing whether user 
involvement helps or hinders the development of a system and whether specific 
approaches can be adopted which promote beneficial rather than detrimental 
involvement. 
Also in this first category, is the issue of developing human-centred systems. In 
systems which provide operational deciSion support, techmques for analysmg tasks 
and determining whether the role of the computer system is to be suggestive or 
evaluative and how tasks are to be partitioned between the human and the computer 
would be of use. In particular, It IS necessary to address the question of assessing 
the cost and the utility of attempting to develop computer systems in which the 
computer is intended to perform some of those functions which people are good at. 
As Amger says 'People after all have the charactensucs which we stnve to emulate 
on our most sophisticated computer systems People are also very much cheaper 
and easier to support than many computer systems.' (Ainger, 1991, P 59) 
If we v1ew the human user or users and the computer or computers as a single 
system, and that system has a decision making task to perform, then it is possible to 
assign parts of that task to the human and parts to the computer. The cost of 
assigning different proportiOns to each will vary: 1f we assign parts of the task which 
involve performing repetitive calculations to the human, then the process will take 
longer, and wage costs will be higher; if we assign parts of the task mvolving 
JUdgment to the computer, then the software will have to incorporate artificial 
mtelhgence techniques and Will be more expensive and may well require more 
expensive hardware to run it In designing the system, the task is to Identify the 
pomt on the cost curve where the overall cost is lowest A hypothetical curve is 
shown m Figure 5.4. 
For straightforward data processmg tasks and for tasks mvolvmg the productiOn of 
management mformauon, the pomt at which the line is drawn between the human 
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Figure 5.4 Graph of system costs agwnst proportwn of decision makzng task 
allocated euher to human(s) or to compute1(s) 
and the computer is usually easy to define. There may be options with different 
costs associated with each, but these are often to do with the choice of technology 
for the interface, for example keying data in compared with the use of bar-codes. 
For tasks involving decisiOn makmg, determ1mng the optimum point IS hkely to be 
more comphcated. Moreover, If we add a third dimension of functionality, then the 
optimum point is hkely to move, potentially m either direction, as the functionality 
of the overall system 1s mcreased 
For deciSion making systems, determining the costs is also hkely to be more 
difficult than for data processing or management mformation systems, as the total 
system cost IS the sum of the human system cost and of the computer system cost, 
and comparing the cost of a human expert w1th an expert system package or a 
sophisticated graphics system may not be as straightforward as companng the cost 
of four staff with keyboards and one member of staff w1th a laser bar-code reader. 
It IS suggested that further research into the use of operational decision support 
systems, the way in wh1ch the deCISIOn makmg task has been partitioned and the 
cost-effectiveness of that partitionmg would be of use. 
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Operational decision support 
The second category of areas for potential research concerns what is to be 
developed rather than how it is to be developed or how design decisions are to be 
made. In the context of what has been said already, there are a number of ways in 
which software to enhance the operational decision making tasks could be 
developed, based on further research into the computerisation of functions wuhm er 
operations. 
Four of the areas which are discussed below represent developments in the 
application of computerised technology to er operations, and in particular to 
dial-a-ride and other passenger rather than group based services. The final area 
discussed concerns more fundamental research into the way that people schedule 
dml-a-ride trips, an understandmg of wh1ch underlies the other areas. 
Operations research 
The approach adopted in the development of the software has been to understand 
the mfonnation requirements of operational decision makmg and to provide 
infonnatlon in a way which supports that decision makmg In the context of the 
ROMC approach, the emphasis has been on the representations of the information 
rather than on the operations. The emphasis of OR IS rather on the operations that 
are to be perfonned, either algonthmically or as heuristics. The support function of 
the software could be extended by applying further techniques from OR to the 
process of allocatmg resources to bookmgs 
Most research in this area to date has been m developing approaches to batch 
scheduling in advance request dml-a-ndes. There is little material on approaches to 
evaluating alternative possible allocations dynamically in demand-responsive 
d1al-a-ndes. Two approaches suggest themselves In the first, when a booking IS 
taken, a scheduling function evaluates the poss1ble options m allocatmg that bookmg 
to a shift and suggests a solution to the member of staff takmg the booking. The 
staff member can then accept the solutiOn proposed or reJeCt 1t and ask for an 
alternative or propose his or her own In the second, the member of staff suggests an 
allocation and the scheduling function evaluates that allocation in terms of the cost 
of that to the orgamsatlon, the passenger and to other passengers already allocated to 
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that sh1ft. An approach such as Kikuch1' s ( 1987), which allocates costs in tenns of 
the d!sutllity to passengers of wait times and excessive time spent on the veh1cle and 
disutility to the organ1sation in tenns of low vehicle capacity, could be applied to 
th1s situation. One of the problems with scheduling of this sort is the probabilistlc 
and inexact nature of many of the variables. T!ffies and distances are estimates and 
may be affected by traffic conditions, weather, vehicle problems and passenger 
delays. Kinkuchi's recent work with others (Kikuchi and Donnelly, 1992; Kagaya, 
Kikuchi and Donnelly, 1991) on the application of fuzzy set theory to such problems 
provides a promising route towards the development of scheduling algorithms and 
heuristics which can cope w1th such inexact data. It may also be that the use of 
fuzzy set theory provides a means of using numencal approaches to deal with some 
of the problems mvolved m scheduling passengers with complex needs, wh1ch it has 
been suggested can only be dealt with using symbolic logic and reasoning and 
wh1ch therefore fall into the realm of knowledge based systems. 
Knowledge based systems 
It has been commented above (Chapter 4) that the process of scheduling dial-a-ride 
trips is not Simply one of numbers but IS dependent on knowledge of the passengers 
and their requirements and of the operating area Arufic1al mtelligence techniques 
may be able to offer asSIStance in automating the applicatiOn of such knowledge. 
Two possibilities are suggested 
Firstly, knowledge about passengers could be embedded in the software through 
the use of an expert system approach. While expert systems may be inappropnate to 
problems mvolvmg temporal or spatial knowledge as suggested by Yazdani, they 
may be applicable to knowledge about passengers and their special transport 
requirements Knowledge about passengers and their limitations to mobility, about 
the feasibility of travel from one zone to another may be ways of addressmg the 
shortcomings of the space-filling curve approach to routemg which were outlined in 
Chapter 4. 
Secondly, artificial mtelhgence techmques m the field of machine learning could 
be applied. While 1t may be difficult, if not impossible, a priori to express a set of 
rules wh1ch represent the knowledge used by a human despatcher m allocating tr1ps 
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to shifts, it may be possible to develop a knowledge base which is based m 
experiential learning and feedback. In particular data about actual travel times and 
distances could be entered into the system after trips and used to refine the system's 
understandmg of how to estimate travel times and distances between zones at 
different times of day. 
However, It should be pointed out that research in this area largely contradicts the 
suggestion that has been made earher that the emphasis should be on computers 
doing what computers are good at and humans doing what humans are good at. The 
approach taken so far has focussed on the presentation of appropriate information in 
an appropriate format to the human user, in order to suggest soluuons. In that 
context, for routeing and scheduling problems, the graphical presentanon of 
informatiOn m map fonn IS clearly an approach which reflects closely the way m 
which people work at present. 
Graphics 
In solvmg problems as outlined m Chapter 4, humans make extensive use of 
geographical infonnation, both in the form of local knowledge which IS held in 
long-tenn memory and m the fonn of maps which represent the operatiOnal area. 
The text-only tenmnals nonnally supported as display devices by the PICK 
operating system ongmally made the consideration of the display of geographical 
mfonnauon in map fonn unrealistic However, as a representation of the information 
about the location of vehicles and passengers, maps are pnmary in manual systems. 
Interest in and techmques for geographical mformation systems (GIS) have 
developed rapidly recently, and the ESRC supports regional research centres for the 
application of GIS technology It is possible to integrate PCs as terminals into PICK 
systems, and to use PCs to display blt-mapped or vector graphics. At Camden CT, 
attempts have already been made to use an off the shelf graphical routeing package, 
Autoroute, to display routes graphically and to cost long distance group hire trips 
using it. The poSSiblllty of usmg geographical data and representing it graphically on 
PCs linked to the PICK database is worthy of mvestigation. At least three possible 
methods for doing this exist. Fmtly, a number of terminal emulation packages 
which run on PCs provide a vector graphics display emulation, typically 
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TEKTRONIX 4014. Control sequences sent from the PICK machine can draw 
vectors on the PC screen. This is slow, as each vector must be sent as a series of 
codes on the serial connection, but it has the advantage of centralising the map 
database on the PICK machine. Secondly, a standalone mapping package could be 
. 
run on the PC which stores the map data locally to the PC; data could be written to 
a DOS file by the PICK system before it invokes the mapping package which could 
write data to a file to be read subsequently back to the PICK system. This approach 
could be adopted with a package like Autoroute and a commumcations package such 
as VIA-Duct which allows the PICK host to control processes on the PC (VIA 
Systems, 1991). Fmally, a graphical package could be developed which would 
communicate with the PICK machine The PICK machme would act as a database 
server providmg data to the program on the PC, but the graphics would be drawn on 
the PC and the mteraction between the user and the system would be handled by the 
PC. Each of these approaches seems feasible, but the techmcal and economic 
feasibihty of each needs further evaluation. 
Scheduling at chitectures 
Three suggestions for enhancmg the scheduhng functwnahty of the software have 
been outlmed above. These do not address the issue of how the functions are to be 
distributed. As It stands, MULTI TRIP does not distinguish between the booking 
and despatching functions. The disuncuon m the old system at Barnsley between 
bookmg clerks and despatchers has been removed by providing the booking clerk 
with all the mfonnation required to allocate the trip. This may not be the most 
efficient way of allocaung the funcuonahty. If other scheduhng approaches are 
adopted, consideration must be giVen to alternative architectures. 
These possible archllectures are based on two dimensions: 
centralised - diStributed; 
automated - supportmg 
The distinction between centrahsed and distnbuted functions is based on the 
approach prevwusly used in Barnsley, which represents a centralised manual system 
The scheduhng or despatchmg funcuon IS perfonned by one person, while the 
bookings are taken by more than one other people The current architecture in 
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MULTI TRIP is distributed in that the despatching funtion is performed by each 
user of the dial-a-ride booking programs. The distinction between automated and 
supportmg processes is that between programs which produce a schedule without the 
intervention of a human despatcher and those that work in conjunction with a user 
either suggesting or evaluating solutions as described in the general conclusiOns and 
operations research sections above. 
Of the three suggestions made above for enhancing the scheduling capabilities of 
MULTI TRIP, only two lend themselves to implementation as automated processes, 
these are the OR approach and the expert system approach. By its nature, the use of 
graphical displays reqmres the involvement of a human despatcher. Four examples 
are descnbed here in order to clarify how such architectures might work in practice 
In a diStributed, supportmg system usmg a graphical display, the user of the 
scheduling software would enter the requirements for a passenger trip, including the 
map references and the times for the start and fmish of each tnp. Having entered 
these, a map of the area would be displayed, either on the same screen or on a 
neighbouring screen, showing the location of the passenger trip start and finish and 
the stopping points of vehicles in the area at around those times. The user would be 
able to select a vehicle to which to allocate the trip by pointing at It with a mouse 
cursor or possibly using a touch screen 
In a distributed, automated system using a scheduling heunstic, the user of the 
scheduling software would enter the reqmrements for the passenger tnp. The 
scheduling software would be run as a called subroutme and would produce an 
allocation for the tnp based on evaluating cost functions for mserting the tnp mto 
each possible shift 
In a centralised, supporting system based on a graphical display, the user would 
enter the requirements, these would be stored on disk and passed mto a queue. At a 
separate terminal, the despatcher would be presented with each tnp requirement in 
turn, and would view the trip start and finish and vehicle stops on a graphical map 
display. The despatcher would allocate each tnp to a vehicle shift, and the result 
would be stored and possibly also passed back to the booking clerk. 
In a centralised, automated system using a scheduling heuristic, the user would 
enter the reqmrements which would be stored and queued A program runmng as a 
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separate process, without necessanly having a terminal attached to it, would take 
each trip from the queue in turn and allocate it to a vehicle shift and store the result 
and optionally pass It back to the booking clerk. 
The reasons for implementing a centralised system as opposed to a distributed one 
might be based on the cost of resources such as graphical display screens or on the 
need in large multi-user systems to prevent lock-outs when several users attempt to 
update the same shift record at the same time. 
Understanding scheduling 
Central to all of these issues IS the need to understand how It is that people make 
scheduling deciSions. What heunstics, or rules of thumb, do people use to allocate 
trips? What knowledge do people bnng to bear on the problem? How can 
information best be represented graphically? What are the organisational and 
commumcational structures which best support the scheduling function? Underlying 
such questions are issues m cognitive psychology 
Scheduling can be hkened to solvmg a Jigsaw puzzle, but a Jigsaw puzzle in 
several dimensiOns. A tnp must be slotted into place according to the dimensiOns of 
start location, finish location, start time, finish time and vehicle capacity. It would 
appear that people schedule trips by a Gestalt process similar to that by which they 
do jigsaw puzzles. In domg a Jigsaw puzzle, one is provided cues in the form of 
shape and of pattern. It IS necessary to ask whether, when scheduling, similar cues 
are provided, and whether analogies can be made, for example whether the 
passenger's requirements for a certam type of vehicle equate to pattern while the 
start and f1msh times and locations equate to shape. People can and do solve 
problems and puzzles in two and three dimensions; packmg the car boot to go on 
hohday IS a three-dimensional example as are wooden block puzzles. This raises the 
question of whether this IS an mnate ability m all people or one which is learned and 
can be improved with practice If It can be learned, can the components of the skill 
be extracted and documented m a way which would allow them to be implemented 
m a computensed system using artificial mtelligence techniques? Research by He1m 
and Watts (1957) into the effects of practice and coachmg on performance m tests of 
spatial awareness suggest that the skill can be improved m so far as psychometric 
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tests are an accurate test of ability m real world tasks, and indeed Heim (1970) 
states that a correlation between good spatial perception and good practical ability 
has been repeatedly confinned. If this is the case, then It may well be that some 
people make better despatchers than others, and that the despatching function is 
better separated from the booking function. Further research m this field could 
contribute to improvmg the tools and organisational framework for dial-a-ride 
scheduling. 
The intention m this last chapter has been to highlight features of the research 
which it IS believed are sigmficant. The main product of the research has been the 
software package itself, which cannot be bound and submitted, but a recent 
summary of the system is mcluded as Appendix A. The features referred to are 
firstly, that mvolvement of users m the development of the software has contributed 
greatly to Its success in terms of meeting users' needs, secondly, that through this 
user involvement a data model which embodies the information requirements of er 
has been developed which underlies and supports the functwnahty of the software 
and is criucal to Its usefulness, and thirdly, that taking a decision support approach 
to specific operational deciSion makmg functions, and m particular the ROMC 
approach and the partiUomng of tasks between the human user and the computer, 
has enabled the development of software which supports human skill in solvmg 
operational problems rather than deskilhng people 
Further potential for research has been suggested m two general categories The 
first relates to methods for analysmg and desigmng systems which involve users 
heavily m the development process and to deterrnimng the opumum balance 
between human and computer in deciswn making systems. The second relates to 
issues m the apphcatwn of computensed techmques to the operational problems 
which face er operators Five areas for potential future research and development 
which build on the work undertaken here are suggested. These are in the use of OR 
techmques, knowledge based systems and graphical displays to support operational 
decisiOn making, m the system architecture to support the use of these techniques 
and m the development of greater understandmg of the cognitive abilities which 
underly the task of despatching in dial-a-nde and Similar er operations. 
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B. Introduction 
1. Overview 
This document is copyright MULTI TRIP Software Ltd, June 1992. 
This document IS wntten to provide an overview of MULTI TRIP, a modular database package 
which provides support for the operational and management functions of a community transport 
operator. MULTI TRIP was developed by a research project in the Department of Transport 
Technology, Umversity of Technology, Loughborough, UK. The research was funded by the 
Science and Engmeering Research Council between September 1986 and March 1989 
(ref.GRIE/01317), "The application of a modular IT system to community transport management 
and transport brokerage projects". 
Community transport m the sense m which it is applied m the UK means a sector of transport 
operators, with the following charactenstics: 
most are voluntary organisations or charities, 
most are publicly funded, and 
they provide a range of transport services for voluntary and commumty organisations and 
for people w1th disabilities. 
These services include the followmg 
group hire- minibus hire for groups; * 
vehicle brokerage- m1mbus hue on behalf of vehicle owners; * 
d1al-a-ride - many-to-many transport for people with disabilities; * 
dial-a-bus- many-to-one transport for people with d!sabihties, 
furniture - transport of furniture or hire of vans; 
social car- volunteer dnvers using their own vehicles to transport people with disabili-
ties * 
Some operators only offer one such service, wlule others provide more than one. 
MULTI TRIP IS intended eventually to cater for all these services, and currently caters for those 
marked with an astensk, to some degree. 
2. Purpose 
The purpose of th1s document is to provide for GIS{frans Ltd, and for the Lmk Orgamsauon, a 
summary and reference document for MULTI TRIP in relation to the followmg aspects of the 
design: 
Software environment, 
Hardware options; 
Modular structure, 
Data structures; 
Program flow of control 
3. Other Documents 
There are a number of other documents available which prov1de documentation in relation to 
MULTI TRIP. 
a) SERC Proposal 
The origmal proposal to the SERC for the research proJeCt. 
b) "Des1gmng a modular software package dedicated to CT group hue, d1al-a-nde and transport 
brokerage", m "Computer Apphcatwns m Commumty Transport- Wh1ch Way Forward", 
TT8703, Loughborough University, 1987 
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c) Fmal Report 
"Application of a modular IT system to commumty transport management and transport broker-
age projects". 
d) MULTI TRIP Manual 
User Manual for MULTI TRIP. 
4. Abbreviations 
The followmg abbreviations are used m this document: 
er- Commumty transport 
GH - Group H1re 
DAR - Dia!-a-R1de 
DAB- Dial-a-Bus 
SC- Social Car 
C. Software 
MULTI TRIP has been developed using and to take advantage of the facJht1es of the PICK 
operating system. 
I. PICK 
MULTI TRIP has been developed and written for the PICK operating system PICK IS available 
m a number of vaneues· these are produced by licensees who are predominantly hardware 
companies who have been licensed by PICK Systems to sell an operating system denved from 
PICK on their machmes 
The PICK OS prov1des a mult1-user, v1rtual memory, database management environment and 3rd 
and 4th generation programmmg languages 
a) DATA/Bas1c 
A verswn of Dartmouth BASIC optumsed to the PICK DBMS f1le structure. Comp1led to a 
virtual machine code wh1ch IS mterpreted at run-tune by the OS 
b) ACCESS 
An enqmry language, wh1ch prov1des a natural language interface to data held m the PICK 
DBMS. A precursor to SQL, and not compatible with 1t 
c) PROC 
A job control language, with mteractlve capabilities to, for example, prompt for parameters 
which can be built into an ACCESS statement or passed in a buffer to a DATA/BaSIC program. 
2 System Builder 
The System Builder applications generator has been used to develop data entry, enqmry and 
transactiOn screens and processes, and reports and printed documents. Version 4 2 of System 
Builder was used to develop the package. Programs developed usmg System Builder and used m 
the software package are 1n one of three modes 
a) Parameter Dnven 
System Builder provides a run-time mterpreter wh1ch translates parameters wh1ch define screens, 
vahdatlons and update processes mto 'dnvers' wh1ch are mterpreted 
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Much functionality within the software is provtded by calling external subroutines wntten m 
DATA/Basic from within parameter driven or generated programs. 
b) Generated Code 
System Builder can generate DATA/Baste program code from the parameter files for data entry, 
enquiry, transaction update and document print processes. These programs can then be compiled 
and run, in this case from wtthm the menu framework provided by System Builder, m the same 
way as any other DATA/Basic program. 
c) Amended Generated Programs 
For a small number of programs, the System Builder generated code has been amended to pro-
vide functionality which cannot be provtded by System Builder or by the calling of external 
subroutines. 
D. Hardware 
MULTI TRIP will run on a wtde range of hardware platforms which support the PICK OS. 
Currently it IS in use on the following three platforms. 
1. PC 
PICK Systems provtdes PICK for the IBM PC, both for XT and for AT class (mcludmg 386) 
machines, and for the PS/2. 
PICK is mstalled m a separate partition on the hard dtsk and can restde with DOS, although they 
cannot be used concurrently. 
2. C-Itoh 
68xxx processor machme~ running a licen~ed version of PICK. 
3. ADDS Mentor 
ADDS IS a subsidiary of NCR, and the 6000 series is based on the NCR Tower, running PICK 
instead of UNIX. Mentor IS ADDS name for their hcensed versiOn of PICK. 
4 Termmals 
PICK supports asynchronous full-duplex tenmnals connected over RS232 connections. PC's 
with appropriate tenmnal emulauon software can be used as terminals. PICK supports terminals 
through conftgurable drivers, and a uuhty to mamtam these dnvers IS provided, as well as a 
selection of dnvers for common tenmnals. System Butlder holds a separate set of termmal defi-
nitions, whtch are also configurable. 
Termmal screen and character attributes and cursor movements can be coded into DATA/Basic 
programs and PROCs m a form whtch IS translated dynamically by the drivers into the control 
sequence for the terminal m use on a particular serial port. 
5. Pnnters 
Genenc PICK does not suppon pnnter dnvers, but C-ltoh PICK suppons dnvers which allow the 
control of fonts and print features at print time. 
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6. Floppy Disk Dnves 
Floppy disks are used for back-up of accounts and files, and are treated by PICK as senal media, 
blocks of data being wntten to successive sectors. 
7. Tape Dnves 
While larger PICK machmes support 1/2" tape, most PICK machines support 1/4" 60Mb DC600 
tape cartndges Mentor supports 150Mb cartrtdges. 
E. System Overview 
MULTI TRIP provides operational and management functions for operators of community 
transport (CT) servtces m the UK. A dtstinction is made in the operational functions between 
those which are common to all modes of CT service and those which are specific to particular 
modes of servtce dehvery. The way in which these functions are separated out ts descnbed in 
the next section on the Modules of MULTI TRIP. 
MULTI TRIP is a menu-dnven package, usmg the menu structure provtded by System Builder 
Most data entry, data enqmry, pnnting and reporting functions can be accessed using the menus 
In addition a number of functions concerned wtth the making and amendmg of bookmgs can be 
accessed from wJthm the booktngs dtary, whtch is navigated usmg the numenc keypad and 
single letter mnemomcs. 
F Modules 
MULTI TRIP consists of the following apphcauons modules. 
1. Common Module 
The Common Module provtdes those functions whtch are common to all modes of CT servtce 
a) Ma~hng Ltst 
Maintenance of names and addresses of IndiVIduals who may be dnvers, member group contacts 
or stmply rectpients of mm led information. 
b) Own Use Bookings 
Mamtenance of bookmgs for vehtcles by vehicle owners, either the operator or owners of vehi-
cles m brokerage, for own use, such as maintenance. 
c) Log Sheet Entry 
Entry of vehtcle log sheets after tnps, whtch form basis of mvoicmg for group hire and of gen-
eral reportmg procedures on velucle use 
d) Dnvers 
Maintenance of records of staff and volunteer dnvers for all services. 
e) Vehtcles 
Maintenance of records of vehicles for all servtces. Mamtenance of vehicle avatlabthty charts 
and diary. 
f) Code Files 
Maintenance of code files used throughout the system. 
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g) Data Protecuon Act 
Print-outs of personal data held about Identifiable individuals and as reqmred by the subject 
access provisions of the Data Protecuon Act 1984. 
h) Set-Up 
Maintenance of site specific data, such as name and address of operator and a wide range of 
operaung parameters 
i) FJ!e Management 
D1sk housekeeping options. 
j) Ad Hoc Reporting 
Reporting usmg System Builder Development version report generator. (Not available if user 
only has Runtime version ) 
2. Group Hire/Brokerage 
The Group Hire Module provides the functions required for the operation of a group hire serv1ce, 
mcluding vehicle brokerage. 
a) Member Groups 
Maintenance of detalis of member groups, including vehicles owned m brokerage, dnvers and 
contacts 
b) Group H1re Bookmgs 
Maintenance of indiVIdual bookmgs for member groups and of regular bookings which are used 
as templates to generate mdiVIdual bookings automatically 
c) Group H1re Drivers 
As 1 (d) above with reports specific to group !me. 
d) Group Hire Vehicles 
As 1 (e) above w1th reports speCific to group h1re and charge rates for use of vehicles in group 
h1re service. 
e) Group Passenger Lists 
Maintenance of lists of passengers for group hire bookmgs. 
f) Vehicle Brokerage 
Maintenance of mdividual booh.mgs for vehicles m brokerage, with maintenance of accounts for 
vehicle owners. 
g) Vehicle Operators 
Maintenance of records of other, commercial vehicle operators. 
3. Dial-a-Ride 
The D1al-a-Ride Module provides the functions required for the operatiOn of a d1al-a-ride ser-
vice. 
a) Passenger Service V sers 
Mamtenance of users of passenger services. 
b) Dml-a-Ride Bookmgs 
Mamtenance of users' bookings for dial-a-nde. 
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c) Dial-a-Ride S h1fts 
Maintenance of daily dial-a-nde vehicle shifts and of regular vehicle shifts which are used as 
templates to generate daily shifts automatically. 
d) D1al-a-Rlde Charges 
Maintenance of charge rates and concessions for d1al-a-nde service users. 
e) Passenger Ass1stants and Escons 
Maintenance of staff and volunteer assistants and escons for passenger serv1ce users. 
f) Dial-a-Ride Codes 
D1al-a-Ride specific code file maintenance. 
4. Soc1al Car Scheme 
The Social Car Scheme Module IS the most recent and least developed module w1thm the pack-
age. It provides the functions reqmred for the operation of a socml car service. 
a) Passenger Serv1ce Users 
Maintenance of users of passenger serv1ce; 
b) Social Car Bookmgs 
Maintenance of users' bookmgs for soc1al car. 
c) Socml Car Sh1fts 
Maintenance of daily social car vehicle sh1fts and of regular veh1cle sh1fts wh1ch are used as 
templates to generate daily sh1fts automatically. 
d) Social Car Charges 
Maintenance of charge rates and concessions for socml car serv1ce users. 
e) Passenger Assistants and Escorts 
Maintenance of staff and volunteer assistants and escons for passenger service users. 
f) Social Car Codes 
Social Car spec1f1c code file mamtenance. 
5. Accounts 
The Accounts Module prov1des bas1c accounting functions linked to the other modules 
a) General Ledger 
NominaVGeneralledger and Cash Book transactions. 
b) Member Group Accounts 
Sales ledger type facil!Ues for mvo1cmg group h1re users for services, and maintammg accounts. 
c) Veh1cle Brokerage Accounts 
Purchase ledger and sales ledger type facilities for recordmg invoices from brokerage owners and 
1ssuing inv01ces to them for commiSSIOn or serv1ces provided. 
d) Passenger Service Accounts 
Sales ledger type fac1l!Ues for mv01cmg account-holders on behalf of passenger service users. 
Account-holder may be other than service user, e.g. social services depanment. 
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e) Social Car Driver Accounts 
Purchase ledger type facilities for payments to volunteer dnvers in social car scheme. 
6. Repon-W1se 
Repon-Wise prov1des ad-hoc reponmg capab1hUes which are not dependent on the availability 
of the System Bmlder Development version report generator. It produces reports which are run 
using the PICK ACCESS enquiry language It provides a form-f1lling front-end to ACCESS, 
and d1splays the generated enqmry before running 11, as a training a1d. 
Report-Wise was written by Wise Software Ltd., and the right to include it with copies of 
MULTI TRIP was assigned to the MULTI TRIP Trust by Wise Software Ltd. 
G. Data Structures 
1. Files 
Wnhin PICK, most files contain two levels, the dictiOnary level and the data level. Withm each 
PICK Account, the Master DICtiOnary (MD) contains a pointer to the dictionary level of each file 
in that account, and potentially to flies m other accounts (Q-pointers), entries wh1ch represent 
TCL (operating system level commands such as CREATE-FILE), entnes which represent 
ACCESS commands (such as LIST and SORT) and the ACCESS connectives (TOTAL etc.), 
and CATALOG entnes for complied programs enabling them to be run as operatmg system 
commands or to be called from other programs 1f they are subrouunes. 
It is possible to create a f1le which only has a d1ctionary level, for example as a POINTER-FILE 
wh1ch contains pomters to hsts. 
It is possible to create muluple data files wh1ch use the same dJcuonary level. 
a) D1cttonanes 
Program files have a dJctJOnary level and a data level. The data level contains the source code, 
and can be cleared or deleted once the programs have been comp1Ied. The dictionary level con-
tains pomters to the locauon of the object code Each pointer also contains the date and time of 
compilatiOn, and has the same name as the source 1tem In most versions of PICK, attribute 1 of 
the entry in the MD which defines the file must be 'DC' rather than 'D' 1f the dictionary IS to 
contam such pomters 
Data f1les have a dictionary level and a data level. The d1ctionary level contains entries which 
define the attributes (fields) of the Items (records) m the data level. The structure of the diction-
ary Items JS as follows· 
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Attr Values 
1bute 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
A or S 
0 or +ve 
1nteger 
Name 
L,R,T,U 
+ve 
Integer 
Funct1on 
Ident1f~es an attr1bute d1Ct1onary 1tem 
l.S for Synonym 
Attr1bute number 1n data 1tem 
0 1s 1tern-1d (key) 
Used as column head1ng 1n reports 
Controll1ng and dependent value 1.nd1cator 
Convers1on code - for example D converts 
1nternal date values (no of days s1nce 31st 
Dec. 1967) to external format. 
correlat1ve code - for example ar1thmet1.c 
performed on stored value or Joln to another 
f1le. 
Justlflcatlon - Left, R1ght, Text, 
Uncondltlonal 
W1dth of f1eld when d1splayed 
These dictionary Items are pnmarily for use by the ACCESS processor to convert and format 
data correctly for output. In contrast to SQL, the ACCESS language does not support dynamic 
JOINs. To JOin two files, synonym dictionary items which use correlatives must be created 
System Builder extends the PICK dictionaries The System Builder field defmition program 
creates PICK dictiOnary Items and Its own Items. The name of each System Bmlder dictionary is 
the same as the PICK one, but prefixed by a dot,'.', and the first attribute IS a 'Z'. The System 
Builder dictionary items contam up to 16 attnbutes m stead of the 10 of the standard dictiOnary 
items System Builder also uses the dictionary of a file to store screen defmitions for data entry 
and enquiry screens on that file; for these items, the first attribute is the word 'SCREEN' 
System Bmlder also uses the dictionary for pnnt form defmitions for pnnt-outs based on that file; 
for these Items, the firSt attnbute is the word 'PRINT'. 
System Bmlder also creates entnes m the diCtiOnary prefixed With the dollar character, '$',which 
perform special functions. These are. 
$CROSS.REF 
Cross reference mformation used to bmld the secondary mdex on the file. 
$LAST.POS 
The attnbute number of the last attnbute created usmg the System Builder field defimtiOn pro-
gram. 
$KEY 
A copy of the dictionary Item for the item-Id or key 
$DUMMY! etc. 
Dictionary items created to allow the creation of selections from the file based on equality 
between different attnbutes 
b) Data 
The data level of each file contams Items (records) which are made up of vanable length fields 
and which are themselves variable length In most versions of PICK, there is a 32k !unit on the 
size of each Item Each field IS called an attribute and may be defmed in the dictionary. Each 
attribute may contain more than one value, and each value may contam more than one sub-value. 
This 3-dimensiOnal array structure can be referenced by the use of vanable subscnpts with m 
programs. System Bmlder supports the use of multiple values, but not sub-values It is normal 
practice in PICK systems to Implement repeating groups as multiple values rather than fully 
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normalising data. 
Attributes, values and sub-values are delimlled by specml characters· 
ASCII value Name Funct1on 
255 Segment marker End of 1tem 1n f1le 
254 
253 
252 
c) Files and details 
Attr1bute marker Del1m1ts attr1butes 
Value marker Del1m1ts values 
Sub-value marker Del1rn1ts sub-values 
Shows as 
l 
\ 
Q Type files are files in other PICK accounts which can be accessed from the MULTI TRIP 
account. D Type files are data files DC Type files are either pointer files for holding lists, or 
program files. All the MULTI TRIP program files are in the account MTPROGS. 
The following files are used in MULTI TRIP: 
FILENAME 
ACC 
CTPROGS 
DM 
DMAD 
DMCONTROL 
DMDOC 
DMGS 
DMHELP 
DMOT 
DMSKELETON 
DMTS 
DMTSCONTROL 
DMTSHELP 
DMTSMAIL 
DMTUTTEXT 
DMUTIL 
DMVERBS 
DRPROGS 
ERRMSG 
MTPROCS 
RW BP 
SBP 
SCPROGS 
SUBPROGS 
SYSPROG-BP 
UPGRADE 
WSLUFO 
CTWORK 
POINTER-FILE 
ACLEDG ARCH 
ACLEDG TRANS 
ACLEDG.TRANS ARCH 
ACLEDGER 
ALTEREDPROGS 
ARCHIVES 
ARCHIVES.XREF 
CTASSISTANTS 
CTAVAIL.ASST 
CTAVAIL.DRIV 
TYPE DESCRIPTION 
Q POINTER TO ACC IN ACC 
Q 
Q 
0 
Q 
Q 
Q 
Q 
Q 
Q 
Q 
Q 
Q 
Q 
Q 
Q 
Q 
Q 
Q 
Q 
Q 
Q 
Q 
Q 
Q 
Q 
Q 
DC 
DC 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
POINTER TO CTPROGS 
POINTER TO DM 
POINTER TO DMAD 
POINTER TO DMCONTROL 
POINTER TO DMDOC 
POINTER TO DMGS 
POINTER TO DMHELP 
POINTER TO DMOT 
POINTER TO DMSKELETON 
POINTER TO DMTS 
POINTER TO DMTSCONTROL 
POINTER TO 
POINTER TO 
POINTER TO 
DMTSHELP 
DMTSMAIL 
DMTUTTEXT 
POINTER TO DMUTIL 
POINTER TO DMVERBS 
POINTER TO DRPROGS 
POINTER TO ERRMSG 
POINTER TO MTPROCS 
POINTER TO RW.BP 
POINTER TO BP 
POINTER TO SCPROGS 
POINTER TO SUBPROGS 
POINTER TO BP 
POINTER TO UPGRADE 
IN MTPROGS 
IN SB4.2 
IN SB4.2 
IN SB4.2 
IN SB4.2 
IN SB4.2 
IN SB4.2 
IN SB4.2 
IN SB4.2 
IN SB4.2 
IN SB4.2 
IN SB4.2 
IN SB4.2 
IN SB4.2 
IN SB4.2 
IN SB4.2 
IN MTPROGS 
IN SYSPROG 
IN MTPROGS 
IN MTPROGS 
IN SYSPROG 
IN MTPROGS 
IN MTPROGS 
IN SYSPROG 
IN MTPROGS 
POINTER TO WSLUFO IN MTPROGS 
POINTER FILE FOR LISTS 
SYSTEM POINTER FILE 
GENERAL LEDGER ARCHIVE 
GENERAL LEDGER TRANS. 
LEDGER TRANS.ARCHIVE 
GENERAL/NOMINAL LEDGER 
AMENDED GENERATED PROGRAMS 
ARCHIVE PARAMETERS 
INDEX FOR ARCHIVE PARAMETERS 
DRIVER'S ASSISTANTS 
ASSISTANT AVAILABILITY 
DRIVER AVAILABILITY 
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CTAVAIL.MTH 
CTAVAIL.VEH 
CTBARNSLEY.AZ 
CTBATCH 
CTBATCHDATA 
CTBOOKINGS 
CTCONTROL 
CTDAMAGE 
CTDIARY 
CTDRIVER 
CTDRIVERS 
CTEXPENSES 
CTFUEL 
CTHELP 
CTLANDMARKS 
CTLISTS 
CTLOGTRANS 
CTLONDON.AZ 
CTLOOKUP.SFC 
CTMAILING 
CTOPERATORS 
CTREGULARS 
CTREPORTDEFN 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
CTSYSTEM PARAMETERS D 
CTTEMPLATES D 
CTTESTDEFN 
CTTRANDEFN 
CTTRIPS 
CTTUTTEXT 
CTUPDATEDEFN 
CTUSERS 
CTVEHICLES 
CTVEHMAINT 
CTVERBS 
DOCUMENTS 
DRBOOKINGS 
DRCHARGES 
DRMAPREF 
DRSHIFT.REGULARS 
DRSHIFT.TRANS 
DRSHIFTS 
DRZONE.ZONE 
GENPROGS 
GP ACCOUNTS 
GPACNT.ARCH 
GPACNT.TRANS 
GPACNT.TRANS.ARCH 
GPBOOKINGS 
GPCHARGES 
GPINVOICES 
GPMEMBERS 
GPPASSLIST 
GP REGULARS 
PASSWORD 
PRINT.WORK.FILE 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
AVAILABILITY BY MONTH 
VEHICLE AVAILABILITY 
A-TO-Z REFS FOR BARNSLEY 
SYSTEM BUILDER BATCH FILE 
SYSTEM BUILDER BATCH DATA FILE 
OWN USE BOOKINGS 
SYSTEM BUILDER CONTROL FILE 
DAMAGE RECORDS 
VEHICLE BOOKING DIARY 
DRIVERS (NOTE NOT PLURAL) 
SYSTEM BUILDER SCREEN DRIVERS 
DRIVER EXPENSES 
FUEL RECORDS 
SYSTEM BUILDER HELP FOR MT 
COMMON DESTINATIONS ADDRESSES 
LISTS OF VEHICLES ETC 
LOGSHEET TRANSACTIONS 
LONDON A TO Z PAGES 
LOOKUP TABLE FOR MAP REFS 
MAILING LIST AND CONTACTS 
OTHER VEHICLE OPERATORS 
OWN USE REGULAR BOOKINGS 
SYSTEM BUILDER REPORT DEFINITIONS 
MULTI TRIP SYSTEM PARAMETERS 
MT PROGRAM TEMPLATES 
SYSTEM BUILDER TEST DEFINITIONS 
SYSTEM BUILDER TRANSACTION DEF'NS 
CT VEHICLE TRIPS 
MULTI TRIP TUTORIAL TEXT 
SYSTEM BUILDER UPDATE DEF'NS 
USERS OR PASSENGERS 
VEHICLES 
VEHICLE MAINTENANCE RECORDS 
SYSTEM BUILDER COMMANDS 
SYSTEM BUILDER GENERATED 
DOCUMENTATION IN RUNOFF FORMAT 
DIAL-A-RIDE BOOKINGS 
DIAL-A-RIDE CHARGES 
DIAL-A-RIDE GRID MAPREFS 
DIAL-A-RIDE REGULAR SHIFTS 
DIAL-A-RIDE SHIFT RELATED 
TRANSACTIONS 
DIAL-A-RIDE SHIFTS 
ZONE TO ZONE CHARGE RATES 
PROGRAMS IDENTIFIED BY WISE SOFTWARE 
AS MODIFIED 
GROUP MEMBER ACCOUNTS 
GROUP ACCOUNTS ARCHIVE 
GP ACCOUNT TRANSACTIONS 
GROUP TRANS. ARCHIVE 
GROUP HIRE BOOKINGS 
GROUP HIRE CHARGE RATES 
GROUP HIRE INVOICES 
MEMBER GROUPS 
PASSENGER LISTS 
REGULAR GROUP BOOKINGS 
SYSTEM BUILDER PASSWORDS 
WORK FILE FOR PRINTED OUTPUT 
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PSACCOUNTS D PASSENGER ACCOUNTS 
PSACCOUNTS.ARCH D PASSENGER ACCOUNTS ARCHIVE 
PSACNT.TRANS D PASS. SERVICE A/C TRANS. 
PSACNT.TRANS.ARCH D PASSENGER TRANS. ARCHIVE 
PS INVOICES D PASS. SERVICE INVOICES 
REPORTS D REPORT-WISE PARAMETERS 
REPORTS.XREF D INDEX FOR REPORTS 
SCACCOUNTS D SOCIAL CAR SCHEME A/CS 
SCACNT.ARCH D SOCIAL DRIVER TRANSACTIONS ARCH. 
SCACNT.TRANS D SOCIAL DRIVER TRANSACTIONS 
SCACNT.TRANS.ARCH D SOC. DRIV. TRANS. ARCH. 
SCBOOKINGS D SOCIAL CAR BOOKINGS 
SCCHARGES D SOCIAL CAR CHARGE RATES 
SCINVOICES D SOC. CAR DRIVER INVOICES 
SCMAPREF D SOCIAL CAR GRID MAPREFS 
SCSHIFT.REGULARS D SOCIAL CAR REGULAR BOOKINGS 
SCSHIFT.TRANS D SOCIAL CAR SHIFT RELATED 
TRANSACTIONS 
SCSHIFTS D SOCIAL CAR SHIFTS 
SCTRIPS D DRIVER TRIPS WITH COSTS 
SCZONE.ZONE D SOCIAL CAR ZONE CHARGES 
VBACCOUNTS D VEHICLE BROKERAGE A/CS 
VBACCOUNTS.ARCH D BROKERAGE ACCOUNTS ARCHIVE 
VBACNT.TRANS D VEHICLE BROKERAGE TRANS 
VBACNT.TRANS.ARCH D BROKERAGE TRANS. ARCHIVE 
VB INVOICES D VEHICLE BROKERAGE INVOICES 
VBTRIPS D VEHICLE BROKERAGE TRIPS 
ACLEDG.TRANS.INDEX D INDEX TO ACLEDG.TRANS 
ACLEDGER. INDEX D INDEX TO ACLEDGER 
CTASSISTANTS.INDEX D INDEX TO CTASSISTANTS 
CTAVAIL.DRIV.INDEX D INDEX TO CTAVAIL DRIV 
CTBOOKINGS.INDEX D INDEX TO CTBOOKINGS 
CTDAMAGE INDEX D INDEX TO CTDAMAGE 
CTDRIVER. INDEX D INDEX TO DRIVERS FILE 
CTEXPENSES INDEX D INDEX TO CTEXPENSES 
CTFUEL. INDEX D INDEX TO CTFUEL 
CTLANDMARKS.INDEX D INDEX TO CTLANDMARKS 
CTMAILING. INDEX D INDEX TO MAILING LIST 
CTREGULARS.INDEX D INDEX TO CTREGULARS 
CTTRIPS . INDEX D INDEX TO CTTRIPS 
CTUSERS . INDEX D INDEX TO CTUSERS 
CTVEHICLES.INDEX D INDEX TO CTVEHICLES 
DRBOOKINGS.INDEX D INDEX TO DRBOOKINGS 
DRCHARGES.INDEX D INDEX TO DRCHARGES 
DRSHIFTS.INDEX D INDEX TO DRSHIFTS 
GPACNT.TRANS INDEX D INDEX TO GPACNT.TRANS 
GPBOOKINGS INDEX D INDEX TO GPBOOKINGS 
GPCHARGES INDEX D INDEX TO GPCHARGES 
GPMEMBERS INDEX D INDEX TO MEMBER GROUPS 
GPPASSLIST.INDEX D INDEX TO GPPASSLIST 
GPREGULARS.INDEX D INDEX TO GP REGULARS 
PSACNT.TRANS.INDEX D INDEX TO PSACNT.TRANS 
SCACNT.TRANS INDEX D INDEX TO SCACNT.TRANS 
SCBOOKINGS INDEX D INDEX TO SCBOOKINGS 
SCCHARGES.INDEX D INDEX TO SCCHARGES 
SCSHIFTS.INDEX D INDEX TO SCSHIFTS 
VBACNT.TRANS.INDEX D INDEX TO VBACNT TRANS 
ACDEPT.CODE D DEPARTMENT CODE FILE 
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ACLEDG CODE 
CTABUSE.CODE 
CTACC.CODE 
CTACNT.CODE 
CTADD.CODE 
CTAID.CODE 
CTATOZ.CODE 
CTBROKER.CODE 
CTCANC.CODE 
CTC!.AIM.CODE 
CTDAY.CODE 
CTDIS.CODE 
CTEND.CODE 
CTETH.CODE 
CTFAC.CODE 
CTFARE.CODE 
CTMAIL.CODE 
CTMAINT.CODE 
CTMOB.CODE 
CTOCC.CODE 
CTOWNER.CODE 
CTOWNUSE.CODE 
CTPERM.CODE 
CTREASON.CODE 
CTREF.CODE 
CTREST CODE 
CTSERV.CODE 
CTSFC.CODE 
CTSOURCE.CODE 
CTSTATUS CODE 
CTSTOP.CODE 
CTTEST.CODE 
CTTRAIN.CODE 
CTTRIP.CODE 
CTVAT.CODE 
CTWC.CODE 
CTZONE CODE 
GPACT.CODE 
GPFUND.CODE 
GPORG.CODE 
GPPASS.CODE 
GPPAYMT.CODE 
GPPURP CODE 
GPSTAFF.CODE 
GPSTAT.CODE 
GPSUBS.CODE 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
GENERAL LEDGER CODES 
VEHICLE ABUSE CODE 
ACCIDENT/DAMAGE CODE 
ACCOUNT TRANSACTION TYPES 
ADDRESS TYPE CODES 
MOBILITY AIDS CODE 
A TO Z PAGE DISPLACEMENTS 
BROKERAGE CODE 
CANCELLATION CODE 
ACCIDENT CLAIM CODE 
DAYS OF WEEK 
DISABILITY CODE 
DRIVER ENDORSEMENT CODE 
ETHNIC ORIGIN CODE 
VEHICLE FACILITIES CODE 
CONCESSIONARY FARE CODE 
CODES FOR MAILING LIST 
MAINTENANCE CODE 
MOBILITY HANDICAP CODE 
DRIVER OCCUPATION CODE 
VEHICLE OWNER CODE 
OWN USE CODE 
DRIVER PERMIT CODE 
REASON FOR LIMITATIONS 
REFUSAL CODE 
VEHICLE RESTRICTION CODE 
TYPE OF SERVICE CODE 
SPACE FILLING CURVE 
SOURCE OF INFORMATION CODE 
STATUS CODES PASSENGERS 
PICK-UP/DROP-OFF CODE 
DRIVER TEST CODE 
DRIVER TRAINING CODE 
TRIP TYPE CODE 
VALUE ADDED TAX CODE 
WHEELCHAIR TRANSFER CODE 
ZONES AND MAP REFERENCES 
GROUP ACTIVITY CODE 
GROUP FUNDING SOURCE CODE 
GROUP ORGANISATION TYPE CODE 
GROUP HIRE PASSENGER CODE 
GROUP PAYMENT METHOD CODE 
GROUP TRIP PURPOSE CODE 
GROUP STAFF INITIALS CODE 
GROUP STATUS CODE 
GROUP SUBSIDY TYPE CODE 
The following prefixes have been used 
er -common system 
GP- group hire 
DR - dial-a-ride 
VB - vehicle brokerage 
AC - Accounts 
PS - passenger services 
SC - SOCial car 
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It is intended to use: 
DB -dial-a-bus 
PB - passenger brokerage 
FG - furniture and goods 
2. Vanables 
There IS no data typmg m PICK DATA/Basic. 
System Builder uses a common block of variables, which contain data which IS passed between 
programs which are chained, and between programs and called external subroutines. 
Note: This information is propnetary mfonnauon of System Builder Ltd. 
The common block contams a mixture of arrays, flags and data values. The followmg are the 
names: 
STEPS (250) 
STEPNO 
CNT 
NEW ITEM 
HEAD 
REFRESH 
EXIT 
VAL 
PORT 
SYSID 
CONT 
PARMS(20) 
F.CONT 
FILEVAR ( 19) 
KEY 
FLD(250) 
F.MD 
MENU.OPTION 
DRIVER.FNAME 
DRIVER.ID 
DRIV.VARS(l5) 
OTHER(30) 
Array of 1nterpreter steps 1n 1nterpreted 
screen f1elds 1n comp1led mode. 
Current STEP 
Counter 
Flag for creat1ng a new 1tem 
Screen head1ng 
mode or 
Flag set when screen 1s to be refreshed 
Flag set when current loop1s to be ex1tted 
Input value 
Port number on wh1ch program 1s runn1ng 
Two character mnemon1c for system (CT for MULTI TRIP) 
Control Account record - def1nes system - from f1le 
CTCONTROL 1n MULTI TRIP 
M1scellaneous parameters - 11-20 are ava1lable for the 
developer and are used 1n MULTI TRIP. In part1cular, 
PARMS(20) conta1ns the MULTI TRIP system parameters. 
PARMS(l) 1s used as an error flag, and must be set to 
l:val1d or 0:1nval1d by a called val1dat1on subrout1ne. 
F1le var1able on wh1ch control f1le (CTCONTROL) was 
opened 
F1le var1ables to wh1ch data f1les are opened - 11-19 
are free for use by the developer and are used 1n 
MULTI TRIP 
Item-1d of record currently be1ng processed. 
Conta1ns attr1butes (f1elds) of record currently be1ng 
processed - max1murn 250 
F1le varHtble to wh1ch Master D1ct1onary has been opened. 
Current menu opt1on selected. 
Name of f1le conta1n1ng dr1ver 1tem - 1n Interpreted mode. 
Item-Id of dr1ver - 1n Interpreted mode. 
Other dr1ver variables, such as screen. 
Other miscellaneous parameters. 
Further details of the common van abies are contmned m sectiOn 5 of the System Builder user 
guide and in the technical reference manual, whtch IS held on the system and can be pnnted out. 
Note that static array subscnpts start 
will compile array subscnpts of 0 and 
symbol table! 
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In addition, certam values are usually set by EQUATE statements at the start of a program 
(equivalent to a 'C' #define) and are replaced by the compiler with the values to wh1ch they have 
been equated. For example· 
EQUATE AM TO CHAR(254), VM TO CHAR(253), SVM TO CHAR(252) 
EQUATE COMMA TO',', ASTERISK TO'*' 
EQUATE CLS TO @(-1), HOME TO @(-2) 
Such equated variables will not appear m the symbol table and cannot be referenced m the 
debugger. 
3. Diary 
The structure of the data in the Diary (CTDIARY) IS central to the vehicle scheduling capabili-
ties of MULTI TRIP. The data is held on the f1le as an item containing attributes which are 
single data values, and attributes which conSISt of multiple values. Each item is keyed on the 
date in internal format (no. of days smce 31 Dec 1967), concatenated to the vehicle no., with a 
slash '/'as a dehm!ler, e.g. 8740/0002. In multi-valued attnbutes, there is a value for every 
veh1cle trip. These are: 
001 BOOKING NO (Group Hlre/Own Use Book1ng No. or 
Dlal-a-Rlde/Soclal Car Sh1ft No.) 
002 JOURNEY.NO (Vehlcle Trlp No.) 
003 START TIME (In PICK 1nternal format: seconds from rn1dn1ght) 
004 FINISH.TIME (dltto) 
005 TYPE (G,D,S,O) 
006 GROUP NO/USER NO (Group No. or DAR for D1al-a-R1de or SCS 
for Soc1al Car Scheme) 
In addllwn, Vehicle No and Date are held in attributes 7 and 8 The values are held in multi-
values in time sequence It is not poss1ble for trips to overlap in tune. 
The only subroutine which changes Diary items IS DIARY in SUBPROGS, outlined in section 
H.7.f below The Diary Hem IS read m to a dunenswned array Checks on the Diary (using a 
relatively simple algonthm) are unplementauon dependent. In a pure relauonal database, the 
Diary structure would probably best be represented by a hnked hst. Multiple d1sk accesses 
would be required to read a smgle vehicle-day. 
4. Dial-a-R1de and Soc1al Car Schedules/Shifts 
The structure of schedules for passenger trip based serv1ces prov1des a basis for scheduling 
passenger tnps sumlar to that prov1ded by the d1ary for scheduling veh1cle tnps. The data for a 
smgle shift IS held m a single Hem, w!lh mulu-valued attributes which represent events dunng 
the course of the sh1ft Thus any passenger tnp IS represented by at least two events, a p1ck-up 
and a drop-off Tnps can overlap, to allow multiple occupancy, but a check is made on events 
occunng at the same tune, and a flag set 1f the user spec1f1es that pick-ups and drop-offs may 
occur together. 
The shift record also fonns the bas1s for producmg dnvers' worksheets and contains fare details 
as well as addresses, tunes, map references, zones, and the number of seated and wheelchair 
passengers joimng or leavmg the veh1cle at any event 
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The structure of a sh1ft record 1s: 
S1ngle valued attr1butes 
001 DATE Date of sh1ft 1n PICK ~nternal format 
002 SHIFT.NO Sh1ft No. 
003 SHIFT.LETTER Sh1ft Letter 
004 START.TIME Start t1me 1n PICK 1nternal format 
005 FINISH.TIME F1n1sh t1rne 1n PICK 1nternal format 
Mult1-valued - 1 value per stop event: 
006 STOP.TIME 
007 STOP.TYPE 
008 BOOKING.NO 
009 STOP.ADDRESS 
010 MAP.REF 
Oll ZONE 
Event t1mes 
Event types (PU/DO/BS/BF/DC) 
Book1ng Nos 
Addresses 
Map references 
Zones 
012 STOP.SEATS 
013 STOP.WHCH 
014 X.Y 
Add1t1onal seated passengers {+s,-s) 
Add1t1onal wheelchair passengers {+w,-w) 
Map reference x,y co-ord1nates 
015 PASS.TRIP.NO 
016 TRIP. TYPE 
017 MO.FLAG 
018 FARE 
Passenger Tr1p references 
Tr1p types (0/C/B) 
Mult1-occupancy flag 
Fares (For drop-off events) 
Slngle-valued attr1butes: 
019 VEH.TRIP NO 
020 CANCELLED 
021 CANC.DATE 
022 VEHICLE NO 
Veh1cle Tr1p No. 
Cancellat1on flag (Y/N) 
Cancellation Date 
Veh1cle No. 
Multi-valued - 1 value per dr1ver: 
023 DRIVER NO Dr1ver Nos (Dr1ver sh1fts are not necessarily 
coterm1nous w1th veh1cle sh1fts) 
024 DRIVER.START Dr1ver start t1mes 
Multi-valued - 1 value per dr1ver break 
025 BREAK.NO 
026 BREAK.START 
027 BREAK.LENGTH 
No. of dr1ver break 
Break start t1me 
Length of break 1n m1nutes 
Mult1-valued - 1 value per ass1stant 
028 ASSISTANT NO Ass1stant No 
029 ASSISTANT START Ass1stant start t1rne 
030 ASSISTANT FINISH Ass1stant f1n1sh t1rne 
Sh1ft records are created by the appropriate data entry program, and may be cancelled and even-
tually arch1ved. 
The only subroutine which changes sh1ft entnes IS the scheduhng subroutine SCHEDULE for 
D1al-a-R1de or SC SCHEDULE for Soc1al Car, descnbed m H 7 k below. 
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H. Programs 
1. Program Types 
Withm MULTI TRIP, programs are of the three types mentioned in section C.2 above and, in 
addition, DATA/Basic programs which have been wntten to perform functions which are not 
available m System Builder. Furthermore, many programs m MULTI TRIP are catalogued 
external subroutines, which can be called from System Builder programs, from generated pro-
grams or from other DATA/Basic programs or subroutines 
Some functiOns are also perfonned by PROCs. These are mainly complex ACCESS statements. 
2. Flow of Control 
Control may be passed between programs, subroutines and PROCs in a number of ways. 
a) CALL 
A program or subroutine may call a catalogued subroutine. A subroutine is catalogued with the 
statement: 
CATALOG f1lename subname 
and an entry created m the Master Dictionary of the account. 
Within a program, a call Is made either by calling the subroutine by name, or by setting a vari-
able to the name of the subroutine and using CALL@· 
CALL subname 
var = subname 
CALL@var 
Parameters may be passed to these subroutines If they are called by other DATA/Basic programs. 
Parameters are passed by value and returned m the same way. 
CALL subname (paraml,param2,param3, ) 
A called subroutme begms w1th the keyword SUBROUTINE, followed by the name of the 
subroutine and a hst of parameters m brackets 
SUBROUTINE subname (paraml,param2,param3, ... ) 
Altemauvely, called subroutines have access to the common block of the calling program, and 
data can be passed usmg the common block In System Bmlder generated programs, the common 
block IS coded m as hnes of the program In subrouunes and programs wntten before the invol-
vement of Wise Software Ltd., the common block was held as a separate item in each program 
file, and included with the INCLUDE compiler directive 
INCLUDE COMMON BLOCK 
In this way, changes to the System Builder common block in subsequent releases of System 
Builder could be made easily, and programs and subroutmes recompiled. 
A called subroutine must tenrunate with a RETURN statement 
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b) CHAIN 
Control can also be passed from one program to another program (not a subroutine) by the use of 
the CHAIN command Any TCL statement can be chained, but it is most often used to transfer 
to another program m a suite ofprogtams If the program is catalogued, the following statement 
wtll work: 
CHAIN "progname" 
otherwtse: 
CHAIN "RUN filename progname" 
The use of the I opuon to RUN prevents initialisation of variables in the chained program and 
allows data to be passed in a common block: 
CHAIN "RUN filename progname (l" 
Control is not passed back to the chaimng program. 
c) EXECUTE 
A DATA/Baste program may execute any statement winch could be run from TCL. A new 
workspace is initialised, and the process runs m the new workspace. Workspaces may be pre-
mitialised on PC PICK systems with the :TASKINIT command in SYSPROG. This should be 
added to the USER·COLDSTART PROC: 
H:TASKINIT 10,9 
p 
Thts initialises 10 workspaces, with a lumt of 9 levels of EXECUTE per user. The command 
should not be used whtle users are on the system. EXECUTE ts stmtlar to a shell m DOS or 
UNIX, but a new prompt ts not provtded, stmply the abtlity to run a process in a new workspace, 
leavmg the ongmal process m tact. The use of EXECUTE cames a dtsk overhead of about 200k 
per workspace If workspaces are not pre-mittalised but the mdlVldual user limit ts not exceeded, 
there is a slight delay whtle workspce ts allocated from the overflow table and linked, each time 
an EXECUTE statement occurs m a program Exceedmg the user limit IS fatal to all processes 
for that user!! 
When an executed process termmates, control returns to the program which exceuted the process. 
Screen output from the executed proce;s may optiOnally be captured to a variable, and PICK 
error numbers can be returned 111 a vartable 
EXECUTE "TCL >tatement" CAPTURING varl RETURNING var2 
The statement may be asstgned to a vanable and then executed· 
var="TCL statement" 
EXECUTEvar 
EXECUTE was not avatlable on many early PICK systems, and complicated techniques were 
developed whereby programs wrote PROCs winch were then chamed, and whtch termmated by 
passmg control back to the ongmal program by runmng it. 
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Data may be passed to input statements in an executed program or PROC using the DATA 
statement, allowing programs to bypass prompts m the executed process, e.g : 
DATA l,'Y','0034' 
EXECUTE "DISPLAY.DRIVER" 
Executed processes cannot pass data back to the original program, except by writmg data to 
temporary file Items. 
Warning. In PC PICK, and m some other releases of PICK which lock groups of items in files 
rather than individual Items, the termination of an executed DATA/Basic program will release all 
locks for that user! 
System Builder provides a means of running any parameter driven program using the slash '/' at 
any prompt. This leads to the execution of the dr1vers for the appropnate type of program, and 
an overhead of 2 executes for most processes, and 3 executes for reports. 
The same result can be achieved from within a program or subroutine by executing "SB" and 
using the DATA statement to pass the name of the parameter driven program to it. 
3. Program Flies 
All MULTI TRIP program files are in the account MTPROGS, with Q pointers to them from the 
MULTITRIP account 
They are· 
System Bu1lder generated programs CTPROGS 
SUBPROGS 
DRPROGS 
SCPROGS 
Common and Group H1re programs and subrout1nes 
D1al-a-R1de programs and subrout1nes 
MTPROCS 
WSLUFO 
RW.BP 
UPGRADE 
Soc1al Car programs and suborut1nes 
PROC flle 
W1se Software ut1l1t1es 
Report-W1se 
Programs to upgrade MULTITRIP account 
Other utility files may be found in a development versiOn of the system 
All System Bmlder programs me m the account SYSTEM.BUILDER (referenced as SB4.2 on 
some systems). They are m the files: 
DM 
DMAD 
DMGS 
DMOT 
DMUTIL 
Object code only is prov1ded by System Builder 
4 System Bmlder Menu Structure 
The System Bu1lder Menu System prov1des the main structure for MULTI TRIP When a user 
logs to the MULTITRIP account, the System Builder program DMOO normally runs, and 
prompts the user for a password If a valid password IS entered, the user is taken through a 
MULTI TRIP opening screen mto the Mam Menu, which IS prov1ded by the System Bu1lder 
program MM. The f1rst menu to be d1splayed IS the Item MAINMENU. All the menus are held 
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in the file crCONTROL. 
The complete menu hierarchy for MULTI TRIP is attached as Appendix 1. 
Each attribute m a menu item represents one option on the menu, and values within each attnbute 
represent the informatiOn required in order to perform that option The important information is 
as follows: 
5 PROCs 
MENU PARAMETER ITEM STRUCTURE 
VALUE USE 
1 FILENAME (BLANK IF MENU) 
2 MENU ENTRY 
3 NAME OF PARAMETER ITEM 
4 SYSTEM BUILDER DRIVER 
OR 
DM20.DRIVER - DATA ENTRY 
DM21.DRIVER - TRANSACTION 
DM22.DRIVER - ENQUIRY 
DM23 - AUTOMATED PROCESS 
DM24 - UPDATE PROCESS 
DM25 - BATCH TRANSACTION 
DM26 - REPORT 
DM27 - STANDARD LETTER 
NON-SB PROGRAM NAME 
5 TYPE 
P - PROGRAM 
M - MENU 
S - SUBROUTINE 
6 SUB-MENU OPTIONS 
7 PROGRAM RUN BEFORE MAIN PROGRAM 
10 GENERATED PROGRAM NAME 
11 PROGRAM RUN AFTER MAIN PROGRAM 
12 PRIVILEGE LEVEL REQUIRED 
The following PROCs are 1n the file MTPROCS 
DRIVER LISTS 
Builds lists of dnvers for each service and of all dnvers, both as select hsts m POINTER-FILE 
and as "items m crUSTS, where the hst name or 1d IS 'D*' followed by the service code, as used 
m the file GPSERV.CODE 
DRIVS 
Calls DRIVER. LISTS. Should be copied to the Master Dictionary of the MULTITRIP account. 
VEHICLE. LISTS 
Bmlds hsts of vehicles for each service and of all vehicles, both as select lists in POINTER-FILE 
and as items in crUSTS, where the hst name or Id Js the service prefix. 
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VEHS 
Calls VEHICLE LISTS. Should be cop1ed to Master Dictionary of MULTITRIP account. 
Other PROCs m MTPROCS are utility PROCs 
6. Programs and Subroutines 
Appendix 2 contains details of every program or subroutine in the files listed m Section H.3 
above. For each program, any comments in the fust 14 hnes of the program are shown, followed 
by details of every transfer of control by CALL, EXECUTE or CHAIN to another subroutine, 
program or process In the case of a CALL, the parameters in the CALL statement are matched 
up to the parameter list in the SUBROUTINE statement at the start of the called subroutine. A 
list of all System Bmlder subroutines used by each program or subroutine is also provided. For 
subroutines, as well as the above, the parameter hst at the start of the program is given. 
7. Key Functions 
The menu structure in Appendix 1 and the list of programs and subroutines in Appendix 2 pro-
vide documentation of the MULTI TRIP package, but do not prov1de the depth necessary for an 
understandmg of the key functions of the system These are descnbed in the section below. 
a) Set Up System Parameters 
A f1le, CTSYSTEM PARAMETERS, with a Q pomter to It as CTSP, contams details of the 
organisation using MULTI TRIP, and of aspects of Its workmg practices which determine the 
way in which certam parts of MULTI TRIP will perform important functions. The Item MT 
contams these details. It is mamtamed by a menu optiOn m the Common Module Set-Up Options 
menu. This process IS run m parameter dnven fonn by System Bmlder, as it involves potentially 
8 screens, more than can be generated m to a single DATA/Basic program. 
The first two screens contam general details, and subsequent screens apply to each service. 
These facilities would be better divided up into separate programs for each module m a future 
version 
The contents of the item MT m CTSP are copied to the Item MTDATA m CTCONTROL by the 
program WRITE MTDATA which runs after the Set-Up System Parameters screens. The item 
DATA m CTCONTROL must contain the followmg two values in attribute 4: 
004 MTDATA]20 
The System Builder subroutme SET COMMON, which IS called by all generated programs and 
should be called by non-SB programs w1ll copy the system parameters into element 20 of the 
PARMS array m the common block, so that they are access1ble to all programs and subroutmes. 
This facihty was not available 111 System Bu1lder Releases 3.1 or 4.1, and is not used by all pro-
grams in the Group Hire and Common modules which were origmally wntten m SB3.1. 
If Field 15 in Screen 2, "Generate Headmgs", IS set to 'Y' then a program, GEN HEADING, runs 
after the Member Group record screen, and copies details from the name and address and 
Company No., VAT No., etc. to produce a headmg for documents, which it IS therefore assumed 
will not be printed on headed stationery. 
The name and address of the orgamsation usmg MULTI TRIP is held in the Mailing List file, 
CTMAILING, in item 0000 A Member Group record for the orgamsation IS held as Item 0000 
in the Member groups file, GPMEMBER 
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b) Create a Vehicle Booking 
Bookings for the use of vehicles are made by: 
Own Use Bookmgs 
Group Hire Bookmgs 
Dial-a-Ride Shifts 
Social Car Schedules 
In each case, there IS a System Builder screen program to enter the data associated with the 
booking, and a System Builder program to enter details of Regular Bookings or Shifts. Regular 
Bookings are dealt with m the next section 
For Own Use Bookmgs and Group Hire Bookings, a Booking may consists of more than one 
Vehicle Tnp: a bookmg may consist of a combination of outward, continuation, return and round 
trips for more than one vehicle. For Dial-a-Ride and Soc1al Car Schemes, a Shift or Schedule 
consists of a smgle Tnp. It is the vehicle trip which IS checked for feasibility as described below. 
The following screen programs are used to enter the necessary details to create bookings and 
shifts: 
Group H~re 
own Use 
D>al-a-R>de 
Soc1al Car 
I*GPBOOI<INGS*BOOI<INGl 
l*CTBOOI<INGS*BOOKINGl 
I*DRSHIFTS*SHIFTl 
I*SCSHIFTS*SHIFTl 
A new version of the Group Hire booking screen has been produced, which is under test, 
I*GPBOOKINGS*BOOKNEWI. There is also a version of the Group Hire screen specifically 
for Vehicle Brokerage, I*GPBOOKINGS*BROKINGl, which links mto the facility to search 
for a smtable brokerage vehicle descnbed 111 sub-section (g) below 
When a booking IS made, a number of checks are made on the vehicle chosen. For Group H1re, 
these are miuated by the subroutme CHECK. GP. VEHICLE, which validates the entry of the 
vehicle number 
Check vehicle is m serv1ce 
Check vehicle IS available for Group H1re service 
Check there is not another trip or tnps in the diary which clashes with the one being made 
(GP.CHECK.DIARY) 
Check vehicle availability against weekly pattern of usage by owmng group, e.g. vehicle is not 
available Mondays or on Tuesday morning> (CHECK AVAILABILITY). 
Check vehicle has facJhtJes required by Jurer, e g t:ul-lift or tow-bar (VEH.CHECK.FAC). 
Check vehicle is capable of cmTying 1equ1red combination of seated and wheelchair passengers 
(VEH.CHECK.PASS). 
Some of these checks may be overndden by the operator 
For Own Use, the subroutine IS CHECK.CT.VEHICLE, and only the diary and availability 
checks are made (CTCHECK DIARY and CHECK AVAILABILITY) 
For Dial-a-Ride, the subroutme CHECK DR VEHICLE IS used, and this performs the followmg 
checks. 
Check vehicle is in serv1ce. 
Check vehicle IS avmlable for Dial-a-Ride serv1ce. 
Check there IS not another u 1p or tnps m the d1ary which clashes with the one being made 
(DR.CHECK DIARY) 
Check vehicle avai!abJ!Jty agamst weekly pattern of usage by owning group, e.g. veh1cle is not 
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available Mondays or on Tuesday mornings (CHECK.AVAILABILITY) 
For Soc1al Car serv1ce, the subroul!ne CHECK.SC.VEHICLE IS used, and this performs the 
followmg checks 
Check veh1cle IS in serv1ce. 
Check veh1cle IS ava1lable for Social Car service. 
Check there is not another trip or trips m the diary which clashes with the one being made 
(SC.CHECK.DIAR Y). 
Check vehicle availability agamst weekly pattern of usage by owning group, e.g. veh1cle is not 
available Mondays or on Tuesday mornings (CHECK AVAILABILITY). 
In each case, the letters TEAL (TO BE ALLOCATED LATER), may be entered instead of a 
vehicle number, in which case a check is simply made on the number of TEAL trips already 
entered m the d1ary for that date or those dates. 
If errors are detected by any of the checks, it IS possible to pursue vanous options. The most 
significant of these is the one to v1ew the Veh1cle D1ary, descnbed in sub-section (f) below. 
If a booking or sh1ft is accept.1ble, the dmry (CTDIAR Y) IS updated, and entr1es in the veh1cle 
trips file (CTTRIPS) a1e made when the booking or sh1ft IS filed at the end of the data entry 
screens. See sub-secuon~ (d) and (e) below. 
c) Create Regular Bookmgs 
For each service it is poss1ble to create regular veh1cle bookmgs from which ordinary vehicle 
bookings can be generated automaucally (a~ set m system parameters) Regular bookings are 
created m data entry screens wh1ch are similar to those for the creal!on of ordinary bookmgs. 
However, they do not mclude data 1tems for dates, instead they include a set of data l!ems which 
defme the frequency of the regular bookmg. For each serv1ce, the screen programs are the 
followmg 
Group H1re 
Own Use 
D>al-a-R>de 
Soc1al Car 
I*GPREGULARS*BOOKING1 
I*CTREGULARS*BOOKING1 
I*DRSHIFT REGULARS*SHIFT1 
I*SCSHIFT REGULARS*SHIFT1 
The data i!ems wh1ch defme the frequency of the ordmary bookings generated from the regular 
bookings are as follows for Group Hue 
PERIOD 
FREQUENCY 
DAY.OF.WEEK 
WEEK.OF MTH 
START.DATE 
FINISH DATE 
REVIEW DATE 
Over what per1od does the book1ng repeat? 
Months/Weeks/Days (M/W/D) 
Every how many months, weeks or days does 1t 
repeat? (1/2/3/4) 
If >t repeats monthly or weekly, on what day of the 
week >s >t? (1-7) 
If 1t repeats monthly, does 1t repeat on 1st, 2nd, 
3rd, 4th or last week of month? (1-4/L) 
When lS f1rst book1ng to occur? 
When >s last book>ng to occur (>nclus>ve)? May be null 
When should book1ng be revlewed? Mandatory 1f 
FINISH.DATE >s null. 
These data i!ems allow bookmgs to be set up for every day, every Friday, every fmt Tuesday of 
every second month, etc 
In Group H1re, after the screen has been completed a subroutme REG BOOK! is called which 
allows a h1re agreement to be pmHed, and the user may choose to create another similar bookmg 
for the same group A subrouune REG BOOK2 IS called after the f1le has been updated, wh1ch 
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deals with actually pnnting the hire agreement and setting up a repeat booking. It also calls a 
subroutine GEN.BOOKINGS with the key of the regular booking which has just been created as 
its single parameter GEN BOOKINGS reads the regular booking from the file and generates 
ordinary bookmgs a~ appropnate, e g every Fnday, from the start date until the hm1t for bookmg 
ahead in the diary for the service (as set up m system parameters), e g up to 2 months ahead. It 
checks the diary for clashes, vehicles not available, etc. and will create bookings allocated to 
TBAL rather than a specific vehicle, and produces a report of bookings which have had to be 
dealt with in this way 
For other Own Use the subroutines are 
REG.BOOKl 
CT.REG.BOOK2 
CT.GEN.BOOKINGS 
For Dial-a-Ride and Social Car services, shifts (which are vehicle bookings in these services) 
repeat weekly. Instead of the shift key containing the actual date of the shift, it contains a 
number representing the day of the week on which It repeats (1-7). The ordinary shifts are 
generated up until the limit for booking ahead for the service. In the case of Dial-a-Ride, this IS 
done by the subroutine DR.REGULAR.SHIFT; In the case of Social Car by 
SC.REGULAR SHIFT. Checks are made for dmry clashes, shifts may be allocated to TBAL If 
they clash with other bookmgs, and a report is printed out detailing changes made. 
The generation of ordmary bookmgs or shifts from regular bookings or shifts IS simplified by the 
use of PICK internal date format, number of days smce 31st December 1967, and by the use of 
PICK date conversion functions, winch allow, for example the numeric day of the week of a 
particular date to be derived by a statement such as. 
vanable = OCONV(expresswn,converswn) 
DAY= OCONV(DATE(),'DW') (gives numenc day of week of today's date) 
Once a regular bookmg has been set up, subsequent generation of bookmgs IS controlled by 
values m the system parameters One value detenmnes whether the diary should be updated 
da1ly when the system is firSt used For each service, mformatwn IS held about the penod ahead 
for which bookings may be taken, and this is used to determme whether to update the diary for 
that service, and how far ahead bookings should be generated. Values are also held in the system 
parameters which md1cate how far ahead bookmgs have already been generated, m case the book 
ahead parameters are changed 
Typically, for Group Hire, the book ahead umt~ will be months and the period will be 3 or 6 
(range is 1-12, default IS 6). Bookmg; will then be generated monthly for up to 4 or 7 months 
ahead, allowmg for regular booking\ to have been generated up to 3 or 6 months ahead through-
out the whole month w1hout the need to run the generatiOn routine on a daily basis, and prevent-
ing ordinary bookmgs from being tal..en before regular bookmgs have been allocated to their 
usual vehicle 
Typically, for Dial-a-Ride, the book ahead umts will be days, and the penod only 1 or 2 Shifts 
Will then be generated dmly for I or 2 days ahead 
The umts may be days, weeks or months, and the range of the period IS validated in conJunction 
with the umt 
Own Use Bookings are booked as far ahead as the maximum of the other services set up on the 
system. 
Updatmg of the bookmgs files and diary from regular bookmgs is performed by the subroutme 
MTDIARY.UPD, which is called by the startup routine If the system parameters are set for 
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automatic update. MTDIARY UPD calls a separate subroutine for each service, if that service is 
installed. These are: 
GP DIARY UPD 
CT.DIARY UPD 
DR.DIARY.UPD 
SC.DIARY.UPD 
These subroutines are Similar to those which run after the screen program which sets up the 
regular booking in the first place, but all Interaction with the user is eliminated in order to allow 
the process to run unattended Reports of changes will be printed out. 
The subroutine MTDIARY.UPD may also be run as a menu option in the Vehicle Diary menu, 
DIARYMENU, which IS usually used If automatic update IS set off. 
d) Create a Vehicle Trip 
Each vehicle shift in Dial-a-Ride and Social Car services is a single vehicle trip; a Group Hire or 
an Own Use booking may consist of more than one trip. For each such trip, an entry is made in 
the vehicle trips file CTTRIPS 1l1e tnp IS the basic unit of vehicle use. 
For Group H1re, this and the c1 eation of an entry in the diary for each trip are done by the subrou-
tine CHECK BOOK, which calls GPTRIPS UPD to create the actual tnps If a bookmg has been 
amended, GPTRIPS.UPD will compare the old version on file with the versiOn m memory and 
delete the old trips and create new ones Each tnp has a 7 d1g1t key includmg a check-digit, 
usmg modulo 11. 
For Own Use, CTCHECK BOOK calls CTTRIPS UPD. For Dial-a-Ride, DR.SHIFT.CHECK 
calls DR. TRIPS UPD For Social Car, SC SHIFT. CHECK calls SC.TRIPS UPD. 
When created, the tnp Items contam the followmg attributes· 
001 Booklng Number/Shlft Key 
002 Trlp type (0/B/R/C) Out/Back/Round/Contlnuatlon. 
003 Start T1me 
004 F1n1sh Tlme 
005 Veh1cle Number 
006 Dr1ver Number 
007 Number of Passengers 
008 Number of Wheelcha1rs 
009 Start Date 
010 Flnlsh Date 
011 Serv1ce (0/G/D/S) 
012 User Number/Serv1ce 
e) Check Diary 
All checks on actual vehicle availability are made by calls to the subroutme DIARY in SUB-
PROGS. DIARY IS also the only sub10utme or program m the system which updates the diary 
file, CTDIAR Y 
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DIARY must be called with the following parameters: 
MODE Type of act1on requ1red 
DATE 
VEH 
BOOK.NO 
JOUR.NO 
START 
FINISH 
TYPE 
ORIG 
1 -
2 -
Enter new tr1p and release locks or return error 
Check for 1nsert1on of tr1p, return error 1f 
not poss1ble, leave veh1cle-day locked 1f no 
3 
error (new tr1p should be 1nserted very soon) 
Delete and leave locked (for subsequent 1nsert1on 
of d1fferent tr1p) 
4 Delete and release 
Date of Tnp 
Veh1cle No. 
Booklng No. or Sh1ft No. 
Journey or Trlp No. 
Start t1rne 
F1n1sh t1rne 
G,D,S,O 
Group or Serv1ce lf D-a-R or SC 
A value is returned m 
INTERNAL.ERROR 
0 - Okay 
1 - Another tr1p starts at same t1rne 
2 - Another tr1p overlaps 
3 - Another tr1p f1n1shes at same t1me 
4 - NOT USED 
5 - Trlp to be deleted cannot be found 
6 - Trlps allocated to TBAL have been counted 
and value ls 1n PARMS(l7) 
The Vehicle No. can be TEAL (To Be Allocated Later), which allows bookings to be taken m 
brokerage, or to be allocated later, or to be de-allocated from one vehicle in order to be realloca-
ted. 
The diary checking algorithm uses the LOCATE function m DATA/Basic, the format of which 
IS: 
LOCATE(expresswn,anayvar(,attrexp(,valexp} };setvar{,sequence}) (THEN statement{s}} 
ELSE statement{ s} 
It evaluates expressiOn, attrexp (attnbute expression = attnbute number in dynamic array) and 
valexp (value expressiOn= value number m attribute m dynamic array). It then attempts to find 
the result of evaluating expre~s10n in the dynamic array, a particular attribute (if attrexp is pre-
sent) or m a particular value (If valexp IS present) It sets setvar equal to the posltlon of the attn-
bute, value or sub-value m the array 1f It IS found, or to the value of the attnbute, value or sub-
value at which it should be mserted. Th1s last only has meamng if sequence IS specified. Se-
quence can be 'AR', 'AL', 'OR' or 'DL' for ascendmg or descending right or left Left IS used 
for strings to be positioned by ASCII value, and right is used for numeric values to be positiOned 
m numeric sequence. If no sequence is specified, setvar defaults to the last element of the array. 
If expressiOn has been found m the array, the THEN statement(s) are executed, otherwise the 
ELSE statements are executed. 
For a new trip to be mserted m the diary, Its start-time must not be the same as the start-time of 
another trip, its fmish-time should not be the same as the fmish-time of another tnp, and the 
location in the array of start-tunes at which both Its start-time and fmish-ume would be inserted 
must be the same, and the locatiOn m the array of fimsh-tnnes at which both its finish-ume and 
start-time would be inserted must be the same. The use of PICK internal format for times 
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(seconds since midnight), the use of the 'AR' sequence, and the use of the LOCATE function 
provide a fast check on the diary 
The subroutine DIARY only updates a smgle vehicle day at a time. The responsibility for split-
ting trips which run over more than one day, as they can m group hire, rests with the calling 
program or subroutine For example m the group hire booking screen, this is done by 
GP.CHECK DIARY. In group hire, other subroutines which call DIARY are GP.INS.DIARY 
and GP.DEL.DIARY, wh1ch rue used after a booking has been entered or amended. The subrou-
tine GP.REL.DIARY releases locks on vehicle-days m CTDIARY. DIARY is also called duect-
ly by GEN.BOOKINGS wh1ch generates bookmgs from regular bookings, and by 
AMEND.BOOKINGS, which carries out limited amendments to generated bookings. 
In Dial-a-Ride, DIARY 1s called by DR.INS.DIARY, DR REGULAR.SHIFT (which also calls 
DR.INS.DIARY), DR.SHIFT.CHECK (wh1ch also calls DR.INS.DIARY) and 
DR.CHECK.DIARY. 
In Social Car Scheme, DIARY is called by SC.INS.DIARY, SC.REGULAR.SHIFT (wh1ch also 
calls SC.INS.DIARY), SC SHIFT.CHECK (which also calls SC.INS.DIARY) and 
SC.CHECK.DIARY. 
In the Common module, four subrouune~ wh1ch may be run as part of the start-up routine, and 
which update the Bookings/Shifts, Tnps and D1ary f1les w!lh Bookmgs or Sh1fts based on Regu-
lar Bookmgs or Sh1fts, call DIARY. These are GP DIARY.UPD, CT.DIARY.UPD, 
DR.DIARY.UPD, SC DIARY UPD Each one also calls the XX INS DIARY subroutme for the 
appropnate service 
Also m the Common module are subroutines relating to Own Use Bookmgs These are 
CT.CHECK.DIARY, CT INS.DIARY, CT.DEL DIARY, CT.GEN BOOKINGS, 
CT.AMEND BOOKINGS 
f) V1ew D1ary 
The vehicle diary acts as the mam check on actual vehicle availability, there are three programs 
wh1ch provide v1ews of the diary and allow the user to navigate through the diary and perform 
many vehicle bookmg, sh1ft enu y and post-trip data entry functions wh1ch would otherwise only 
be avrulable through the menu system 
The mam v1ew of the d1ary shows a single vehicle day, and shows details of each tnp on that 
vehicle day This 1s a System Bmlder generated enqmry screen, O*CTDIARY*DIARY, wh1ch 
has been amended cons1derably to prov1de the necessary funcuonahty. The current vehicle day 
is effectively seen through a wmdow onto J.n array of veh1cle days, w1th days runmng vertically 
and vehicles runmng honzontally J.nd wrappmg round. The user may use the numeric keypad to 
navigate through the d1ary 
4 - move left, 1 e. to the prev1ous veh1cle 
6 -move r~ght, 1.e. to the next veh1cle 
8 -move up, 1.e~ to the prev1ous day 
2 - move down, 1 e. to the next day 
7 - move back a week 
1 - move forwards a week 
9 - move back a month 
3 - move forwards a month 
5 - 'zoom-1n' 
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When the user 'zooms-m' control is transferred to the subroutine ZOOM.IN, and a highlighting 
cursor IS displayed on the first tnp in the diary for the day. This can be moved up and down the 
hst of tnps, usmg the numenc keypad (8/2) When a tnp is highlighted, a number of options are 
available: 
View the bookmg/sh1ft for that trip, 
Amend the bookmg for that tnp; 
Make the post-trip entry for that tnp; 
Move the trip (group hiie only). 
If the trip is moved, the user can then move to another vehicle day in the diary, select 'zoom-m' 
and msen the tnp on that vehicle day All the same checks are made as are made when a book-
ing IS created or amended, as described in sub-section (b) above A trip selected to be moved can 
be cleared from memory. 
When 'zoomed-in' the user can also create a new bookmg or shift or regular booking or shift for 
any service. 
It IS this v1ew of the diary provided by O*CTDIARY*DIARY that the user gets if he or she 
checks the d1ary from a booking or shift entry screen. It can in fact be accessed by the user enter-
ing 'ID' at any System Bmlder prompt 
There are two other views of the diary, equivalent to one another, which can be accessed from 
the menu system, and which can pass control to the level descnbed above. These are provided 
by the programs DIARY SUMMARY and DIARY SHEET. In each, several vehicle days can be 
viewed on the screen in an array 
DIARY.SUMMARY 
5 veh1cles 
3 days 
4 l1nes per veh1cle day 
12 characters per l1ne 
each character represents 30 m1nutes of veh1cle use 
DIARY SHEET 
10 veh1cles 
14 days 
1 l1ne per veh1cle day 
4 characters per l1ne 
each character represents 6 hours of veh1cle use 
More vehicles can be displayed on 132 column screens. 
In each case, each characte1 IS either a dash md1cating no use of the vehicle at that time, or a 
letter md1caung the service for which the vehicle IS m use at that time (0/G/D/S) 
In each case, the top left vehicle day IS highlighted on entry to the screen, either by reverse video 
or a different colour this h1ghhghtmg cursor can be moved around to different vehicle days, 
using the numeric keypad as m the more detailed diary. The options to move forwards and back 
a week or a month red1splay the screen havmg moved to the new date. In addition, the whole 
screen can be shifted nght or left or to the start or end of the list of vehicles. The TBAL dummy 
vehicle IS shown at the end of the hst of vehicles, and there IS no wrap round. 
By movmg the h1ghhghtmg cursor to a particular vehicle day, and pressmg 5 to 'zoom-in', the 
user can v1ew the detailed diary screen descnbed above. 
The diary routines maake extensive use of the EXECUTE statement, and adequate workspaces 
should be pre-allocated 
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g) Search for a Suitable Veh1cle 
When a Vehicle Brokerage bookmg IS made, 1t is necessary to idenufy a suitable vehicle or 
vehicles for the trip(s) By ente11ng 'FIND' as the Vehicle No. 111 the booking entry screen 
(I*GPBOOKINGS*BROKINGl), the subroutine FIND.GP.VEHICLE IS called by 
CHECK. VB. VEHICLE in order to identify smtable vehicles. 
The subroutine performs two types of process 
Vehicles are sorted m an order wh1ch reflects the order m which they should be considered; 
Vehicles are checked for their availability and the suitability of therr faciliues. 
The sort uses two sets of data: 
The distance of the vehicle base from the start pomt of the trip; 
The vehicle sequence number, which IS a measure of how "difficult to book" a vehicle is. 
This sequence number is designed to reflect the number of constraints on a vehicle A vehicle 
with many constramts, such as limited facilities, extensive use by the owmng group, limited 
chent groups which it can carry (for example only elderly people), should be considered for 
bookings early on, and veh1cles wh1ch are easy to book should be considered only when difficult 
to book veh1cles have already been booked or considered and reJeCted The sequence number is 
a value m the range 0-99 held on the vehicle record, the larger the number, the more difficult to 
book 
The distance is calculated dynamically, based on the map reference of the start point of the trip 
and the map reference of the veh1cle base held on the veh1cle record 
The PICK ACCESS enqUiry language IS the fa>test way of perfonmng a sort in PICK. The map 
reference of the start pomt IS converted to a numenc set of coordinates and written to an Item on 
a file with a key which 1eflects the port on wh1ch the process IS runmng. A correlative in the data 
dictionary calculates the distance us111g Pythagoras In fact, the distance IS left as the square of 
the distance, as there 1s no fac1hty 111 ACCESS correlatlves to take square roots, but the effect is 
the same. 
Having sorted the veh1cle~ avmlable for Group H1re by distance and by sequence number, each 
vehicle is then considered 111 lllm. The same checks are applied as when checkmg veh1cle avail-
ability to make a bookmg If .1 veh1cle 1s su1table, 1t 1s added to a hst of suitable vehicles. If not, 
1t is added to a hst of unsuitable veh1cles, w1th the reason for Its unsmtab1hty, e g. another book-
mg at the same time, or does not have a ta1l-lift 
The user may then v1ew and scroll through either hst, and can choo~e a vehicle from the list of 
suitable veh1cles, whose veh1cle number w1ll be returned to the data entry screen field. 
h) Sort P1ck-up Addresses for Group H1re 
The Travelling salesperson problem applies to the sorting of passenger addresses into a suitable 
pick-up order Traditionally 111 the travelling salesperson problem, the distance between pomts is 
known and fonns the basis of the hem istic used In Group Hire, it may be necessary to pick up 
passengers from a number of addresses, for wh1ch the distance between each address and each 
other address IS not known, and could only be calculates w1th a detmled mappmg database and 
route-fmdmg software or estimated usmg g1 id references The approach used here is based on 
the space-f1lhng curve heunst1c developed by Barthold1 et al. in Atlanta, Georg1a, and uses a 
mapping of position 111 a unit square to position on a umt curve Any gnd refernce can be 
mapped to a pomt on the curve, and tlus is done using an ACCESS correlative to a look-up table. 
The addresses are then sorted by the1r position on the unit curve, and th1s 1s used as the bas1s for 
the pick-up sequence. 
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This process is perfomed by the subroutine GP.PASSLIST.REP which executes an ACCESS 
statement, which uses the exploding sort connective BY-EXP to explode multi-values out of an 
attnbute, which is not available in System Bmlder reports Up to four passenger lists from the 
file GPPASSLIST can be merged and sorted The output IS sent to the pnnter. 
i) Enter Post-Tnp Detalis 
After a vehicle trip has been completed, data from the vehicle log-sheet or from the driver's 
worksheet can be added to the trip record. Once this has happened, the tnp can no longer be 
deleted and replaced or amended by amending the booking or shift. 
The post-tnp details may be entered in either of two ways: 
m a smgle data entry screen per trip; 
in a transaction screen latd out hke a vehicle log-sheet with 
several tnps to a screen (CTLOGTRANS) 
The assumption IS that trip data IS entered m tnne sequence, as the latest mileage reading in the 
vehicle record IS updated, although this is not essential. The latest mileage reading is used by a 
report which predicts hkely service dates based on the last service date and mileage, the current 
date and mileage, and the service mterval for the vehicle (VEH.EXPIRIES). 
The existing attributes may be amended to reflect the actual vehicle, driver, start time, etc. 
Additional are added to reflect what has taken place. The start odometer reading is retrieved 
from the vehicle record for the velucle concerned, but may be amended. The f1msh odometer 
readmg IS entered, and the distance calculated. 
A driver expenses record (CTEXPENSES), a vehicle damage record (CTDAMAGE) or a vehicle 
fuel record (CTFUEL) may be hnked to the trip record and entered at the same time For Group 
H1re, these Will be used when the cost of the bookmg to which the trip belongs is calculated for 
mvoicing purposes, e.g to charge for dnver expenses and damage to the vehicle and to give 
credit for fuel bought by the h1rer. 
j) Create a Passenger Bookmg 
There are screen programs for creaung passenger bookmgs m D1al-a-R1de and m Soc1al Car 
service. The Soctal Car scheme booking screen IS currently run as an mterpreted parameter-
based program (SCBOOKINGS BOOKING!), whlie the D1al-a-R1de screen is a generated 
program, I*DRBOOKINGS*BOOKI 
The two programs are very snmlar, d1ffenng mamly only in fields such as Driver No. which is 
present m Soc1al Car, as the chmce of dn ver 1s Important, and m the types of other passengers 
which are present in Dial-a-Ride where they may be sigmficant. 
The bottom nght hand corner of the screen (from row 15 column 37 to row 22 column 76) IS 
kept clear of prompts and 1s used to display vanous information and look-ups wh1ch otherwise 
would reqmre cleanng and refreshmg the screen 
The Social Car screen also uses some look-ups on indexes which reflect critical user comments 
on the standard System Builder look-up fac1htles, and which emulate fac1ht1es available m 
System Bmlder 5 I (SUBPROGS B LOOKUP) 
In both, the passenger number IS entered, and details of the passenger are displayed. The date of 
the tr1p(s) IS then entered. Tnps may be of three types. Outward, Conunuauon and Back (0/C!B) 
If the first trip IS outward, the passenger's home address, zone and map reference are used as 
defaults. A hst of the passenger's regular destinatiOns is displayed and one can be chosen by 
number. A landmark desunauon (3 character mnemonics for regular destinations of all services, 
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e.g. LHR- London Heathrow) may be entered An address may simply be entered. An address 
may be entered and added to the passenger's hst of regular destinations. 
Map references must be used 1f the tnp distance IS to be calculated automatically and the fare is 
dependent on distance. Zones must be entered if the fare is on a zone-to-zone basis. 
The pick-up time IS entered, and the estimated distance is calculated from the map references, 
usmg the grid size and 'wiggle factor' m the system set-up parameters. The wiggle factor is a 
multiplier to apply to the pythagorean dtstance between the grid centres to reflect the density of 
the road network. The estimated drop-off time is displayed as a default. This is calculated from 
the estimated distance, using the average speed and trip constant in the system set-up parameters. 
The trip constant reflects the ume taken to get a passenger onto and off a vehicle 
The Shift must be entered, either as a shift number such as 'ID' or as 'TBAL'. A look-up of 
avatlable shifts for that day is provided. When a shtft is entered, the subroutine 
CHECK.DR.SHIFT calls the shift scheduling subroutine SCHEDULE for Dial-a-Ride or 
SC.SCHEDULE for Social Car, to check whether the trip pick-up and drop-off can be inserted 
into the shtft. This IS descnbed in sub-section (k) below. These facilities allow viewmg of 
shifts and other bookings 
Details of the passenger's disability, atds such as wheelchairs and special requirements. Re-
qUirements are held m a code f1le wnh an additional fteld to reflect the level of requirement. For 
example, a low step IS '2', while a ta1l-hft IS '3'. The value of the passenger's requirement code 
must be less than or equal to the maximum facthty code for the vehicle. A passenger who re-
quires a tail-hft cannot be accommodated on a vehtcle wtth only a low step, but a passenger who 
requires a low step can be accommodated on a vehicle with a tail-lift Group hire requirements 
such as tow-bars and roof-racks are set to '0'. 
Det:uls of the number of other people being earned with the passenger are entered, and may be 
used for the purpose of calculating the fare The fare is calculated by DR.FARE.CALC, or 
SC.FARE.CALC for Soctal Car It uses details held in DRCHARGES or SCCHARGES and 
potentially in DRZONE.ZONE or SCZONE ZONE, depending on how the fare IS calculated. It 
may be based on dtstance or on zone to zone rates. 
For a Return or Contmuauon Utp, most of the details default from the outward trip 
After all trips have been entered 111 a bookmg, a summary is displayed in the bottom right hand 
corner of the screen. The user IS asked whether the bookmg is accepted, and only if they answer 
'N' do they see the second screen, which prompts for refusal or cancellation details. 
The initials of the user who made the bookmg, the booking date and the start and finish times for 
the bookmg are all recorded Tlus I> de>tgned to provtde a means of monnonng the amount of 
time spent on bookmgs rather than piovidmg a check on staff. 
In the Social Car scheme bookmg screen slightly different facthUes are available for selecting a 
shtft It should be noted that the same data structure has been used for both Dial-a-Ride and 
Soctal Car, based on the fact that one customer was usmg the Dtal-a-Rtde module for Social Car 
trips. Thts has subsequently proved to be unsatisfactory for some users, and further thought 
should be gtven to this module Probably the data structure IS adequate but the idea of setting up 
shifts in advance needs to be reconsidered It is Important, however, that the concept of distin-
gmshmg between passenger tnps and vehicle tnps IS retamed, and that passenger trips m a Soctal 
Car scheme can be overlapped, whereas vehicle trips cannot. 
The Dnver fteld is m the Social Car screen, as It may be that the passenger asks for specific 
dnver. tf the passenger has a prefe1red dnver then the subroutme DRIVER.DEF fetches the 
dnver number and dtsplays 11 as default. If the passenger has more than one preferred driver, 
then theu names are dtsplayed and the user can select one by number. 
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If the user enters 'FIND' the subroutme FIND.SC.DRIVER is called to check all the Social Car 
drivers for availab1lity and to d1splay them m two lists, smtable and unsuitable drivers, With the 
distance of the locauon of the1r vehicle from the start pomt of the tnp 
When the dnver has been selected, his or her details are d1splayed, and the details of the vehicle 
he or she owns If'S' 1s entered m the Shift field, detmls of sh1fts for the vehicle owned by the 
dnver in the Driver f1eld are d1splayed If a veh1cle number 1s entered m the Shift field, a hst of 
any ex1sting sh1fts for that vehicle on the day of the trip(s) is displayed. 
When a Shift Number is entered, the same facilities are available for checkmg the shift as in 
Dial-a-Ride 
k) Schedule a Passenger Tnp 
Entenng a Shift Number and Letter (e g. 1 E) in the Dial-a-Ride or Social car Bookmg screens 
will check the existence of the sh1ft and whether the trip umes are w!lhm the range of the sh1ft 
start and f1ntsh times. Th1s 1s done by the subroutine SCHEDULE for Dial-a-Ride and 
SC.SCHEDULE for Social Car 
These subrouunes work 111 a sunilar way to the DIARY subroutme, except that they have to 
check for two events to be added m to the sh1ft, as both pick-up and drop-off have to be inserted 
m sequence. Wherea~ vehicle tnps cannot overlap in time, passenger tr1ps can, and indeed must 
1f efficient use of veh1cle~ 1s to be made Also, 1t may be necessary to have more than pick-up 
and/or drop-off at the same tune, for example when several passengers are travelling to or from 
the same address at the same ume 
The scheduling subrouunes are called w1th the followmg parameters 
MODE 
DATE 
VEHICLE.NO 
SHIFT.LETTER 
BOOK NO 
THIS.TRIP.NO 
START 
FINISH 
TYPE 
WAIT 
O.MAP.REF 
D.MAP.REF 
O.ZONE 
D.ZONE 
O.X.Y 
D.X.Y 
O.ADDRESS 
D.ADDRESS 
PASS 
WC 
MOO.FLAG 
MOD FLAG 
Mode of use (1/2/3/4) 
1 - Enter or return error code 
2 - Check and return error, leave locked 1f no 
etror 
3 - Delete and keep locked 
4 - Delete and release locks 
TrllJ date 
No of veh1cle or sh1ft 
Letter for sh1ft - typ1cally 'D' Day, 'E' Early or 'L' 
Book1ng No. 
No of Passenger Tr1p 
Start t1me (plck-up t1me) 
F1n1sh t1me (drop-off t1me) 
Type of tnp (0/C/B) 
Wa1t for passenger, 1.e. drop and wa1t. 
Not val1d for tr1p type 'B', back home. 
Map reference of or1g1n 
Map reference of dest1nat1on 
Zone of or1g1n 
Zone of dest1nat1on 
Numer1c map reference as x,y gr1d co-ord1nates for or~g~n 
Numer~c map reference as x,y gr~d co-ord~nates for 
dest~na.t~on 
Address of or~g~n 
Address of dest~nat~on 
No of passengers 
No. of passengers 1n wheelcha1rs 
Mult~-occupancy or1g1n flag, 1nd1cates mult1ple p1ck-ups at 
same t1me at or1g1n are acceptable 
Mult1-occupancy dest1nat1on flag, 1nd1cates mult1ple drop-
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FARE 
offs at same t~me at dest1nat1on are acceptable 
Fare for tr1p 
A value is returned in 
INTERNAL.ERROR Error code returned 
1 Sh1ft does not ex1st 
2 T1mes of tr1p not 1n sh1ft range 
3 Another stop at the same t1me 
4 Another drop-off at the same t1me 
5 Old tr1p p1ck-up not 1n sh1ft (when try1ng to delete) 
6 Old tr1p drop-off not 1n shift (when try1ng to delete) 
7 Old tr1p plck-up and drop-off not 1n sh1ft (when try1ng 
to delete) 
8 Number of ex1st1ng TBAL plck-ups etc. 1n PARMS(17) 
9 Plck-up clashes w1th dr1ver break start or f1n1sh 
10 Drop-off clashes w1th dr1ver break start or f1n1sh 
11 Trlp overlaps dr1ver break 
12 Tnp dunng dn ver break 
99 Shlft record locked by another user 
Whether there is space or not, a me>sage IS displayed, offenng the user the oppnunity to view the 
shift record. This IS provided by DR.SHIFT.SCHEDULE for Dial-a-Ride and 
SC.SHIFT.SCHEDULE for Social Ca1 ThiS routine displays vanous details m a window made 
up of three sub-windows The top wmdow displays the date, shift no and shtft letter and start 
and finish times. The user can move between different shifts usmg the numeric keypad. For 
example if shift I E, where E IS for early, is displayed, pressmg '6' will move to shift 2E, if Jt 
exists. Pressmg '2' when m shift lE will move toIL, where LIS for late, 1f1t exists. Details of 
the shifts for a day are held 111 the shifts mdex file, DRSHIFTS.INDEX, in a record keyed on the 
mternal format of the date Pre>smg <retm n> accepts the allocation to the shift currently dis-
played. Pressmg <escape> return, to the ~luft field without accepting the allocation. As each 
shift is displayed 111 the topmo~t window, detail> of 5 pick-ups and drop-offs in that shift are 
displayed m the bottom wmdow, with the p1ck-up or drop-off nearest the time of the tnp being 
scheduled m the middle of the window 
Pressmg '5' in the numenc keypad moves the user into the middle wmdow, where the ume of the 
pick-up or drop-off for tl11S passenger tnp are displayed with the event type, address, name and 
map reference. Pressmg '2' or '8' sw1tche\ between p1ckup and drop-off. Pressing <return> or 
<escape> moves back up to the top wmdow Pressing'+' or'-' adJUSts the ume of the currently 
displayed event m 5 m mute 111tei vah Pre~,lllg <escape> move> back to the top wmdow and 
disregards changes made to tune~ U>Ing '+' and '- ', whereas <return> accepts these changes. 
Pressing '5' moves the use1 11110 the bottom wmdow and highlights the mtddle line of the 
wmdow. Each !me >hows the time of the event, the type, the address, the booking no. and the 
map reference. The display can be \crolled up and down using '2' and '8' to go one event later 
or earher, '3' and '9' to go 5 events later or earlier, and 'I' and '7' to go to the end and stan of 
all the events in the shift. Finally, entenng '5' shows details of the booking whtch ts currently 
htghlighted, usmg O*DRBOOKINGS*SMALLBOOK, a System Bmlder generated program 
which has been changed so that 11 does not clear the entire screen. 
I. Trammg and Tutonals 
Two tutorials, developed using System Builder provide an introduction to the facthties of 
MULTI TRIP and the keyboaid conventions of System Bmlder, usmg the Mailing List. 
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